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SMARTEST 
TERMINAL 
AUTOTERM CAN ALSO BE USED FOR 
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DISK VERSION 
EASY TO USE 
ON-SCREEN EDITING via cursor. Full prompting and error checking. Key Beep and Error Beebop. 
Scroll bkwd/ fwd while on line. Save/ load files while on l ine. Maintain a disk copy of session. Automatic 
graphics. True lower case. Screen widths of 32, 40. 42, 50, 64. No split words on screen/printer. Print all or 
part of text. Search for strings. 

PLEASANTLY POWERFUL 
Total communications ability, 128 ASCII chars, 1200 baud, etc. Send text, graphics. BASIC, ML. 
Scan/Edit current data while receiving more data. Any modem. Fully supports D.C. Hayes and others. 
Any printer, page size, margins, etc. Override narrow text width of received data Examine/change 
parameters, KSMs and disk directories at any time. Handles files which are larger than memory. 

TRULY AUTOMATIC 
Create, edit, print, save and load Keystroke Multipliers (KSMs). KS Ms automate almost any activity. Dial 
via modem, sign-on, interact, sign-off. Perform entire session. Act as a message taker. KSM may include 
parameter changes, disk operations, editing, time delays, looping, execution of other KSMs, waiting for 
part-specified responses. branching based upon responses. 
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FEATURES 

USER FRIENDLY 
Full pro11ptln.;z 
Ea sy c a ncellation of co•11a nds 
KEY BEEP indicates acceptance of keyboard ent r y 
KEY BEEBOP indicate& ina ppropr i a te keyboard e ntry 
AUTOMATIC GRAPHICS 
Faat 11achine-code software 
RESET cauaea restart without loss of text 

PLEASANT SCREEN DISPLAY 
Opera ting 11ode , free space . c a s e flags on top line 
Pro11pting on next 11ne<s> 
Text on re11a inin9 lines 
Upper/lower c a s e a s d a rk/light . light/da rk , or li9ht/li9ht 
True upper/lower c a se is o ptional 
Screen width of 32 , 40 , 42 , 50 , or 64 characters 
Word wrap optional 
Scr olls backward & for war d while sca nn i n9 
Scroll or wrap-to-top while receiving da t a 
Cursor form signa ls c a r r i a ge returns & line feed& 

SIMPLE KEYBOARD OPERATION 
Ra pid typing le acceptable 
Arrow keys move cursor & scroll a t top o r bottoa 
Arrow keys repeat whe n he ld down 
Shlft-zero toggles ALL CAPS 
CLEAR acts 88 ASCII control key 
Shift-CLEAR initiates all coaaanda 
BREAK cancels any coa11and 

EASY ON-THE-SCREEN TEXT EDITINS 
Single chara cter CHANGE , DELETE , OR INSERT vi a cursor 
Search for substring 

CONVENIENT OPERATING COMMANDS 
Memory ON/OFF during SEND/RECEIVE 
Print , a a va , delete a ll or pa rt of 11emory 
Easily 11ainta1n a disk copy of the session 
Display disk directory 
Handle files larger tha n 11e 11or y 
Enter any graphics cha r a cter via hex code 
Send/rece1ve text , BASIC , HACH LANG, PICTURE data , etc. 
Displ a y/cha n9e uaer options 

TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS ABILITY 
Ba ud r a te - 110 , 150 . 300, 600, 1200 
Duplex - full or Half 
Parity - Off , Mark , Space. Odd. or Even 
Stop bits - One , two , etc . 
Scan & ad1t text while receiving additi~nal text 
ASCII control key. 1111e break , & backspace 
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FEATURES 
<Continued fro• previous pege) 

FLEXIBLE PRINTER CONTROLS 
Page length, width, end all margins 
Line spacing aa aingle, double, triple, etc. 
Word wrep is optional 
Page pause is optional 
Linefeed after carriage return is optional 
Printer control codea aay be embedded in text 
Optionally override the narrow width of received text 

ADVANCED KEYSTROt<E Ml.l..TIPLIERS 
Any sequence of any keys on keyboard 
Mey include other keyatroke aultiplier keys 
Mey include any aystea coaaends 
May include ti•• deleya & looping 

AUTOMATIC DIALOGUE ABILITY 
Weit for next reaponse fro• the other computer 
Branching based on alternate responses 
Self-test mode 

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT 

RADIO SHACK COLOR COMPUTER 
Keaory - 32K to 64K 
DISK BASIC ia required. 

DISK DRIVE 
Needed for loading AUTOTERM into coaputer. Optionally used 

to load &/or save text £ilea, user'• keyatroke multiplier 
definitions, BASIC programs in ASCII or BINARY form, MACHINE 
LANGUAGE programs, PICTURE data . 

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 

MODEM & CABLE 
Used to coaaun1cate with other computers over the 

telephone. Mode• should provide esynchronoua coaaunication et 
one of the following baud rates: 110, 150, 300, 600, or 1200. 
Mode• ia not required when coamunicating directly with another 
coaputer via the serial port. 

PRINTER & CABLE 
Used to print formatted copies of text . AUTOTERM is 

compatible with eny printer which operatea with the Color 
Computer. AUTOTERM alao accoaodetes those printers which fail 
to be compatible with the Color Coaputer beceuae the printer 
requires a linefeed to be sent after each carriage return . 
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AUTOTE RM 

UPGRADE FROM DISK VERSION 3. TO DISK VERSION 4. 

NEW FEATURES 

BACKSPACE CHARACTER ALWAYS ACTIVATED 

START/TRANSFER ADDRESSES NOT NEEDED FOR ML PROGRAMS 

XMODEM PROTOCOL FOR ERROR FREE TRANSMISS ION 

1. BACKSPACE CHARACTER ALWAYS ACTIVATED 

This ver sion of AUTOTERM deletes the previous character 
whenever a BACKSPACE character is sent by you or received from 
the other computer. This is suppressed during XMODEM operation . 

The previous version of AUTOTERM would permit a received 
BACKSPACE character to delete the previous character only when 
tha t BACKSPACE had been sent by you and echoed b y the other 
computer within one-fifteenth of a second. 

2 . START/ TRANSFER ADDRESSES NOT NEEDED FOR ML PROGRAMS 

A MACHINE LANGUAGE progra m which has been received a nd is 
held in memory can be saved without knowing the START and 
TRANSFER ADDRESSES. Merely . use the cursor to define the START 
and STOP points of the data to be saved to disk . 

Be careful to position the cursor precisely o ver the very 
f irs t b yte of the MACHINE LANGUAGE program when specifying the 
START point and precisely o v er the very last b yte of the MACHI NE 
LANGUAGE program when specifying the STOP point. You can check 
the r esults by loading the program back in by using the LOAD 
comma nd . When AUTOTERM loads the program back into memory , it 
should recognize i t as MACHINE LANGUAGE and precede it with the 
START and TRANSFER ADDRESSES as described in section 4 . 2.5 of 
the user's ma nua l. 

The previous version of AUTOTERM required you to in&ert the 
START and TRANSFER ADDRESSES ahead of any MACHINE LANGUAGE 
program which was bei ng saved to disk . This was descri bed in 
section 4 . 1 . 5 of the user's manual . This information is no 
longer required. 
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UPGRADE FROM DISK VERSION 3. TO DISK VERSION 4. 

3. XMODEM PROTOCOL FOR ERROR FREE TRANSMISS I ON 

The XMODEM protocol is used to overcome the problem of line 
noise causing received data to differ from the sent data . It is 
commonly used by bulletin boards and time share networks to 
download data. AUTOTERM is capable of receiving data via XMODEM 
or sending data via XMODEM. AUTOTERM does not perform repeated 
disk reading or writing during the XMODEM transmission itself . 
Before initiating XMOOEM action . be sure that the unused memory 
buffer space (displayed in the upper right of your screen) is 
large enough to accomodate all the data being received or sent . 

RECEIVI NG DATA VIA XMODEM 
When you receive data, AUTOTERM is playing the role of the 

"receiving co1tputer" . The "sending computer" will require you 
to indicate that you wish to receive data via XMOOEM . This 
usually involves a aeries of responses on your part. 

For example, COMPUSERVE lets you select £rom several 
protocols when downloading data . You enter "l" to choose XMOOEM 
protocol. Then COMPUSERVE indicates that it is ready to send by 
giving you the message '"Starting XMOOEM transfer". 

If the "sending computer•• is running AUTOTERM, then it will 
say "READY TO SEND VIA XMOOEM" . 

In any case, once the "sending computer" is ready to send , 
then you should type <SHIFT-CLEAR>, and then type <X> for 
XMOOEM. The top line of your screen will show : 

XMODEM: TYPE S=SENO OR R=RECEIVE 

Now type <R> for ''RECEIVING''. AUTOTERM will change your screen 
to show: 

RECEIVING XMODEM DATA 

BLOCK # 001 

AUTOTERl'I wi ll send a s i gnel to the "sending computer" to tell it 
to start sending date . As date is received , the BLOCK # is 
increased and the data is displayed on the lower portion of your 
screen. The display form is the same as when ULD=l, except tha t 
CARRIAGE RETURN, EJ , and LINEFEED. [!) , do not start a new line 
on the screen. 

When the transmission 
to save the data to disk. 
The screen will show: 

is completed, AUTOTERM will be ready 
You will be asked for the filename . 

RECEIVING XMOOEM - TYPE FILENAME 
& PRESS <ENTER> 

At this point, you should type the filename to be used for 
saving the date to disk . If you do not specify en extension, 
then AUTOTERM will use /ATM for text data and /BIN for binary 
data, such as a MACHINE LANGUAGE program . For BASIC programs, 
you should specify /BAS as the extension . 
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UPGRADE FROM DISK VERSION 3. TO DISK VERSION 4. 

If an error condition arise& during the &ave to di&k , then 
an error ••••age will be displayed. When you preaa <BREAK> to 
continue , you will again be asked for a filename. Thia leta you 
try to save the data aa often as you wish. If you are 
repeatedly unable to save the data and you don't want to 
anymore, then press <BREAK> when asked for the filenaae. 
will be returned to SEND/RECEIVE operation and your data 
held in 111e111ory . 

try 
You 

will be 

If ao111ething goea wrong while the data is being aent to 
you, then pr••• <BREAK> for a few seconds to leave XMODEM and 
return to SEND/RECEIVE operation . The data received up to that 
point will be retained in your aeaory buffer. The other 
computer 111ay atill be aending acre data. If ao, you can type 
<CLEAR-C>, i . e. an ASCII CONTROL C. Thia is usually recognized 
by the other computer as a signal to halt XMODEM operation. 

BENDINa DATA VIA XMODEM 
When you send data, AUTOTERM is playing the role of the 

"'sanding computer". The "receiving computer" should be running 
AUTOTERM or acme other terminal program which is able to handle 
receiving data via the XMODEM protocol . 

When in SEND/RECEIVING mode , type <SHIFT-CLEAR> and then 
<X>. The top line of your screen will show: 

XMODEM: TYPE S=SEND OR R=RECEIVE 

Now type <S> for "'SENDING" . AUTOTERM will change your acreen to 
show: 

XSENDING A BLOCK OR FILE - TYPE 
BLOCK # OR <C> OR <F> 

You now specify what data i& to be sent by giving a block # or 
using the cursor or giving a filena111e. Thia ia done the aa111e 
way aa for trans111itting a block or file. See section 3.6.1. of 
the user'• 111anual. 

After you have &pacified what data is to be sent, AUTOTERM 
will prepare for XMODEM trana111ission. You screen will ahow: 

SENDING XMODEM DATA 

BLOCK # 001 

At the aaiae time, AUTOTERM will send the message "READY TO SEND 
VIA XMODEM'" to the other computer. When this message ia 
received by the other computer, the operator of the other 
computer should trigger his machine to begin receiving via 
XMODEM. Hia computer will send a signal to tell AUTOTERM to 
start sending the data . As AUTOTERM sends the data , your acraen 
will show the BLOCK # increasing and will display the data in 
the form uaed for ULD=l, except that CARRIAGE RETURN, G, and 
LINEFEED, {!] , do not start a new line on the screen. Whan the 
tranamiaaion ia completed, AUTOTERM will return to 
SEND/RECEIVING iaode. 
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UPGRADE FROM DISK VERSION 3. TO DISK VERSION 4 . 

You can halt the transmission and return to SEND/RECEIVING 
operation by pressing <BREAK> £or a £ew seconds . 

If the other computer sends an ASCII CONTROL C during the 
transmission , then AUTOTERM will halt the transmission a nd 
return to SEND/RECEIVING mode. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF XMODEM PROTOCOL 
Under XMODEM protocol, the data is sent in a ser ies of 

blocks of 128 bytes. A block is retransmitted whenever the 
""receiving coAputer"" senses an error in the transmission of tha t 
block. Here are some of the details . 

The ··receiving computer "' sends a NAK cha r a cter <ASCII 
NEGATIVE-ACKNOWLEDGE = Hex 15> to tell the "'sending computer"" to 
sta rt sending the first block. 

The ""sending computer"" sends 132 bytes of d a t a for e a ch 
block . The £irat byte is the SOH character <ASCII 
START-OF-HEADING= Hex 01> . The second byte is the block 
number. The third byte is the complelltent of the block number. 
The next 128 bytes are the d a ta. And the 132nd byte is the 
checksum . It ia calculated by adding up the 128 bytes of data 
a nd discarding any carry bite. 

The ""receiving contputer"" checks the data Just r e ceived . 
The first byte should be a Hex 01, the second and third bytes 
should be the correct block number and complement . The 132nd 
b yte , the checksum byte , is checked by independently 
reca lculating a checksum byte using the 128 bytes 0£ data 
r eceived . If this recalculated checksum byte is the s a me as the 
checksum byte received from the ""sending computer"', then the 
d a ta is assumed to be error free . If the checksum bytes 
disagree, then the data contains some errors. 

I£ the lat, 2nd, 3rd, and 132nd bytes are correct , then the 
'" receiving computer"" sends an ACK character <ASCII ACKNOWLEDGE = 
Hex 06> to signal that the next block should be sent . If a n y o f 
the lat , 2nd, 3rd , or 132nd bytes is incorrect , then the 
••receiving co111puter '" sends a NAK character to signal tha t the 
previous block should be sent aga in. 

The blocks of data are sent in the above ma nner until the 
entire set of data has been transmitted successfully . When the 
last block has been sent successfully, the ··sending computer 
sends an EOT character <ASCII END-OF-TEXT = Hex 04> to signa l 
that all the data has been sent. The ··receiving computer" 
replies by sending an ACK, and the XMODEM transmission is 
completed . 

If the last block of data does not contain exactly 128 
bytes, then the '"sending computer"' makes it contain exa ctly 128 
bytes by adding SUB characters <ASCII SUBSTITUTE= Hex lA). 
These are discarded by the "'receiving computer", after it has 
received the EOT character. 

A successful XMODEM transmission does not actually 
gaurantee that the data has been sent without any errors . It is 
possible for the checksum bytes to agree even though the block 
contains errors. The chance 0£ an erroneous block being 
accepted is one in two hundred and fifty-six. 
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UPGRADE FROM DISK VERSION 3. TO DISK VERSION 4. 

ERROR CONDITIONS DURING XMODEfll SENDING OR RECEIVING 
AUTOTERM looks for several peculiar situations during 

XMODEM operation. These situations are taken as an indication 
that XMODEM operation has failed, and an error message is 
displayed on your screen. You are asked to type <BREAK> to 
trigger a return to SEND/RECEIVE operation. 

Data received before the error condition occurs is retained 
in your memory buffer. You may wish to try to salvage this data 
and save it. If you don't want it then use the DELETE command 
(see section 2.7 of the user's manual> to eliminate it from 
memory. 

Here are the error messages and their associated meanings. 

TEN RE-TRANSMISSIONS - The current block of 128 bytes of data 
has been sent ten times and some type of error occurred every 
time. This could be caused by a very, very poor phone 
connection, or the block numbering became mismatched, or there 
may be some sort of incompatibility between AUTOTERM and the 
other program. You should try to do the whole transmission over 
again, rather than give up and assume incompatibility. 

FIVE DELAYS OF 20 SECONDS - While receiving XMODEK data, 
AUTOTERM has sent an ACK or NAK and received no response for 
approximately 20 seconds, and this has happened five times. 
This could be caused by a broken connection or by the other 
computer having stopped its XKODEM operation. 

NO REPLY FOR 30 SECONDS - While sending XMOOEM data, AUTOTERK 
has received no ACK or NAK from the other computer for 
approximately 30 seconds. This could be caused by a broken 
connection or by the other computer having stopped its XMODEM 
operation. 

EXCEEDS BUFFER - While receiving XMODEM data, the available 
space in your memory buffer has dropped below approximately 300 
characters. You might try again after deleting all the data 
from your memory buffer. If this does not give you enough room, 
you may want to use the low-resolution version of AUTOTERM 
( LOAOM''A64"" >, which gives you a larger memory buffer. 
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AUTOTER"' 

UPGRADE FROM DISK VERSION 4. TO DISK VERSION 5. 

NEW FEATURES 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS CKSM> CAN BE PLACED ON AUTOTERM DISK 

AUTOMATIC LOADINB OF SET OF KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS 

AUTOMATIC EXECUTION OF DESIBNATED KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER 

TIMED EXECUTION OF AUTOTERM 

PRINTER BAUD RATE IS NOW A USER PARAMETER 

XMODEM OPERATION IS IMPROVED 

J & M PARALLEL PRINTER PORT IS SUPPORTED 

RADIO SHACK RB232 PAK IS SUPPORTED 

RADIO SHACK MODEM PAK IS SUPPORTED 

PRINTING WHILE ON LINE CJIM PORT, RS232 PAK, MODEM PAK> 

OPERATION ON COLOR COMPUTER 3 VIA COLOR COMPUTER 2 MODE 

1. KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS CKSM) CAN BE PLACED ON AUTOTERM DISK 

The new AUTOTERM disk provides several grans of extra file 
space for data or other orograms. It can oe used to store your 
favorite KSMs. This enables you to take advantage of AUTOTERM's 
AUTO-LOAD and AUTO-EXECUTE capabilities described below. 

To place your KSMS on the AUTOTERM disk; remove the 
protective tab, save your KSMs on the disk <see 4.1 in the 
User's Manual>, and replace the protective tab. 

CAUTIONa Do not KILL or RENAME "A32", "A64", "A64H", or 
"AX". All four files are needed for AUTOTERM. 

2. AUTOMATIC LOADING OF SET OF KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS 

When AUTOTERM loads into your computer, it immediately 
looks on its own disk for a file named AKSM/KSM. If this file 
is found. it is automatically loaded into your KSM memory space. 

Your KSMs become an integral oart of AUTOTERM provided they 
are saved on the AUTOTERM disk under the filename AKSM/KSM. 
Whenever AUTOTERM 1s loaaea , it will include vour KSMs. 

Be sure to use all upper-case letters in the filename 
AKSM/KSM. If the file name contains lower-case letters, it will 
not be automatically loaded by AUTOTERM. 
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~PBRADE cRo~ ~ISK VERSION 4. TC ~:SK VERS!ON S. 

3. AUTOMATIC EXECUTION OF DESIGNATED KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER 

w~en AUTOTEP.M loaas your AKSM/KSM file, it looks at vour 
very first KSM. lf the first KSM is for "l" <1:==:>, then 
AUTOTERM goes to EDITING TEXT mode and executes that KSM. If the 
first KSM is for "2" <2 : ==:>, then AUTOTERM goes to SEND/RECEIVE 
mode and executes that KSM. 

Your first KSM can execute other KSMs. This gives you a 
great deal of automatic start-up capability. By eKecuting other 
KSMs, the first KSM could effectively set user parameters, print 
a reminder message, display a banner, dial the phone via an 
autodial modem, sign-on to a bulletin board, get messages, 
sign-off, hang-up, etc. All of the above or any part o& 1~ 

could be performed automatically when AUTOTERM is loaded. 

~. TIMED EXECUTION OF AUTOTERM 

The AUTOTERM disk contains ATIMER, a BASIC program for 
setting up delayed eKecution of AUTOTERM. To use this feature 
merely type RUN 11 ATIMER 11

• You will be askea for the program 
name <A32, AG4, or AG4Hl, the time of execut1on, and the current 
time, which will be updated every second. When the eKecution 
time is reached, AUTOTERM will load and run. Pressing <BRERK> 
will cancel ATIMER. 

CAUTION: Unattended operation involves some risks. 
You must weigh the convenience against the rtsks. 

ATIMER will display a warning regardin~ the risks involved 
w1tn unattended operation of a terminal program. Unfort unately, 
we can never be sure that AUTOTERM, a complicated pro~ram, would 
contain no bugs. Moreover, your computer, modem, or telephone 
could unexoecteoly fail to operate properly. Or the telephone 
service could ~ail to properly route the phone call . 

Some of the oossible causes of failure are: 
1. Program bug . 
2 . Computer memorv ch10 errors. 
3. Computer overheating. 
4 . Power interrupt ions or fluctat iov1s. 
5 . Modem ma 1 furict ion. 
6. Equipment at other end malfunctions. 
7 . Phone call mishandled by telep~one service. 
8 . Phone call interrupted by incominc call or 11ftin~ of 

receiver at another ex~ension. 
Some of the undesirable results are: 
l. AUTOTERM coulo execute at the wrong t irr.e or no':; at all. 
2 . An incorrect phone number could be repeatedly dialec . 

The party called would oe very upset. 
3. The time share sess ion could fail to be orooerly 

terminated. Connect charges cou:o bP. high . 
4 . The pnone could be left connected for a long per iod. 

Long distance charges could ~e high. 
5. The intended ooeration could fall into a loop ard oe 

reoeated rnany times. Tr.e connec'; cn;ir!;es and/•:>r io'l'•Q 
distance charces coulc oe high. 
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UPGRADE FROM DISK VERSION 4. TO DISK VERSICN S. 

5. PRINTER BAUD RATE IS NOW A USER PARAMETER 

PBD 
The following user 
PRINTER BAUD RATE 

carameter has been acded: 
J&~. 30~. 600, :20~. 2400, 
4800, 7200, or 9600 

When AUTOTERM loads into your computer, it sets PBD equal 
to the valu~ currently held in your computer. You can change 
this parameter at any time. 

6. XMODEM OPERATION IS IMPROVED 

When sending data via XMODEM, AUTOTERM no longer sends the 
message "READY TO SEND VIA XMODEM". This message conflicted 
wit h some bulletin boards and with Comcuserve•s addition of the 
CRC o::ition. 

7. J & M PARALLEL PRINTER PORT IS SUPPORTED 

If you have a J & M parallel printer port on your disk 
controller. then AUTOTERM will recognize it during start-uc. In 
such a case, the Printer Baud parameter wil l be set to J&M. If 
you do not want to use the port, merely reset PBD to the cesired 
buad rate to oe used with your printer via the serial port. If 
you have a J & M carallel crinter ::>ort and AUTOTERM fails to 
recognize it, then set PBD equal ~o J&~. T~1s will cause 
AUTOTERM to try to use the parallel port. 

When using the J & M parallel printer port, you can print 
while on line. See PRINTING WHILE ON LINE below. 

8. RADIO SHACK RS232 PAK IS SUPPORTED 

If you have a Radio Shack RS232 PAK connected, then 
AUTOTERM will use 1t for all communication. In the Multi-pak 
Interface, position the RS-232 PAK next to the Disk Controller 
PAK. Communication baud rate <CBD> can be 110, 150, 300, 600, 
1200, 2400, 4800, 7200. or 9600. 

Wh~n using the RS232 ~nK, you c~n or1nt while on line. See 
PRINTING WHILE ON LINE below. 

9. RADIO SHACK MODEM PAK IS SUPPORTED 

If you have a Radio Shack MODEM PAK connected, then 
AUTOTERM will recognize it during start-uc. The MODEM P AK will 
be used for all communication. 

CAUTION1 Th• MODEM PAK will not tr•n•mit data when 
the CONNECT SWITCH button ia UP. Be sure to avoid trying to 
send data in SEND/RECEIVE mode with this button UP. Wait until 
you have made the connection and pressad che button DOWN. If 
you try to send data with the button UP, then AUTOTER~ will 
lock-uc. If this happens accidentally, you can recover by 
pressing the RESET bu~ton on the rear o~ your comouter, and 
returning to SEND/RECEIVE mode by tyo:.ng ' 2 " at the "11Al'I, MENU. 

When usinp the MODEM PAK, you can or~ r1t •..ih 1 l e o n 11 ne. See 
PRINTING WHILE ON LINE below. 
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UPGRADE ~ROM DISK VERSION 4. TO DISK VERSION 5 . 

19. PRINTING WHILE ON LINE (JIM PORT, RS232 PAK, MODEM PAK> 

Use of the J & M Parallel Printer Port or the Radio Shack 
RS232 PAK or the Radio Shack MODEM PAK enables AUOTERM to orint 
data while on line. Wher1 you are in SEND/RECEIVE operation, you 
can toggle the printer ON or OFF by the CLEAR-DOWN-ARROW, that 
is, while holding down the CLEAR key, press the DOWN-ARROW key. 
The upper right corner of the screen will show a "P" when the 
printer is ON. 

Your keystroke multipliers can include toggling the printer 
ON/OFF. The wedge notation for the CLEAR-DOWN-ARROW is <CDA>. 

When AUTOTERM is printing on line, it will print aata in 
the format in which it is received from the otner computer. 
Your settings for printer baud rate, PBD, and printing LINEFEED 
after CARRIAGE RETURN, PLF, will be applied. However, all other 
printer parameters, such as margins and page length, will be 
ignored. 

When the printer is turned on, it will receive characters 
after they have been snown on the screen. Your printer does not 
need to print as fast as the data is received. AUTOTERM sends 
characters to the screen as quickly as it can. Characters are 
sent to the printer only when the printer is ready and the 
screen is caught up. AUTOTERM keeps track of how far the 
printer is behind. 

CAUTION: Although your printer need not print fast, 
it muat be ••t to a high •nou;h baud rat•. If you are not 
using a J & M Parallel Printer Port, then you should have your 
printer baud, PBD, set at least twice as high as your 
communications baud, CBD. In particular, if you are 
communicating at 1200 baud, then your printer baud should be at 
least 2400. Otherwise, AUTOTERM, while sending a character to 
the printer, may mi5s a character that is corning from the other 
computer. A setting of PBD=9600 is the most des irable for 
printing while on line. 

The printer can fall far behind when the high resolution 
screen display is being used . For faster screen action and more 
printer time, set ULD = 1, 2, or 3. 

11. OPERATION ON COLOR COMPUTER 3 VIA COLOR COMPUTER 2 MODE 

This version of AUTOTERM has all internal Jumps, etc. set 
so that it is compatible with operation on the Color Comouter 3 
when running in the Color Computer 2 mode. When the Color 
Computer 3 is first turned on or re5et, it is placed in a mode 
which imitates the Color Computer 2. Be sure that your machine 
is in this mode before loading AUTOTERM. 

When exiting AUTOTERM from the MAIN MENU, do the following: 
l . Type (S~IFT-BREAK> to leave AUTOfERM. 
2. Type POKE 113,0 and <ENTER> to prepare for RESET. 
3. Press the RESET button on the back of the computer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The AUTOTERM prograa ia devoted to two ObJectivea: 
1. EASY OPERATION - The uaer ia guided by ai•ple proapt aaaeagea 

and ia quickly alerted to unacceptable entries . Screen 
display, etc. aay be pleaaantly tailored to the uaer'a 
needa. 

2. FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION - Autoaatic operation can be aolded to 
each uaer'a individual naeda. Any series of keyboard 
actions, including tiae delaya and alternative branching, 
aay be autoaated. 

Hopefully, the EASY OPERATION will enable inexperienced 
individual• to aaka uae of AUTOTERM. The FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION 
ahould appeal to aore advanced uaera. However, the autoaation 
aay alao benefit baginnera. For axaaple, an experienced 
AUTOTERM uaer can auto•ata the aign-on dialogue for occeeaing o 
newa service. A beginner could then aake uaa 0£ the auto•atic 
operation to aign-on to the newa service. The beginner would 
not need to learn the aign-on procedure. 

The overall operation of AUTOTERM ia ahown in figure 1 . 1, 
p. 9. The MAIN MENU enablaa you to select one of the three 
operating aodes; TEXT PROCESSING, INTELLIGENT TERMINAL 
OPERATION, or KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION. You can e asily 
JUMP froa one operating aode to another. Merely, uae the 
<BREAK> key to trigger a return to the MAIN MENU, and than 
aelect the next desired aode. The RESET button also causea a 
return to the MAIN MENU. 

Notice that TEXT PROCESSING and INTELLIGENT TERMINAL 
OPERATION share a coaaon aet of text, noaely, the coabination of 
all .text and data accuaulated during both operations. You can 
conveniently uae the TEXT PROCESSING aode £or 0££-line 
preparation 0£ text or data, and then JU•P to INTELLIGENT 
TERMINAL OPERATION £or going on-line and aending the previously 
prepared aaterial. After coapletion of an on-line session, you 
can conveniently 3uap back to TEXT PROCESSING for editing and 
printing 0£ selected portions 0£ the session. Aa you JU•P 
between operating aodes, all accuauloted text and KEYSTROKE 
MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS are retained in the coaputer. 

The TEXT PROCESSING aode can handle moat of your ahort word 
proceaaing taaka. ON-THE-SCREEN editing aokea it very easy to 
prepare error-free personal and buaineaa lettere, school 
coapoaitions, aaeting auaaari••• etc. You can also create and 
edit your own calendar of events, club roster, log book, 
peraonal diary, etc. The resulta of your efforta con be printed 
and reprinted as desired, and can be preaerved on disk . If you 
wieh to use AUTOTERM in thia aanner, then read aectiona 2, 
4.1.1, 4.2.1, and 5 of thia aanual. You can akip the other 
aectiona, which deal with on-line operation, special data files, 
and autoaatic operation. However, you aoy wiah to alao read 
aectiona 6.1 and 6.2, which ahow how to autoaate the typing 0£ 
your coaaonly uaed phraaea. 

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL nPERATION ia straightforward. You can 
iaaediately coaaunicate with another coaputer. You should firat 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

read section• 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Generally, one will find it 
aore appealing to read through all of section 2, even though on 
line operation is the priaary goal. If you intend to send &/or 
receive binary data, then be sure to read sections 3.7, 3 . 8, and 
all of section 4. 

If you are a firet-tiae user of tiaesharing, then you aay 
have difficulty aaking connection with the other coaputer. 
Section 3.2 contains a list of trouble syaptoaa and poseible 
caueae. 

The printed copy of an on line session ueually hae an 
undeairable foraat. Sign-on and eign-off data appears at the 
beginning and end. The body of the text is sprinkled with 
question/answer dialogue. There is no paging control to produce 
standard 11" pages. The left aargin is non-exietent. The right 
aargin is excessive. Frequently, the output ie foraatted for a 
acraan width of 40 or 32 characters. You aay wish to edit the 
text before printing it. You aay want to take a close look at 
the printer control• which are available in AUTOTERM. Theee ere 
described in aaction 5.4. You should experi•ent with the OMIT 
CARRIAGE RETURNS option. With OCR=Y, your printer does not 
receive aoat of thoee CARRIAGE RETURNS which were sent by the 
other coaputer to accoaodate a narrow screen display. Thia is 
described in section 5.3. 

You aay be a regular uaer of one or aore coaputer services, 
such ae Coapuaerve, Dow Jones News, The Source, local bulletin 
boards, etc. If so, KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS can speed-up your 
coaputer access. Autoaation of your sign-on and subsequent 
querriea can aliainate soae of the drudgery. It will certainly 
eave you tiae and aoney. It aay also enable others to perfora 
your coaputer runs without learning all the details. 

The KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER systea is described in sections 6 
and 7. This ~aterial is aore difficult to read than the other 
aactions. It is worth tha extra effort! Many exaaplea are 
included. You can aake use of the exaaples without fully 
understanding the technical details. You can use any axaaple 
"ea is" except for 11todification of key ite1u1, such as account 
nuaber, password. and telephone nuaber. For instance, if you 
have a Radio Shack Kode111 II, then uae exaaple 7.9 to acheive 
automatic dialing. 

It may take a while for you to beco111e fa111iliar with all the 
features of AUTOTERK. Please don't hesitate to experiment. Uae 
the "U" co111111and to change various uaer options, and then observe 
the effects. Kost uaera would rather learn by experience. than 
apand long hours studying the uaer'a manual. AUTOTERM can 
readily accoaodate the "learn-by-doing" approach. 
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2. TEXT PROCESSING 

2. TEXT PROCESSING1 A STEP-BY-STEP EXAMPLE 

2.1. BETTING STARTED 

2.1.1. SETTING PRINTER SPEED & KEV DEBOUNCE 

Before loading AUTOTERl'I, you should set your computer's 
control parameters to the desired values . 

If your PRINTER SPEED is not GOO BAUD, then be sure to POKE 
the correct value into location 150. 

KEY BOUNCE causes your computer to sometimes receive a 
character typed by you, as if it were typed twice. If you have 
any trouble wi th KEY BOUNCE, then modify the DEBOUNCE DELAY 
VALUE before loading AUTOTERM. The DEBOUNCE DELAY VALUE is 
contained in l ocations 283 & 284. Location 283 contains the 
high order value, noraally 4. If you would like to increase the 
DELAY to get l ess bounce, then POKE 283,5 or POKE 283,6, etc. 
1£ you would l ike to reduce the DELAY to get a more lively 
keyboard, then POKE 283,3 or POKE 283,2 etc. 

2.1.2. LOADINB AUTOTERM 

Load AUTOTERM into your computer by inserting the AUTOTERM 
disk into disk drive 0, and typing one of the following load 
commands plus <ENTER>: 

LOADM''A32" 
LOADM"A64" 
LOADM"A32H" 
LOADM"AG4H" 

for the 32K Low Resolution Version , 
£or the 64K Low Resolution Version, 
for the 32K High Resolution Version, 
for the 64K High Resolution Version. 

The High Resolution Version offers extra options for the screen 
diaplay (see ULD, section 2.9, p. 21), but provides less memory 
space for accumulation of text. The program should be found and 
successfully loaded by your computer. 

After AUTOTERM has been loaded, you should see the 
following on your screen : 

MAIN MENU NNNNN M L 
AUTOTERl'I 3.0D 

CC> 1983 BY PHILIP ZWART 

<CLEAR> ACTS LIKE "CONTROL KEY" 
<SHlFT-CLEAR> PRECEEDS COMMANDS 
<BREAK> CANCELS COMMAND OR MODE 
<RESET> RETURNS TO MAIN MENU 
<SHIFT-RGHT-ARROW> INSERTS SPACE 
<SHIFT-LEFT-ARROW> DELETES CHAR 
OTHER ARROWS MOVE THE CURSOR 

TYPE <1> OR <2> OR <3 > FOR MODE: 
l = TEXT PROCESSING 
2 = INTELLIGENT TERMINAL 
3 = KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFN'S 
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2. TEXT PROCESSING 

Whenever the MAIN MENU is displayed, you can exit AUTOTERM by 
typing <SHIFT-BREAK>. The five digit number in the upper right 
tells you how many characters of memory are available for 
additional text storage. This number depends on your computer 's 
total memory size. 

Choose TEXT PROCESSING by typing the single keystroke <1> . 
Your screen should now show: 

EDITING TEXT NNNNN l'I L 

At this point, you have no text accumulated in memory. The 
flashing cursor is waiting for action. 

The "'L"' at the upper right of the screen signals that the 
keyboard creates LOWER CASE characters . Type <SHIFT-ZERO> to 
get a " U" for UPPER CASE ONLY . Type <SHIFT-ZERO> again to get 
back to LOWER CASE . 

The " 11" near the "L" says that SAVE-TO-MEMORY is turned ON . 
Thia means that all text is saved to memory as it is typed . Vou 
c a nnot turn this OFF unless you are in SEND/RECEIVE mode. See 
section 3 . 1, p . 23 . 

2.2. TVPINB TEXT WITHOUT <ENTER> 

The cursor is at the upper left. Type the following 
sentence without using the <ENTER> key <Don't worry about typing 
mistakes!): 

Now IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD MEN TO COME TO THE AID OF THEIR 
COUNTRY. 

Notice that AUTOTERM automatically starts a new line on the 
screen when there is no more room on the current line. Your 
screen should show: 

EDITING TEXT 
~owl IS THE TIME FOR 

TO COME TO THF. AIO 
COUNTRY .o 

NNNNN 
ALL GOOD 
OF THEIR 

M L 
MEN 

The lower case letters, "ow", are displayed in reverse video. 
Vou have several options for the display of upper/lower case . 
See ULD in section 2 . 9, p . 21 . 

Notice that the word "COUNTRY" has been shifted to the 
third line. This shifting of words is done to avoid breaking a 
word between two lines on the screen . It is called WORD WRAP. 
Thia wrapping action can be supreased . See SWW in section 2 .$ . 

Also, notice that the number in the upper right has been 
decreased. The text has been stored in memory and the amount of 
available space has been reduced. 

If your speaker volume i& turned up, then you heard a 
"'BEEP" as each key was typed. The "KEY-BEEP"' can be turned-off , 
See BEP in section 2.9. The KEY-BEEP may slow down your typing 
if you are extra fast . 
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2. TEXT PROCESSING 

2.3. MOYINB THE CURSOR 

Now let's Move the curaor around on the screen. Type the 
<UP-ARROW> once. The cursor has moved up one line to the SPACE 
between "COME" and "TO". Type the <UP-ARROW> once again. The 
cursor is now on the top line over the '"H". Now type the 
<UP-ARROW> once again. If your speaker is turned up. you heard 
the sound of "BOP". The cursor could not 111ove upward from it& 
present position. So your <UP-ARROW> was an unacceptable key 
and was ignored by AUTOTERl'I. The "'BOP'' was sounded to let you 
know about the key being ignored. Thia '"BOP"' can be turned off . 
See BOP in section 2.8. p. 20. 

Next type the <LEFT-ARROW> once. The cursor haa moved one 
apace to the left and is positioned over the "T", Now hold down 
the <LEFT-ARROW> key. The cursor moves to the left until it 
reaches the left end of the line. Then you hear a aeriee of 
BOPS until you atop preeaing the key. Holding down any ARROW 
key ia tho aaaa as typing that key repeatedly. 

Next type one <DOWN-ARROW> to move the cursor to the second 
line. Now uee the <RIGHT-ARROW> to aove the cursor to the right 
end 0£ the second line. Notice that when you move the cursor 
beyond the single SPACE which follows the word "THEIR'"• the 
cursor Juaps to the start 0£ the next line. The cursor can be 
positioned over only those characters which are in your text . 
You typed a single apace after the word "THEIR'". The 2nd• 3rd • 
and 4th SPACEs are not part of your text. They are present on 
the screen because the "Cou·· of "COUNTRY'" waa auto11atically 
moved to the 3rd line on the screen. 

The <RIGHT-ARROW> can cauae the cursor to JUlllp from the 
right end of the current line to the left end of the next line. 
However, the next line must be a continuation of the current 
line. If a CARRIAGE RETURN or LINEFEED is peaent, then the 
<RIGHT-ARROW> ia ignored. The <LEFT-ARROW> behaves in a si111ilar 
•anner. 

You need to experience one more effect of the ARROW keys. 
Type <SHIFT-UP-ARROW>. That is, hold the <SHIFT> key down while 
typing the <UP-ARROW> key once. The curaor haa moved to the 
start of the text. Now type <SHIFT-DOWN-ARROW>. The cursor has 
aoved to the end of your text and is waiting for 11ore action. 

2. 4. USING THE <ENTER> KEY 

With the cursor positioned JUSt after the ••.••, type the 
<ENTER> key. The cursor has •oved to the left hand end 0£ the 
fourth line. The <ENTER> key acts as a CARRIAGE RETURN. It 
causes the start 0£ a new line. 

I£ you are preparing text £or eventual printing at your 
printer, then you would not need to use <ENTER> at the end 0£ 
each printed line. When AUTOTERl'I prints your text . it will 
supply the CARRIAGE RETURNS which are needed to keep the text 
within the selected aargins. The only tiae you should use the 
<ENTER> key, is when you want to force the start of a new line. 
You would use <ENTER> at the ends of paragraphs and when forcing 
blank lines between sections of text. 
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2. TEXT PROCESSING 

Let's generate so•e short lines of text. Type <4> <ENTER>, 
that is, type the key <4> and then type the key <ENTER>. Your 
screen now looks like this: 

EDITING TEXT 
~ IS THE TIME FOR 

TO COME TO THE AID 
COUNTRY. 
4 
0 

NNNNN 
ALL GOOD 
OF THEIR 

M L 
MEN 

Continue typing with <5> <ENTER> <6> <ENTER> and so 
way up to sixteen, that is, up to <l> <6> <ENTER>. 
now displays: 

EDITING TEXT 
COUNTRY. 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

06 

NNNNN M L 

on, all the 
Your screen 

Notice that the text has auto•atically &crolled upward to 
provide rooa for your next line. The original first two lines 
of text are being held i n •eaory, even though they have been 
moved off the screen. 

Let's aove the cursor around ao•e 111ore. Hold down the 
<UP-ARROW>. Th• cursor 111oves line-by-line to the top of the 
•creen, and then forces the text to scroll backwards until it 
has reached the top line of the text in memory. Now you can aee 
those original t wo lines of text. But you can't aee the line 
nu111bered "16". It has been 111oved off the botto11 of the screen. 
It is being held in 111e111ory. Hold down the <DOWN-ARROW> . The 
cursor moves downward and eventually forces the text to scroll 
upward until the cursor is positioned at the next available 
space for entering text. That is, your screen is back to 
looking like our last illustration of the screen display. 

Now type t ne <UP-ARROW> one ti11e. Next type the 
<RIGHT-ARROW> one ti•e. The curaor is poai tioned over the "6"' 
on line 16. There is another character saved in me111ory after 
the "6". It is a CARRIAGE RETURN which was generated when you 
typed <ENTER> after <l> <6>. You can see it by typing one more 
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2. TEXT PROCESSING 

<RIGHT-ARROW>. The cursor does not move to the right . It stays 
in the sa111e location. However, it flashes more slowly and take& 
the for• The cursor is now positioned over the CARRIAGE 
RETURN rather than the ''6''• Type the <LEFT-ARROW> one tiae. 
The cursor haa been re-positioned over the ''6''. It is flashing 
faster and haa its nor•al for•. 

Let's add a little aore to the text. Type the <DOWN-ARROW> 
to aove the curaor to the next line. Notice that it 
auto111atically goes to the start of the line, because there is no 
text on the line. Type the following: 

THIS IS THE END OF THE EXAMPLE.<ENTER> 

Your screen now looks like this: 

EDITING TEXT 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

NNNNN K L 

THI5 IS THE END OF THE EXAMPLE. 
0 

e.s. FINDINB A BTRINB OF CHARACTERS 

1£ you have a large ••ount 0£ text, then scrolling io a 
slow way to look for so111ething. The "FIND" co111111and enables you 
to quickly find any string of characters. Suppose that we would 
like to find the string "15". 

Type <SHIFT-UP-ARROW> to position the cursor at the top of 
the text. Now type <SHIFT-CLEAR>, that is, hold down the 
<SHIFT> key and type <CLEAR>. AUTOTERM has been placed in the 
COMMAND MODE, and is waiting for you to type the key for the 
desired co•111and. The top of the screen shows : 

TYPE COMMAND OR <?> NNNNN M L 

Notice that the top line is telling you that AUTOTERM is waiting 
for you to type the single key for the desired coamand or the 
key <?>. If you type <?>, the screen will display a list of the 
AUTOTERM co•mands, and AUTOTERK will wait for you to type 
<BREAK> to return to your text . 

The <BREAK> key can be used to cancel any co•aand at any 
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time before ita coapletion. 
Type the key <F>, for the FIND coaaand. The top two lines 

of the screen now show: 

FIND COMMAND - TYPE STRING 
& PRESS <ENTER>Q 

Type <1> <5> & <ENTER>. AUTOTERM will search through the text 
until it finds the string "15"'. It then positions the cursor 
over the first character of the string. 

When using the FINO coaaand, you can specify aa many as 
fourteen characters. AUTOTERM will start the search at the 
current cursor poaition. If the string is not found, then the 
cursor will be positioned at the end of the text and a BOP will 
be sounded. If you type <ENTER> without typing any string, then 
AUTOTERM will uae the previously specified string. This lets 
you conveniently search for each occurence of a string. 

The ASTERISK may be uaed to indicate a wild card character. 
For exaaple, the string J•INGLE would cause AUTOTERM to stop at 
JANGLE, JINGLE, & JUNGLE. as well as JBNGLE, JCNGLE, etc. 

Your string may include the CARRIAGE RETURN and/or LINEFEED 
characters. Merely, represent the• by typing the five 
characters <ENT> or <LFO>, respectively. Thia is the WEDGE 
NOTATION, discussed more thoroughly in section 6, p. 4g, 

2.6. CHANGING, DELETING, & INSERTING 

First, we'll do aoae CHANGING of the text. The cursor 
should be positioned over the "1" of "15". Now type the key 
<2>. The "l" has been changed to a "2", and the cursor has 
aoved to the next character of text, the "5". Now type the 
<DOWN-ARROW> two tiaea, so that the cursor is positioned over 
the "H" of "THIS". Type the three keys <I> <M> <E>. The word 
"THIS" has been changed to "TIME", and the cursor is positioned 
over the next character of text, the SPACE. 

Your screen should now show: 

EDITING TEXT 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
25 
16 

NNNNN M L 

TIME[}S THE END OF THE EXAMPLE. 
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Now let'& DELETE a character or ao. Type 
<SHIFT-LEFT-ARROW>, that ie, hold down the SHIFT key and type 
the <LEFT-ARROW> key. The SPACE haa been deleted, and the 
cur•or ia poai tioned over the next character, the "I". Now hold 
down the <SHIFT-LEFT- ARROW> for a short while. Several 
character• have been deleted, becauae holding down the arrow ia 
like typing it repeatedly. We will aasu111e that "IS THE END" haa 
been deleted. 

You can delete a CARRIAGE RETURN, JU&t aa eaaily. Uae the 
<LEFT-ARROW> to aove the cursor over to the left end of the 
line. Your acreen should ahow: 

EDITING TEXT 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
25 
16 

IT)J:ME OF THE EXAMPLE. 

NNNNN M L 

Type the <UP-ARROW> two ti•••· The curaor ia now over the "2" 
of "25". Type the <RIGTH-ARROW> once to put the cureor over the 
"5" of "25". Now type the <RIGHT-ARROW> one 111ore ti111e to put it 
over the CARRIAGE RETURN. The cursor should be flaahing slowly 
and have the fora 8 . Now type <SHIFT-LEFT-ARROW>. The 
CARRIAGE RETURN has been deleted. Your screen looka like thia: 

EDITING TEXT 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
2:;t!P 
TIME OF THE EXAMPLE. 

NNNNN M L 

The cursor 1• positioned over the "1" of "2516". 
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Finally, let'• do •o•• INSERTING. Type <SHIFT-RIGHT-ARROW> 
one ti••· A SPACE ha• been inaerted ahead of th• "l", and th• 
curaor ia positioned over the SPACE . Hold down the 
<SHIFT-RIGHT-ARROW> for a ahort while . Kore SPACES have been 
inaerted. We will •uppoae that five •ore SPACES have been 
inaerted, giving a total of aix SPACES between the "5" a nd the 
" l". The curaor i• poaitioned at the atart of th••• SPACES . 
Now type the key• <6> <6> <7> <7> <8> <8>. Your acreen ehowa : 

EDITING TEXT NNNNN M L 
TO COME TO THE AID OF THEIR 

COUNTRY. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
2566778@ 
TIME OF THE EXAMPLE. 

Notice that in .. rting text involvea two operation•, naaely, 
in•erting SPACES and changing the SPACES to th• deaired text. 

Now let'a inaert • CARRIAGE RETURN after the "7" and before 
the "8". Type th• <LEFT-ARROW> two tiaea, to po•ition the 
cur•or over the "8" 0£ "78". Type <SHIFT-RIGHT-ARROW>, to 
in•ert a SPACE. Type <ENTER>, to change the SPACE to a CARRIAGE 
RETURN . Your acreen now di•playa: 

EDITING TEXT 
COUNTRY. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
256677 
~16 
TIME OF THE EXAMPLE. 

NNNNN M L 
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2.7. DELETINB A BLOCK OF TEXT 

1£ you want to delete a large aection 0£ text, you can uae 
the "DELETE BLOCK/FILE" coaaand. We will delete the £ollowing 
block 0£ text: 

8816 
Tl"E 0 

Type <SHIFT-CLEAR>, and then <O> £or the DELETE BLOCK/FILE 
coaaand. Th• top two linea 0£ the acreen ahow : 

DELETING A BLOCK OR FILE - TYPE 
BLOCK # OR <C> OR <F> 

The text doea not contain any block labela, ao you cannot type a 
block nuaber. Th• <F> ia £or deleting £ilea £roa the diak . We 
want to uae th• curaor to apeci£y the block. Type <C>. Th• top 
two line• now ahow: 

DELETING A BLOCK OR FILE - PUT 
CURSOR AT START & TYPE <ENTER> 

Follow the inatructiona. Uee the ARROW keya to poaition the 
curaor over the £irat "8" 0£ "881G". Now type <ENTER> . Th• top 
two lin•a 0£ th• acr••n now show: 

DELETING A BLOCK OR FILE - PUT 
CURSOR AT STOP & TYPE <ENTER> 

Uae the ARROW keya to poai tion the cursor over the "O" in "THIE 
OF"'. Type <EMTER>. The block is deleted and the acraen now 
ahowa: 

EDITING TEXT NNNNN " L 
TO CO"E TO THE AID OF THEIR 

COUNTRY. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
256677 
F THE EXA"PLE. 

Now l•t'a add a pair 0£ BLOCK "ARKERS and uae th•• when 
deleting a block. Uae the ARROW keys and the 
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<~HIFT-RIGHT-ARROW> to ina•rt :STARTl: and :STOPl: ao that your 
acr••n diaplaya : 

EDITING TEXT NNNNN K L 
TO COKE TO THE AID OF THEIR 

COUNTRY . 
4 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
:START1:12 
13 
14 
2:STOP1:!56677 
F THE EXAMPLE. 

Th• aark•r• aay that BLOCK #1 atarta at the "1" of "12" and 
atop• at the ''2" of ''2~6677'', 

Now type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. Then type <D> for the co•aand key. 
The firat two l i ne• ahow: 

DELETING A BLOCK OR FILE - TYPE 
BLOCK # OR <C> OR <F> 

Now type the key <l>, to delete block #1. Your acreen now 
ahowa: 

EDITING TEXT 
Mowl Is THE TIME 

TO COME TO THE 
COUNTRY. 
4 
:s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
~6677 

F THE EXAMPLE. 

NNNNN K L 
FOR ALL GOOD KEN 
AID OF THEIR 

Notice that the BLOCK MARKERS have been deleted along with the 
block. 
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2.8. CONTROL CHARACTERS & BRAPHlCS CHARACTERS 

The ASCII coding applies to 128 characters . Soae of these 
are rarely used and are usually not seen in text. Table 8 . 1, 
pp. 76-77, shows how each ASCII character ia typed at the 
keyboard and displayed on the screen. 

Notice that aoae characters are typed by using the <CLEAR> 
key . Moat of these are the ASCII CONTROL characters . Such 
characters have special Meaning. For exa•ple, the FORKFEED 
character <FF> causes the start of a new page during printing . 
If you want to add a FORMFEED to your text, then type <CLEAR-L>. 
That ia, hold down the <CLEAR> key and type the <L> key. Any 
FORMFEED contained in your text will be displayed on your screen 
a• [!] • a COMMA with reverse background. 

Text can also involve 128 other character&, which are 
thought of a• GRAPHICS characters. They can be added to your 
text by uae of the HEX CODE co••and. 

~uppoee you would like to add a graphics character having 
color nu•b•r 5 <buff> and pattern nuaber 9 <checkered> . The 
nu•eric coda for this graphics character is 201, that is, 
128+16•<5-1)+9. The equivalent two-digit hexadeciaal nu•ber is 
C9 . Here ie what you do to enter the hexadeciaal code C9. 

Poaition the cursor at the point where you want to put the 
graphics character and type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. AUTOTERK will ask 
for the co••and key . Respond by typing the key <H> for HEX 
CODE. The top line of your screen will display: 

TYPE TWO HEX DIGITS & <ENTER> Q 

At thia point, you should type the keys <C> <9> and <ENTER>. 
The graphics character for C9 will be put into your text. 

The graphics character CC can be used to e•bed printer 
control codes within the text. Thie is described in section 
5.3, p. 43. 

2.9. USER OPTIONS 

You can change certain aepecta of AUTOTERM operation . Your 
'"options•• are categorized as GENERAL, COMMUNICATIONS , & 
PRINTING. The COMMUNICATIONS options are described in section 
3 . 9, p. 31, and the PRINTING options in section 5.4, p. 45 . 
Here are the GENERAL options. Each ite• is preceded by ita 
three-letter abreviated code. The codes are ordered 
alphabetically. 

BEP KEY-BEEP Y or N Preset to Y 

BOP KEY-BOP Y or N Preset to Y 

8WW SCREEN-WORD-WRAP Y or N Preset to Y 
WORD WRAP avoids breaking a word at the end of a line on 

the screen. If the word does not fit on the line, then the 
entire word ie shifted to the next line. 
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ULD UPPER/LOWER CASE DISPLAY 1 to 3 Preeet to 1 
The display of upper/lower case i• affected by ULD. Value• 

4 thru 8 are available with the High Resolution Versions of 
AUTOTERM. They use the high resolution acreen to diaplay 
upper/lower case. Th••• 11odee result in &lower scrolling and 
keyboard action. 

1 = Nor11al background for upper case. Reverae background 
for lower case. 

2 = Nor11al background for upper and lower case. Screen 
doea not diatinguiah between upper and lower caae . 

3 s Reverae background for upper case. Noraal background 
for lower caae. 

4 • True upper/lower case 
~ = True upper/lower caae 
6 = True upper/lower case 
7 = True upper/lower caae 
8 = True upper/lower case 

with 
with 
with 
with 
with 

screen width of 
acreen width of 
screen 
acreen 
acreen 

width 
width 
width 

of 
of 
of 

32 
40 
42 
50 
64 

chars. 
chars. 
chars. 
chars. 
chars. 

You can exa11in• and/or change the setting of any of these 
by the "'USER OPTION'" co1111and. For exa111ple, auppoae you'd like 
to change the screen diaplay to type 3, that ia, reverse 
background for upper caae and nor11al background for lower case. 

Type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. Next, type <U>. The acreen shows: 

EDITING TEXT 
TO CHANGE ANY 
3-LETTER CODE 

GENERAL: 
BEP=Y BOPaY 

NNNNN M L 
OPTION TYPE ITS 
£. <ENTER> 0 

SWW=Y ULD=l 

COMKUHICATIONS: 
IGD=Y IGLaY IGN•Y 
CBD•300 DUP•FULL 
STP=l XNF•OOOO 

PRINTING: 
PGL=66 PGW•80 
TKG=6 BKG•6 
CNP=Y PLF•Y 

PGP2N 
LKG=6 
PWW=Y 

SCR=Y 
PAR=EVEN 
SLF=N 

LSPzl 
RKG=6 
OCR=N 

While changing an option, you can preaa <BREAK> at any tiae, to 
return to your text with no change. Now type the three letters 
<U> <L> <D>. If you 11ake a typing error, you can use the 
<LEFT-ARROW> to backapace and cancel typed characters. Next 
preas <ENTER> •• After you have typed the <ENTER>, AUTOTERM will 
check that you have typed an acceptable code. If not, you will 
hear a ··sop·•, and the cursor will re111ain placed after your third 
character. If you have typed <U> <L> <D> <ENTER> properly, then 
the screen shows: 
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EDITING TEXT NNNNN M L 
CHANGING AN OPTION - TYPE ITS 
NEW VALUE & <ENTER> 

GENERAL: 
BEP•Y sop .. y SWW=Y 

COMKUNICATIONS: 
IGD•Y IGL•Y IGN=Y SCR=Y 
CBD•300 DUP=FULL PAR: EVEN 
STP•l XNF=OOOO SLF=N 

PRINTING: 
PGL•66 PGW=80 
TMG•6 BMG=6 
CNP•Y PLF•Y 

PGP=N 
LMG=6 
PWW=Y 

LSP=l 
RMG•E'. 
OCR=N 

AUTOTERK ia waiting for you to fill-in the new value for ULD. 
Now type <3> and <ENTER>. Your screen will ahow your text 
again. Th• text ia diaplayed in mode 3 in accordance with the 
new aetting for UPPER/LOWER CASE DISPLAY . 
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3. INTELLIBENT TERMINAL OPERATION 

3.1. BEFORE MA~INB THE CONNECTION 

AUTOTERM ia put into INTELLIGENT TERMINAL operation by the 
selection of aode #2 from the KAIN MENU. See section 
2.1. p. 10. for inatructiona on loading AUTOTERM and using the 
MAIN MENU. After you have selected aode #2, the top line of 
your screen should show: 

SEND/RECEIVING NNNNN M L 

AUTOTERM ia now keeping track of the aerial I/O port. Anything 
received over the port will be diaplayed on your screen. You 
have not yet connected to the coaputer. So nothing should be 
happening on your acraen. If characters are being accumulated 
on your screen, then some piece of equipaent is sending data <or 
what looks like data> to your aerial I/O port. Perhaps your 
printer ia still connected to the port, or your aodem ia picking 
up noise fro• aoaewhere and sanding aignals. 

The M at the upper right of the screen indicates that 
SAVE-TO-MEMORY ia turned ON. All characters being sent or 

(.received are saved in meaory as accumulated text. Uae the 

;"~~~~AR~~~~~~~o~~ut~ii~g~!~tt~~ ~:~:-~~-=:=o~! ~=~ween ON and 
Before actually tying into the other computer, you may wish 

to aet aoae comaunicetiona parameters. The moat coaaon 
parameters, which aight concern you, are SAUD RATE, DUPLEX, and 
PARITY. See section 3.9, p. 31, fore description of these 
parameters and a few others. You can change their settings by 
using the .. USER OPTIONS" co11u11and. An exaaple of this co111mand ia 
given in section 2.9, p. 20. If you don't know the proper 
values for these parameters, then leave them as they are. They 
are set to the moat likely valuea. 

If you are using a modem, then its DUPLEX switch, if 
present, should be set to FULL. Thia will supress any echoing 
of characters by the modem. If the other computer does not echo 
the characters you send, then you will not see any display of 
the characters you type. In such a case, set AUTOTERM'a DUPLEX 
para•eter to HALF, that is, DUP=HALF. 

3.2. MAKING THE CONNECTION 

Now try to establish connection with the other computer. 
Dial the other co•puter if necessary. If the other computer 
expects to receive certain characters fro• you. then type these 
characters. Soae computers expect to receive one or more 
CONTROL CHARACTERS. Use the <CLEAR> key as a CONTROL key. 
Other co•puters will send you some greeting before expecting you 
to send anything. If this is the caae with the computer you are 
contacting, then si•ply wait to see the other computer's 
greeting on your screen. 

Ba sure to send the correct characters by typing them 
correctly. In particular, if the other co~puter expect& to 
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receive all upper case, then you should have tha SHIFT-LOCK 
turned on. That is, the letter "U" ahould be present in the 
upper right hand corner 0£ your screen. If an "L" appears 
there, then type <SHIFT-ZERO> to change to "U" for 
UPPER-CASE-ONLY. 

I:f you wi.ah to aend a "LINE BREAK", then type 
<SHIFT-BREAK>, Don't type <BREAK> without the <SHIFT>. If you 
type <BREAK>, you will be taken back to the MAIN MENU. I£ this 
happens accidentally, then iaaediately type <2> to get back to 
INTELLIGENT TERMINAL operation. Your accuaulated text will not 
be loat fro• aeaory, and you will atill be connected to the 
other co111puter. 

Everything aent by the other computer ia ahown on your 
acreen. Everything you type is displayed on your screen and i& 
sent to the other coaputer. The <LEFT-ARROW> key sends a 
BACKSPACE to the other coaputer. The other ARROW keya, the 
<BREAK>, and the <SHIFT-CLEAR> affect AUTOTERK, but do not cause 
anything to be eent to the other coaputer. 

I£ you are not sending and receiving aa described above, 
then soaething has gone wrong. Here are a few possibilities: 

SYMPTOM - The carrier light on your aodea ia not turning-on. 
You don't seea to be making contact with the other computer . 
CAUSE #1 - The other coaputer is not anawering the phone. Check 
this by using a noraal hand held telephone to dial the nuaber. 
You should hear a shrill tone when the other coaputer answers. 
CAUSE #2 - Your aodea is set to ANSWER when it should be set to 
ORIGINATE. Look for an ANS/ORIG switch on your aodea. If 
present, it should probably be aet to ORIG. 
CAUSE #3 - Your modea is set to the wrong speed or BAUD RATE. 
Look for a BAUD RATE switch or a CHAR/SEC switch. If present, 
it should probably be set to 300 BAUD or 30 CHAR/SEC. 
CAUSE #4 - Your aodea is not turned ON, or not plugged into the 
electrical outlet. 

SYMPTOM - The carrier light on your mode• ia turned on, but the 
other coaputer is not responding to your initial aign-on 
character&. lt'a aa if the other coaputer ia receiving nothing 
from you or ia receiving the wrong characters. 
CAUSE #1 - AUTOTERM'a PARITY aay be incorrectly aet. Try 
changing the PAR to other option&. See PAR, P• 31. If PAR=EVEN 
is not working, then the next beat bet is PAR:MARK. 
CAUSE #2 - AUTOTERM'a COMMUNICATION BAUD RATE may be incorrectly 
set. Try changing the CBD to other options. See CBD, p. 31. 
CBD=300 is the aoat co•mon aetting. 

SYMPTOM - Characters sent by the other coaputer are being 
received correctly, but characters typed by you are apparently 
aiaundaratood by the other coaputer. 
CAUSE - AUTOTERM's PARITY is incorrectly set. Try changing the 
PAR to other options. See PAR, p. 31. If PAR=EVEN is not 
working. then the next best bet ia PAR=MARK. 
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SYMPTOM - Characters sent by the other coaputer are being 
received correctly by you and characters typed by you are 
apparently being received correctly by the other coaputer. 
However, the characters typed by you are not being displayed on 
your screen. 
CAUSE - AUTOTERM's DUPLEX is set 
should be set to HALF, OUP=HALF. 
p. 31. 

to FULL, OUP=FULL, when it 
Change the setting. See OUP, 

SYMPTOM - Characters sent by the other coaputer are being 
received correctly by you, and characters typed by you are 
apparently being received correctly by the other coaputer. 
However, characters typed by you appear double on your screen . 
CAUSE #1 - AUTOTERM's DUPLEX is set to HALF, DUPmHALF, when it 
should be set to FULL, DUP=FULL. Change the setting. See OUP, 
p. 31. 
CAUSE #2 - Your aodea'a DUPLEX switch is set to HALF, when it 
&hould be aet to FULL. Look £or a DUPLEX switch on your aodem. 
If you find it, then set it to FULL. 

SYMPTOM - Characters sent by the other computer are soaetimes 
displayed as graphics block characters on your screen. 
CAUSE - AUTOTERM's PARITY is incorrectly set to OFF, PAR=OFF . 
Try changing PAR to other optiona, auch as MARK, PAR=MARK. See 
PAR, p. 31. 

3.3. SCANNINB loHILE CONNECTED 

Aa your aeaaion with the other coaputer progresses. your 
text will be moved off the screen. It will be retained in 
aeaory, provided the SAVE-TO-MEMORY has been left ON. You may 
wish to review soae of the previous portions of the session . 
AUTOTERM enables you to scan the entire session without losing 
contact with the other coaputer. Moreover, characters sent by 
the other computer while you are scanning, will be accumulated 
in memory. These additional received characters will be 
diaplayed on your screen when you return to SEND/RECEIVING 
operation. 

Enter the SCAN/RECEIVING mode by using the <UP-ARROW> or 
<SHIFT-UP-ARROW> to move the cursor sway from the end of the 
text. If SAVE-TO-MEMORY is OFF, then you must use the 
<SHIFT-UP-ARROW>. The top line of the screen will show : 

SCAN/RECEIVING NNNNN M L 

You can use the ARROW keys to move the cursor anywhere in the 
accumulated text. You can scan any part of the session . 

While SCAN/RECEIVING, you can make use of other operating 
modes. You are able to edit the accumulated text. You can use 
the disk drive to save all or part 0£ the text. or to load 
additional text. See section 3.5. p. 26. 

You cannot send characters to the other coaputer while in 
SCAN/RECEIVING operation. However, you can exit SCAN/RECEIVING 
and return to SEND/RECEIVING operation by positioning the cursor 
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beyond the end of text. Thia ia •oat easily done by typing 
<SHIFT-DOWN-ARROW>. 

3.4. EDITING WHILE CONNECTED 

You may desire to delete, add to, or change some of the 
accumulated text without losing contact with the other computer. 
AUTOTERM enables you to do this via EDIT/RECEIVING operation . 
You can edit the accumulated text. Your editing com•anda will 
not be sent to the other computer. The characters sent by the 
other computer while you are editing, will be accumulated in 
memory. 

While in SEND/RECEIVING or SCAN/RECEIVING operation , type 
<SHIFT-CLEAR>. AUTOTERM will ask for your command. Type <E> . 
The top line of your screen will show: 

EDIT/RECEIVING NNNNN M L 

Now you can edit the text in the various ways described in 
section 2.6, p. lS. 

During EDIT/RECEIVING operation, the ARROW keys act the 
same as in text processing. In particular, the 
<SHIFT-LEFT-ARROW> deletes characters, the <SHIFT-RIGHT-ARROW> 
inserts SPACES, and the <SHIFT-UP-ARROW> moves the cursor to the 
start of the text. The <SHIFT-DOWN-ARROW> positions the cursor 
immediately after the end of the text . Thia does not take you 
out of EDIT/RECEIVING operation. 

You can leave EDIT/RECEIVING operation by typing <BREAK> 
one time. This will place AUTOTERM into SEND/RECEIVING or 
SCAN/RECEIVING operation. To get back to SEND/RECEIVING 
operation, you may need to type <SHIFT-DOWN-ARROW>, depending on 
whether or not the cursor ia positioned beyond the end of text. 

You can easily delete a block of text while SEND/RECEIVING 
or SCAN/RECEIVING . Merely, type <SHIFT-CLEAR> and then type 
<D>. See section 2.7, p. 18, for a complete description of the 
DELETE BLOCK command . During the deleting, characters sent by 
the other computer will be accumulated in memory, aa oeeura with 
SCAN/RECEIVING and EDIT/RECEIVING. 

3.~. USING THE DISK DRIVE WHILE CONNECTED 

Whenever you are in SEND/RECEIVING or SCAN/RECEIVING 
operation, you can use AUTOTERM's commands for SAVING-TO-DISK, 
LOADING-FROM-DISK, MAINTAINING-A-SESSION-COPY, 
GETTING-A-DISK-DIRECTORY, KILLING-A-FILE, and 
TRANSMITTING-A-FILE. Merely type <SHIFT-CLEAR> and then type 
<S>, <L>, <M>, <G>, <D>, or <T>. These commands are described 
in section 4, p. 33. 

When AUTOTERM is performing disk operations, it cannot 
receive characters sent by the other computer. You should try 
to use the disk commands only during periods when the other 
computer is waiting for a response from you. Then you will not 
miss any characters sent by the other computer . 
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3.6. SENDING A BLOCK OR FILE OF TEXT OR DATA 
:::::" 

You may wish to send one or •ore blocks or files of text or 
data during your session with the other computer. Usually you 
will want to prepare the text ahead of time, before making 
connection with the other computer. AUTOTERM makes it very 
convenient to do this. 

You oan use the TEXT PROCESSING option to prepare your 
blocks of text or data. It is very easy to correct typing 
errors as - you-go, and to make other changes after proofreading. 
The data can be saved on disk and recalled while on line, or 
JUSt before calling the other coaputer. Or the data can be held 
in your accumulated text while you return to the MAIN MENU and 
select the INTELLIGENT TERMINAL option. 

3.6.1. TRAN8"'ITTIN8 THE BLOCK OR FILE 

Let's oaaume thot you ore connnected to the other computer 
and that the data to be sent is contained in a disk file or in 
your accumulated text. You can now use the TRANSMIT BLOCK/FILE 
coamand to send the data to the other computer. 

While in SEND/RECEIVING operation, type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. 
AUTOTERM will ask for the coamand letter. Type <T> for 
TRANSMIT. The top two lines of your screen will show: 

SENDING A BLOCK OR FILE - TYPE 
BLOCK # OR <C> OR <F> 

~ If the data to be sent is contained in your accumulated 
ttl), then you should either type its block number, or, if 
thblock is not marked, type <C> and place the cursor at the 
START and STOP points. This process is the same as that 
ddearibed for DELETE BLOCK/FILE in section 2.7, p. 18. 

If the data to be sent is contained in a disk file, then y ~J.., 

should type <F>. In this case you will be prompted to type the 
filename. The procedure for entering a filename is the same ea 
described in aaction 4.1.1, p. 33. The file muat conaiat 0£ 
text or a BASIC program in ASCII form. BINARY DATA must be 
loaded into the computer and transmitted as a block. 

After your data has been sent to the other computer, you 
are still connected and can continue the session. You can send 
additional blocks or files at the appropriate points in the 
session. 

You can use the <BREAK> to halt AUTOTERM's transmission of 
data. It may be necessary to hold down the <BREAK> key for a 
few seconds. Any other keys typed during BLOCK/FILE 
TRANSMISSION will be ignored by AUTOTERM. 

If you are sending a block of binary data. then you should 
be sure to have the PARITY set to OFF and 
SEND-LINEFEED-AFTER-CARRI.AGE-RETURN set to NO, i.e. PAR=OFF and 
SLF=N. See section 3.9, pp. 31-32. The other computer, which 
is receiving your binary data, should also have PARITY turned 
OFF. If the other computer is using AUTOTERM, then it should 
have PAR=OFF, IGD=N, IGL=N, & IGN=N, to avoid losing any of the 
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Furthermore, you should make use of the CHECKSUM 
sending &/or receiving binary date. See section 

3.6.2. VISUAL CHECK OF TRANSMISSION SPEED 

You can visually check that AUTOTERM is transmitting your 
data. The upper left corner of your screen changes background 
with each 100 characters transmitted. 

If you are operating et 30 characters per second, then the 
upper left corner should change every 3 or 4 seconds. If it is 
changing every 10 seconds, then AUTOTERM is delaying for 
one-fifteenth second after each character is transmitted. 
AUTOTERM is waiting for the other computer to echo each 
character, but the other computer ia not echoing. In such a 
situation, you should set DUP=HALF JUSt before transmitting the 
block. Then change beck to DUP=FULL immediately after 
tranamittin9 the block. 

3.6.3. AUTOMATIC LINE-AT-A-TIME TRANSMISSION 

Many co•puter services use a "LINE-AT-A-TIME'" proceedure 
for submission of messages, programs, etc. You would type a 
single line of your message and end thia line with a CARRIAGE 
RETURN, i.e. <ENTER>. The computer service replies with one or 
more characters to indicate that it is ready for your next line. 
Thia process is repeated for each line of your message. Usually 
the computer service's reply ends with a specific character, 
which can be taken ae a "prompt" for you to type your next line. 
You can use AUTOTERM for euch LINE-AT-A-TIME trans•iseion by 
suitably setting the XNF option. 

Ae an example, euppoee that the computer service supplies a 
line number followed by a COLON aa an indication that it is 
ready for the next line of your message. You would like to 
transmit your entire message as a single block of text. You can 
acheive this by using the CARRIAGE RETURN <Hex OD> as the 
TRANSMISSION-OFF CHARACTER and the COLON <Hex 3A> aa the 
TRANSMISSION-ON CHARACTER. That ie, set XNF=3AOD. When you 
prepare your message off line, be sure to type <ENTER> at the 
end of each line of text. When you get on line, you merely 
iasue the transmit block com111and. AUTOTERM will aend your first 
line of text end halt after sending the CARRIAGE RETURN. When 
AUTOTERM receives a COLON from the other computer, then AUTOTERM 
will send your second line of text and egein halt after sending 
the CARRIAGE RETURN. When AUTOTERM receives the next COLON, it 
will send the third line of your 111essa9e, etc. This process 
will continue until the entire message has been transmitted . 

When sending data by the LINE-AT-A-TIME proceedure, it is 
usually not necessary to set DUP=HALF, as described in section 
3.6.2. The other computer will probably continue to echo each 
character, because it is a&&uming that you are sending the 
111esaa9e Manually. 
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3.7. CHECKSUlllMINB A BLOCK OF TEXT OR DATA 

Errors can arise during the transmission of a block of text 
or data. If such tranaaiasion errors are noticed, then the 
block can be transmitted again, as often as necessary, until no 
errors occur. It is difficult to reliably make a visual check 
of text to catch incorrect characters. It is virtually 
impossible to visually check binary data for errors. The 
CHECKSUM proceedure offers a •ethod of spotting transmission 
errors. 

Each character or byte of data has an equivalent two-digit 
hexadecimal value. A CHECKSUM of a block of text or data, is 
obtained by the following proceedure: 

1. At the start, the CHECKSUM ia set equal to zero. 
2. The CHECKSUM is rotated left one bit. Bit 7 is rotated 

to bit 0. 
3. The character i& added to the rotated CHECKSUM. If a 

CARRY is generated, then ona is added to the result. This gives 
the new CHECKSUM. 

4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for each character. 

There are 256 possible values for the CHECKSUM of a block of 
text or data. 

The aender can calculate the CHECKSUM for the block before 
it is transmitted. Then the receiver can calculate the CHECKSUM 
for the block which has been received. If no transmission 
errors occurred, then the sender's CHECKSUM should be the same 
aa the receiver's CHECKSUM. If tranamiaaion errors occur, then 
it ia very very unlikely that the two CHECKSUM values would 
agree. 

When you are trana•itting or receiving a block of text or 
data, you should use the CHECKSUM to check for transmission 
errors. This is especially important when working with a block 
of binary data. 

You can uae the CHECKSUM comaand to calculate the CHECKSUM 
of any block of text or data. This command can be used in any 
of the three operating modes. However, it is moat frequently 
used during INTELLIGENT TERMINAL operation. 

Type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. AUTOTERM will ask for the command 
letter. Type <C> for CHECKSUM A BLOCK. You will be prompted to 
type the block number or, if the block ia not marked, to place 
the cursor at the START and STOP points. This process is the 
same as described for DELETE BLOCK in section 2.7, p. 18. The 
CHECKSUM for your block of data will be calculated. The top two 
lines of your screen will show: 

BLOCK CHECKSUM VALUE IS ""NN" 
TYPE <BREAK> TO CONTINUE 

NN is the two-digit hexadecimal value of the CHECKSUM. At this 
point, you should write down the CHECKSUM value and then press 
the <BREAK> key. You can then send the CHECKSUM value to the 
other coaputer for verification. 
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3.8. BENDING & RECEIVING PICT\JRE DATA 

Picture• are diaplayed on the TV screen by aeans of Block 
Graphics Character• or by Extended Graphic• Pixel Controls. 

3.8.1. BLOCK BRAPHICS PICT\JRES 

AUTOTERM conveniently diaplaya Block Graphic• Pictures. 
The Block Graphic& Characters are handled the aa•• a& text . You 
can acroll through the picture and aove the curaor through the 
picture. You can edit the picture by uae of the Hex Code 
coaaand described in aection 2.7, p. 19. However, you should 
avoid inserting or deleting characters, because this would put 
the picture out of alignaent. That ia, two horizontal lines of 
the picture would fail to line up or aatch up properly . A 
picture coapoaed of Block Graphics Character• ahould be preceded 
by a CARRIAGE RETURN. Thie inaurea that the first line Cand 
each subsequent line> atarta at the left aide of your acraan. 

Block Graphic• Characters can be aent and/or received in 
the saae way that text ia sent and/or received . When 
sending/receiving Block Graphics, you auat aet PARITY to OFF , 
i . e . PAR=OFF. See PAR, p. 31. 

3.8.2. EICTENDED BRAPHICS PICT\JRES 

AUTOTER" can aend and receive Extended Graphics Pictures, 
but ia unable to diapley theae picturea. These pictures conaiat 
of binary data correaponding to special pixel controls. 
AUTOTERK's acreen diaplay of thia binary data ia a aixture of 
text and block graphic•. 

Thia binary data can be treated like a aachine langua ge 
prograa . The START ADDRESS correspond• to the •••ory location 
which contains the firat eleaent of data when the picture ia 
held in aeaory. The TRANSFER ADDRESS can be aet to the s a ae 
value ae the START ADDRESS. Actually , the TRANSFER ADDRESS ha s 
no Meaning becauae a picture is not executed. 

The binary data for an Extended Graphics Picture c a n be 
loaded fro• diak by AUTOTERK before it ia aent, and it c an be 
aaved to diak after it ia received. Thia ia deacribed in 
aectiona 4.1 . 6, p . 35, and 4.2.6, p. 38. 

When sending/receiving Extended Graphic• Pictures you auat 
aet PAR=OFF, IGD=N, IGL•N, IGN=N, & SLF=N . 

3.8.3. AUTOMATIC BLOCK BRAPHICS MODE 

AUTOTERK autoaatically adJu&ta to the receipt of block 
graphics . Whenever the three character• ESC G 4 are received , 
AUTOTERK switchea to a Mode where the PARITY bit Csee PARITY, p. 
31> ia included aa part of the character representation . Thia 
c a uaes the graphic• picture to be displayed on the acree n du rin g 
ita receipt, aa well aa during later acrolling or recall fro• 
disk. AUTOTERM return• to the noraal treataent when the three 
characters ESC G N are received, or whenever you cycle through 
the aain aenu. 
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3.9. USER OPTIONS 

You can change certain aapecta of AUTOTERM operation. Thia 
ie done via the USER OPTION co••and. Section 2.8, p. 20 . 
contain• a description of the use of thia co••and. 

Here are the it••• which apecifically affect INTELLIGENT 
TERMINAL operation. Each it•• ie preceded by ita abreviated 
three letter code. The codea are arranged alphabetically. 

CBD COMMUNICATIONS BAUD RATE 
Preaet to 300 

110, 150, 300, 600, or 1200 

300 BAUD aqual• 30 character• per aecond, etc. If CB0=110, 
then the nu•b•r of STOP BITS ia uaually aet to two, i.e . STP=2. 
When CB0=110, AUTOTERM cannot eend characters •i•ultaneouely 
with the receipt of charactera. At 110 BAUD, you ahould not 
atte•pt to send character• to th• other co•puter while it ia 
aending character• to you. 

DUP COMMUNICATIONS DUPLEX HALF or FULL Preaet to FULL 
FULL cauaea AUTOTERM to expect the other co•puter to return 

an echo of each character aent by AUTOTERM. Thia echo ahould 
occur within one-fifteenth aecond after AUTOTERM haa aant the 
character. Otherwiae, the aent character will not be saved in 
•••ory and will not be diaplayed on the acreen. 

HALF caueea AUTOTERK to aave end diaplay each character 
aent to the other coaputer. AUTOTERK will not wait for en echo. 
If an echo ia received, then the character will be put on the 
acreen a second ti••· If double character• appear on your 
acreen, than you should change the DUPLEX fro• HALF to FULL. 

IBD IGNORE DEL Y or N Preaet to Y 
Soae tiaeahare aervicea uae the ASCII DEL character CHex 

7F> aa a DELAY character or FILLER character. In auch caeea, it 
ia deairable for the character to be ignored by AUTOTERM. "Y" 
cauaea the DEL character to be ignored when received froa the 
other co•puter. Uae IGD•N when receiving binary data. 

IBL IGNORE LINEFEED Y or N Preaet to Y 
Moat tiaeahare aevicea aend a LINEFEED after each CARRIAGE 

RETURN. These LINEFEEOS reault in extra blank lines if they are 
not ignored by AUTOTERK. "Y" caus- the firat LINEFEED after a 
CARRIAGE RETURN to be ignored. "Y" hea no affect on other 
character& received. Uae IGL=N when receiving binary data. 

IBN IGNORE NULL Y or N Preaat to Y 
Soae tiaeahare aervicea uae the ASCII NULL character CHex 

OO> ae a DELAY or FILLER character. It i• deairable for the 
character to be ignored by AUTOTERM. '"Y" cauaea the NULL 
character to be ignored when received fro• the other coaputer . 
Uae IGN=N when receiving binary data. 

PAR PARITY OFF, EVEN, ODO, MARK, or SPACE Preaet to EVEN 
EVEN is appropriate for aost coaputer aervicea. Soae •ay 

require another aetting, auch as MARK. In particular, PAR=MARK 
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ahould be uaed with coaputer aervicea which require seven data 
bit• rather than eight. The PAR aetting affect• the bit pattern 
of only thoae character• being aent. It haa little effect on 
received charactera. The parity bit of received character• i• 
ignored and ••t to zero when PAR is equal to EVEN, ODD, MARK, or 
SPACE. However, PAR•OFF cauaea the parity bit to be treated aa 
part of the character representation. PAR•OFF ia required when 
sending and/or receiving binary data or graphic• data. 

BCR SCROLLING WHILE RECEIVING Y or N Preset to Y 
You aay find that acrolling aak•• it difficult to read text 

aa it ia being received. Uae "N" to inhibit thia scrolling. 
When the botto• of th• acreen ia reached, the text will continue 
at the top. 

SLF SEND LINEFEED AFTER CARRIAGE RETURN DURING BLOCK 
TRANSMITION Y or N Preset to N 
Soae coaputer aervicea require that you aend a LINEFEED 

after each CARRIAGE RETURN during tranaaiaaion of a block 0£ 
data. Choose "Y" in auch caaea. Be sure to use SLFsN when 
aending binary data. 

STP STOP BITS 1 thru 125 Preset to 1 
''1'' cauaea a aingl• STOP BIT to be aent after the eight 

data bite. ''2'' cauaea two STOP BITS to be sent, etc. If 
CBD•llO, then STP should be aet to two or higher. "l" is 
appropriate for all other BAUD rates. Values greater than one 
<or two> do not hinder transaisaion, other than to slow it down 
because of th• extra aaount of delay between characters. 
Soaetiaea thia delay is desirable bacauae the other coaputer ia 
unable to accept data at full speed. You can "retard" the 
transaisaion speed by 10~ by adding an extra STOP BIT, STP=2, or 
by 50~ by adding ten extra STOP BITS, STP•ll. Soae coaputer 
services require two STOP BITS and seven data bits. This 
pattern can be obtained from AUTOTERM by setting STP=l and 
PAR•MARK. 

XNF TRANSftISSION ON/OFF CHARACTERS 
Preset to 0000 

0000 thru FFFF 

Thia four digit hexadeciaal nuaber specifies 
"TRANSMISSION-ON" and "TRANSMISSION-OFF" charactera U6ed by 
AUTOTERM during th• block tranaaiasion deacrib•d in section 3.6. 
A value of "0000" has no affect on block trona•ia&l.on. For any 
other value, the f irat two digita apecify the hexadeci•al value 
for the TRANSMISSION-ON character, and the last two digits 
specify the hexadeciaal value for the TRANSMISSION-OFF 
character. While tranaaitting a block of data, AUTOTERM halts 
transmission whenever it sends or receives the TRANSMISSION-OFF 
character. After halting, AUTOTERM does not reau•e transaiaaion 
until the TRANSMISSION- ON character ia received fro• the other 
coaputer. A aetting of XNF=l113 correaponda to standard 
XON/XOFF tranaaiaaion protocol. Other settings can be used to 
acheive other desired behavior. 6uch as LINE-AT- A-TIME 
transaiaaion. See aection 3.6.3, p. 28. 
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4. USINB DISK DRIVES 

The AUTOTERK coaaanda for SAVE BLOCK and LOAD BLOCK give 
you the ability to aave all or part 0£ your text to diak and to 
load text froa diak. Either 0£ these actiona can be per£oraed 
during TEXT PROCESSING, SEND/RECEIVING, SCAN/RECEIVING, or 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFN. However, you ahould be careful when 
perforaing diak operation• during SEND/RECEIVING or 
SCAN/RECEIVING. AUTOTERM will not capture incoaaing characters 
froa the other coaputer during disk oparationa. 

4.1. SAYINB TD DISK 

4.1.1. SAYINB TEXT 

Wa will aaauae that you wiah to create a file on disk that 
will contain all or part of your accuaulated text. Thia section 
or block 0£ text aay or ••Y not be aarked with pairo 0£ block 
aarkera, such aa, :STARTl:, :STOPl:, :START2:, :STOP2:, etc. 
Section 2.7, p. 18, givea a detailed axaaple of working with a 
block of text, unaarkad or aarked. You may find it helpful to 
review that section before proceeding. 

Type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. The top of the acraen will ahow : 

TYPE COMMAND OR <?> NNNNN M L 

Now type the key <S> for SAVE BLOCK. Th• top two line& of the 
acreen will show: 

SAVING A BLOCK OF TEXT - TYPE 
ONE DIGIT BLOCK # OR <C> 

If your section of text haa been aarked, then type tha aingle 
key for its nuaber. Otherwiae, type <C> and you will be 
proapted to use the curaor to specify the START and STOP pointe 
for the block. In either caae, after you have apecified the 
block. the top two linea of your acreen will ahow: 

SAVING A BLOCK - TYPE FILENAME 
& PRESS <ENTER> 0 

At thia point you ahould type a filenaae of at aoat eight 
letter• and/or digita. You aay include an optional 
three-character extenaion preceded by a SLASH. If no extension 
ia apacifiad, then AUTOTERK will use ATM for the type, unlea& 
th• data ia a BASIC prograa in BINARY fora or a aachine language 
prograa. See aactiona 4.1.4 and 4.1.~. You aay specify a diak 
drive number preceded by a COLON. If no drive number ia 
apecified, than AUTOTERM will uae drive o. You can use the 
<LEFT - ARROW> key to cancel previously typed characters. 

When you have typed the filenaae correctly, then preaa the 
<ENTER> key. AUTOTERM will create the deaired file and write 
the data to the file. The file will have been created on diak 
in the aaae fora aa a BASIC prograa in ASCII foraat. Thia 
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foraat i& readable by aany word processor&. After the file haa 
been created. you will be returned to your previous operating 
11ode. 

If your filename corresponds to a file that ia already 
present on the disk, then your text will be appended to the 
existing file. If you type <ENTER> with no filanaae, then 
AUTOTERM will use the f ilensae which you had last entered with a 
previous SAVE coaaand. 

If a di&k I/O error occur&. then your screen will show : 

SAVING A BLOCK - I/O ERROR 
TO RECOVER PRESS <BREAK> 

You should then type <BREAK> to return to your previous 
operating 111ode. 

If there ia not enough free space on the disk, then your 
screen will show: 

SAVING A BLOCK - NO SPACE 
TO RECOVER PRESS <BREAK> 

You can then type <BREAK> to return to your previous operating 
aode. 

4.1.2. SAVING KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS 

You can aava your KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS on disk. 
Merely select operating aode #3 when at the MAIN MENU. Thie 
will cauee your KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS to be displayed 
on the screen. You can then follow the procedure described in 
section 4.1.1 to save a block of text. However, since you are 
in operating aode #3, you will be saving all or part of your 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS. If you do not specify an 
extension via SLASH, then KSM will be used. 

4.1.3. SAVING A BASIC PROGRAM IN ASCII FORMAT 

AUTOTERM can be used to receive BASIC programs which are 
sent in ASCII fora froa another computer. AUTOTERM can also be 
used to load BASIC prograas which have been saved on disk in 
ASCII form by the SAVE " ----",A co•mand. See section 
4 . 2.3, p. 37. In either case, the BASIC program is contained in 
your accu11ulated text. It can be edited as described in 
sections 2.6 and 2.7, pp. 15-19. 

Such a BASIC prograa can be saved to diskette aa described 
in section 4.1.1. Disk files created in this manner can be read 
by the LOAD "----" co11111and. 

4.1.4. SAVING A BASIC PROGRAM IN BINARY FORMAT 

AUTOTERM can be used to receive BASIC prograae which are 
sent in BINARY form from another computer. AUTOTERM can also be 
used to load BASIC programs which have been saved on disk in 
BINARY form by the SAVE " " co11111umd. In either case, the 
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program is contained in your accuaulated text as BINARY data. 
It appears on the screen as a •ixture of text and graphics 
characters. 

Such a BASIC prograa can be saved to disk as described in 
section 4.1.l, provided it is preceeded by the four characters 
which AUTOTERM creates when loading such files. These four 
characters are: a graphics hexadeciaal "FF", two "B"'s, and a 
CARRIAGE RETURN. These four characters aust be the first four 
characters of the block. They enable AUTOTERM to recognize that 
you want the block to be saved on diskette in the format 
appropriate for a BASIC prograa in BINARY fora. AUTOTERM will 
use BIN for the extension if none is specified via the SLASH. 
Disk files created in this manner can be loaded by the LOAD 
.. ____ .. colftaand. 

If a BASIC prograa in BINARY fora has been received fro• 
another coaputer, then you can easily add the above aentioned 
four characters. Merely type the <SHIFT-RIGHT-ARROW> four tiaes 
to insert £our SPACES ahead 0£ the date. Then uee the "H" 
coaaand <see section 2.8, p. 20> to change the first SPACE to a 
graphics hexadeciaal ""FF''. That is, type <SHIFT-CLEAR> <H> <F> 
<F> <ENTER>. Then type <B> <B> to change the second and third 
SPACES to "B'"' s. and then type <ENTER> to change the fourth 
SPACE to a CARRIAGE RETURN. 

4.1.~. SAVING A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROSRAM 
<START/TRANSFER ADDRESSES no longer required. Seep. 6 . 1.> 

AUTOTERK can be used to receive MACHINE LANGUAGE programs 
fro• another coaputer. AUTOTERM can also be used to load 
MACHINE LANGUAGE prograas which have been saved on diskette by 
the SAVEM command. See section 4.2.5, p. 38. In either case, 
the MACHINE LANGUAGE prograa is contained in your accuaulated 
text as BINARY data. It appears on the screen as a mixture of 
text and graphics characters. 

Such a MACHINE LANGUAGE progr4lll can be saved to diskette as 
described in section 4.1.1 provided it is preceded by the 
eighteen characters of inforaation which AUTOTERM creates when 
loading such £ilea. The eighteen charactara con•iat 0£ three 
parts: 
1> A graphics hexadecimal "FF", an "M", an "L", and a CARRIAGE 
RETURN. 
2> An "S", an "="• four characters representing the START 
ADDRESS in hexadecimal, and a CARRIAGE RETURN . 
3) A "T", an " ="• four characters representing the TRANSFER 
ADDRESS in hexcdecimcl, and a CARRIAGE RETURN. 
The first four characters enable AUTOTERM to recogni~e that you 
want the block to be saved ca a MACHINE LANGUAGE prograa. The 
next fourteen characters enable AUTOTERft to store the START and 
TRANSFER ADDRESSES in the header block of the diek file . 
AUTOTERM will uae BIN for the extension if none is specified via 
the SLASH. Disk files erected in this manner can be loaded by 
the LOADM co••and. 

If the MACHINE LANGUAGE program ha& been received from 
another computer, then you can easily add the above mentioned 
eighteen characters. Merely use the <SHIFT-RIGHT-ARROW> to 
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insert eighteen SPACES. Then change the SPACES to the desired 
characters by typing over the SPACES. The H command Csee 
section 2.8, p. 20> is used to enter the graphic& hexadecimal 
''FF''. You must type <SHIFT-CLEAR> <H> <F> <F> <ENTER>. 

4.1.6. SAYING PICTURE DATA 

PICTURE DATA consisting of Block Graphics Characters <see 
section 3.8.l, p. 30) can be aeved to cassette the eeme ea text, 
ae described in section 4.1.l, p. 33. 

PICTURE DATA consisting of Extended Graphics Date <see 
section 3.8.2) can be treated the aame as e MACHINE LANGUAGE 
prograa. The START ADDRESS is the memory location which 
contains the first element of data when the PICTURE is held in 
memory. The TRANSFER ADDRESS hes no meaning because a PICTURE 
ia not executed. A PICTURE ie stored in memory, and then 
observed by awitching to the proper screen graphics mode. 

AUTOTERK can be used to receive the BINARY data for an 
Extended Graphics PICTURE from another computer. AUTOTERM can 
also be uaed to load the BINARY data for an Extended Graphics 
PICTURE from a diak file which waa created by using SAVEM to 
eave the data ea a MACHINE LANGUAGE program. In either case, 
the Extended Graphics Data ia contained in your accumulated 
text. It appaara on the screen aa a mixture of text characters 
and graphics characters. AUTOTERM can eave the date on e disk 
file ee if it ie e MACHINE LANGUAGE program. See section 4.1 . 5. 
The resulting diek file can be loaded by the LOADM commend. 

4.2. LOADING FROM DISK 

4.2.1. LOADING TEXT 

We will assume that you have a file of text on diskette and 
you wish to APPEND this text to your accumulated text. Cif you 
wish to REPLACE your accumulated text, then you should first 
delete your accumulated text by using the DELETE BLOCK commend.> 

Type <5HIFT-CLEAR>. The top of the screen will show: 

TYPE COMMAND OR <?> NNNNN M L 

Now type the key <L> for LOAD BLOCK. The top two lines of the 
screen will show: 

LOADING FROM DISK- TYPE FILENAME 
& PRESS <ENTER> [] 

At this point you should type the filename of the file you wish 
to load from disk. You can uae the <LEFT-ARROW> key to cancel 
previously typed characters. After you have typed the filename 
correctly, then press the <ENTER> key. AUTOTERM will reed the 
£ile. The text will be appended to your accumulated text, end 
you will be returned to your previous operating mode. If you do 
not specify an extension, then ATM will be assumed. 

If there ia not enough space in memory to hold the entire 
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file, then AUTOTERM will load as auch as poaaible. It will then 
display on your screen: 

LOADING FROM DISK - NO KORE SPACE 
TO RECOVER PRESS <BREAK> 

You can then type <BREAK> to return to your previoua operating 
aode. You can load the reaainder of the file, Merely delete 
aoae of the accuaulated text and then execute the LOAD co111aand 
again, u&ing <ENTER> without a filenaae. AUTOTERM will load 
aore text fro• the file, •tarting at the laat atopping point. 

If a disk I/O error occurs while the file ia being read, 
then your screen will show: 

LOADING FROM DISK- I/O ERROR 
TO RECOVER PRESS <BREAK> 

You ahould type <BREAK> to return to your previou& 
operating 111ode. 

4.2.2. LOADINB KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS 

You 111ay have created one or aore disk files of KEYSTROKE 
MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS aa described in section 4.1.2. You can 
easily load these £ilea into AUTOTERM'S KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER 
DEFINITIONS. Merely aelect operating aode #3 at the MAIN MENU. 
Thia puts AUTOTERM into the KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 
operating aode. Next £ollow the procedure deacribed in section 
4.2.1. The KEYSTORKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS which are on the 
diak file will be appended to the KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER 
DEFINITIONS which are currently in aeaory. I£ you do not 
apecify an extension via the SLASH, then KSM will be assu111ed. 

4.2.3. LOADING A BASIC PROBRAM IN ASCII FORMAT 

AUTOTERM can be uaed to edit a BASIC prograa which has been 
aaved in ASCII for•at by the SAVE •• --- - ",A co .. mand. The progra"' 
can be loaded into the accuaulated text by the procedure 
deacribed in section 4.2.1. The progra111 can be edited and then 
saved on diskette as described in section 4.1. 3 , p. 34. The 
progra• can also be sent to another coaputer a• a block of text 
by use of the TRANSMIT BLOCK coaaand, section 3.6, p. 27. 

4.2.4. LOADING A BASIC PROBRAM IN BINARY FORMAT 

AUTOTERM can be uaed to load a BASIC progra• which has been 
aaved by the SAVE " -- --" co1111umd. Merely follow the procedure 
deacribed in section 4.2.1 . Be sure to apecify the file 
extenaion. The BASIC program will be appended to your 
accumulated text. The BASIC progra111 will appear on your screen 
aa a aixture of text and graphics charactera becauae it conaiata 
of BINARY data. The prograa will be preceded by: 
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The CJ is a graphics "'FF"'. This character tells you that the 
subsequent text 111aterial is BINARY data. The "BB" tells you 
that the subsequent BINARY data is a BASIC program in BINARY 
for111. The characters ·· 0BB" are fol.lowed by a CARRIAGE RETURN 
to make them more visually apparent. 

You cannot conveniently edit a BASIC program when it is in 
BINARY form. However, you can send it to another computer by 
use of the TRANSMIT BLOCK command as described in section 3.6, 
p. 27. Thia may be more appealing than transmitting the program 
in ASCII form becuaae the BINARY form is shorter. 

4.2.~. LOADING A MACHINE LANBUAGE PROGRAM 

The procedure described in section 4.2.l can be used to 
load a MACHINE LANGUAGE program which has been saved on disk by 
the SAVEi'! command. The file extension must be specified. The 
program will be appended to your accumulated text. It will 
appear on your screen as a mixture of text and graphics 
characters because it is BINARY data. It will be preceded by: 

[}tL 
S=NNNN 
T:MMMM 

The 0 ia a graphics "'FF". It tel ls you that the subsequent 
text is BINARY data. The "ML" tells you that the subsequent 
BINARY data is a MACHINE LANGUAGE program. The "NNNN" is the 
START ADDRESS in hexadecimal. The "MMMM" is the TRANSFER 
ADDRESS in hexadecimal. 

You can edit the START and TRANSFER ADDRESSES of a MACHINE 
LANGUAGE program. You should be sure that the new addresses are 
consistent with proper operation of the program. You can send a 
MACHINE LANGUAGE program to another computer by the TRANSMIT 
BLOCK command, section 3.6, p. 27. 

4.2.6. LOADING PICTURE DATA 

AUTOTERM can be used to load PICTURE DATA from disk. If 
the PICTURE consists of Block Graphics Characters <see section 
3.8.1, p. 30> then it can be loaded as text, provided it had 
been saved as text as described in section 4.2.l. 

If the PICTURE consists of Extended Graphics Data <see 
section 3.8.2, p. 30), then the PICTURE should have been saved 
by the SAVEM command as if it were a MACHING LANGUAGE program as 
described in section 4.l.6, p. 36. This data can be loaded from 
disk in the manner described in section 4.2.5. The START 
ADDRESS represents the memory location where the start of the 
PICTURE is stored in memory when loaded by the LOADM command. 
The TRANSFER ADDRESS is present, but has no meaning. 

You do not actually see the PICTURE when it is appended to 
your accumulated text. You merely see the BINARY data. You 
cannot conveniently edit this data. However, you can send it to 
another computer by using the TRANSMIT BLOCK command. See 
section 3.8.2., p.30. 
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4.3. CONTINUOUS DISK SAVES OF SESSION DATA 

AUTOTERl'I offers a convenient method of continuoualy 
111 a inta inin9 a disk file of your session . The "'MAINTAIN" comma nd 
lets you easily copy to disk only the not - yet-sa ved portion of 
your current eeeaion . 

The MAINTAIN com111a nd does the following : 
1 . Previously aaved data is deleted fro111 your coaputar's 

ae111ory . 
2 . Newly accu111ulated d a ta is appended to the disk f i le a nd 

retained in your coaputer's meaory. 
3 . A :SAVED : 111arker is a dded to your text. 

figure 4 . 1 illustrates the effect of the firet and second 
execution• of MAINTAIN . Subsequent executions have a n effect 
simila r to the second execution . 

OLD 
TEXT 

Before 1st 
execution 

OLD 
TEXT 

: SAVED : 

RECENT 
TEXT 

Before 2nd 
execution 

Figur• 4.1 

OLD 
TEXT 

: SAVED : 

After lat 
execution 

RECENT 
TEXT 

: SAVED: 

After 2nd 
execution 

THE "MAINTAIN" C:Ol'll'IAND 

To execute the MAINTAIN comma nd, type <SHIFT-CLEAR> , and 
then type <11>. The top t wo lines of your screen will show: 

l'IAINTAINING TEXT - TYPE FILENAME 
& PRESS <ENTER> D 

At this point you c an specify a filename or 111erely type <ENTER> 
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to specify "same :filename as last time''. AUTOTERl'I will search 
for the :SAVED: marker. If the marker is found, then all data 
before the marker will be deleted, all data after the marker 
will be appended to the disk file, and the marker will be placed 
at the end of the data. If the marker is not found, then all 
the data will be appended to the disk file, and the marker will 
be placed at the end of the data. 

If an I/O ERROR occurs or there is not enough room on the 
disk, then the data in memory is not altered. That is, no data 
is deleted and the marker is not moved <or created>. Such 
situations are handled as described in section 4.1.1 above. 

4 ••• FILES LARGER THAN MEMORV 

AUTOTERM'S ability to do an APPEND to a file and to do a 
CONTINUED READ of a file make it possible to handle files which 
cannot fit into memory. The APPEND is described in section 
4.1.1 above. APPENDING occurs automatically whenever you SAVE 
to an existing file. The CONTINUED READ is described in section 
4.2.1 above. CONTINUED READING occurs when a LOAD, which was 
unable to read the entire file, is :followed by another LOAD 
<after deleting some text> in which <ENTER> is used for the 
filename. Let's look at a specific example of the use of these 
operations. 

Suppose that we would like to make some changes to a file 
named "FILEONE", which is too large to fit in memory. We would 
like to create a new file named "FILETWO" which contains the 
changes. The following steps can accomplish our teak. 

1. Delete all text from Memory by use of the DELETE command. 

2. Load the first part of FILEONE into memory by execut1ng the 
LOAD command and specifying FILEONE for the filename. 

3. Perform the desired editing on that portion of FILEONE which 
is contained in memory. 

4. Save the first part of the edited text by executing the SAVE 
command and specifying FILETWO for the filename. Use the cursor 
to specify the block of text which is to be saved. 

5. Delete the text which has been saved to FILETWO. 

6. Load the next portion of FILEONE by executing the LOAD 
command, and merely typing <ENTER> when asked to type the 
filename. This will cause a new portion of FILEONE to be loaded 
into memory. The new portion will continue at the point where 
the previous load stopped. 

7. Perform desired editing of the newly loaded text. 

8. Save the next part of edited text to FILETWO by executing the 
SAVE command and typing <ENTER> when askGd for the filename. 
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9. De1ete tha part 0£ taxt which waa aaved to FILETWO. 

Repeat steps 6 thru 9 until the entire £ile has been loaded. 
edited, and saved. 

Judicious use of APPENDING and CONTINUED READING can 
achieve extensive manipulation of files which are larger than 
memory. You can pull a section from one file and insert it into 
another file. creating a new file in the process. You can merge 
selected sections from several files. Such operations may 
require repeated use of procedures such as that outline above . 

4.~. BETTING THE DIRECTORY OF A DISK 

The GET-A-DIRECTORY command enables you to see the granule 
contents of a disk. Type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. and then type <G> . The 
top two lines of your screen will display: 

GETTING A DIRECTORY - TYPE 
DRIVE # 0 

At this point you should type the single digit for the drive 
number. i.e. <O>. <l>, <2>, or <3>. Your screen will show the 
contents of the diskette in the format shown below. 

DRIVE 0 - FREE 41 
PRESS <BREAK> TO RECOVER 
FI LEONE/ATM 17 FILETWO/BIN 12 
FILETHRE/ATM 22 FILEFOUR/KSM 11 
FILEFIVE/BIN 9 FILESIX/BIN 7 
FILESEVN/ATM 3 

Of course. the filenames and extensions will be the actual 
filenames on the disk. Notice that the free space appears on 
the top line. 

If there are more files than can be listed on the screen. 
then the 2nd line will read 

PRESS <ENTER> FOR NEXT PAGE 

You can type <ENTER> to see a continuation of the list. or you 
can type <BREAK> to recover. 

4.6. KILLING A FILE 

A file can be deleted from a disk by use of the DELETE 
command. Type <SHIFT- CLEAR>. and then type <D>. Your screen 
will show: 

DELETING A BLOCK OR FILE - TYPE 
BLOCK # OR <C> OR <F> 

At this point you should type <F> to indicate that you wish to 
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~pacify e filenaMe. Your Gcreen will then ahow: 

DELETING A FILE - TYPE FILENAME 
& PRESS <ENTER> 0 

You can now type the naae of the file which you would like to 
delete fro• th• di•k. 

4.7. COPYING A FILE FROM CASSETTE TO DISK 

Your AUTOTERM diak contains a progra• which can be ueed to 
copy files created by the CASSETTE VERSION OF AUTOTERM onto 
disk, eo that they can be loaded by the DISK VERSION OF 
AUTOTERK. 

While in DISK BASIC type LOAOK''TAPEOISK''. After the 
progra• hae been loaded, type EXEC to execute it. Your screen 
will show: 

LOADING A FILE FROM CASSETTE 
TYPE FILENAME ANO <ENTER> 

You can type the filename, or merely type <ENTER> to indicate 
that the next file on casaette is to be loaded . Next the acreen 
will ahow: 

PUT UNIT INTO PLAY AND 
PRESS <ENTER> 

Put your tape unit into ''PLAY'' and then preaa <ENTER> . The file 
will be read into aeaory. Next your screen will display:will 
display: 

READY TO SAVE TO DISK 
TYPE FILENAME & <ENTER> 

After you have typed the filenaae and <ENTER>, the data will be 
saved on di•k. If the filenaae already exists, the data will be 
appended to the file. 
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~. USING THE PRINTER 

The AUTOTERM PRINT command makes it very convenient to 
aatia£actorily print all or part 0£ your accumulated text or 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS. You are free to choose page 
size, margins, and line spacing. WORD WRAP is applied to avoid 
splitting words at the ends of lines. There are additional 
options, such as the ability to pause at the end of each page, 
PGP, or to do continuous printing in the 111idst of a page, CNP . 

Printing can be done during TEXT PROCESSING operation and 
during KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFN operation. You cannot use the 
printer during SEND/RECEIVING or SCAN/RECEIVING operation, 
because the serial I/O port is being used to connect to the 
other co111puter. 

S.1. PRINTINB A BLOCK OF TEXT 

We will assume that you wish to print all or part of your 
accu111ulated text. This section of text may or may not be marked 
with a pair of block markers, such as, :STARTl:, :STOPl:, 
:START2:, :STOP2:, etc. Section 2.6, p. 17, gives a detailed 
example of working with a block of text, unmarked or marked. 
You may find it helpful to review that section before 
proceeding. 

Type <SHIFT-CLEAR>. The top of the screen will show: 

TYPE COMMAND OR <?> NNNNN M L 

Now type the key <P> £or PRINT BLOCK. The top two lines of the 
screen will show: 

PRINTING A BLOCK OF TEXT - TYPE 
SINGLE DIGIT BLOCK # OR <C> 

If your section of text has been 111arked, then type the single 
key for its number. Otherwise, type <C> and you will be 
pro111pted to uae the cursor to specify the START and STOP points 
£or the block. 

In either case, after you have specified the block, 
AUTOTERM will start printing at the START point. Printing will 
continue until the STOP point is reached. 

At any time you can press the <BREAK> key to cancel the 
PRINT BLOCK command. However, if your printer is not turned-on, 
then AUTOTERM will become inaccessible while waiting for the 
printer. If you cannot turn-on the printer, then you can press 
the RESET BUTTON on the back of your computer. You will be 
returned to the MAIN MENU, and your accumulated text will be 
preserved. 

s.e. EMBEDDING PRINTER CONTROL CODES 

Your printer may have extra "intelligent" abilities, such 
as printing boldface. Usually, you tell the printer to perform 
such actions by sending "printer control codes·· to the printer. 
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When these printer control codea are included in the text, they 
upaet the chaaracter count used for •argina and word wrap. Thia 
can be avoideed by uae of Hex CC, provided PWW•Y. The following 
doea not apply when PWW•N. 

AUTOTERM treata the graphic• block character Hex CC as a 
•ark•r for the incluaion of printer control codea. You can 
encloae any set of character• between a pair of Hex CC's. The 
Hex CC's will not be aant to the printer. The enclosed 
characters will ba sent to the printer but will not be counted 
in calculations of margina and word wrap. 

For exa•ple, auppoaa that your printer changes to boldface 
when it receives the two characters ESCAPE and G. You could 
aend these two character• to the printer without upsetting 
Margins and word wrap, by enclosing then between Hex CC's. Thia 
would appear on your TV screen as: 

The ~'• are the graphic• block character• for Hex CC. Each ia 
created by typing <SHIFT - CLEAR> <H> <C> <C> <ENTER>. See 
aection 2.7, p. 19. The is the screen representation of 
ESCAPE. It is obtained by typing <CLEAR-BREAK>. See table 8.1, 
p. 76. 

~.3. OVERRIDING T1-E NARROW WIDTH OF RECEIVED TEXT 

Moat co•puter aervicea for•at their text for a particular 
sized display screen. The acreen width rarely •atchea the width 
you'd like to uae on the printed page. Output which ia 
for•atted for a acreen width of 32 or 40 characters, has an 
eapecially unappealing appearance on standard aized paper. The 
text width is •uch too narrow. 

Usually, the co•puter aervice uses extra CARRIAGE RETURNS 
to force the text to fit on the screen. AUTOTERM can suppress 
th••• ''artificial'' CARRIAGE RETURNS while the text is being sent 
to your printer. Merely, aet OMIT CARRIAGE RETURNS to YES, i . e. 
OCR•Y. See section 5.4. 

You Might want to do aoMe teat printouts to eee the reeulte 
of OCR=Y. Be sure to have PWW=Y. as well. Otherwise, so•e 
worda will be broken by the right band Margin. 

The OCR=Y caueea AUTOTERM to suppreaa all CARRIAGE RETURNS 
except those that are preceded or followed by a COLON, SPACE, 
CARRIAGE RETURN, LINEFEED, or FORMFEED. Thia rule avoids 
auppreaaion of those CARRIAGE RETURNS which are likely to be 
deairable. When a CARRIAGE RETURN is aupreaaed, it is replaced 
by a SPACE. However, an extra SPACE ia inaerted when the 
CARRIAGE RETURN is preceded by a PERIOD. 

You may find that a few CARRIAGE RETURNS are being 
aupreased when you'd like to keep them. You can do a s•all 
aaount of editing to cauae thoae few CAARRIAGE RETURNS to be 
kept. For exaaple, ••rely inaert a SPACE ahead of a CARRIAGE 
RETURN to render it non - artificial. 
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S.4. UBER OPTIONS 

You can change certain aspects of AUTOTERM operation. Thia 
is done via the USER OPTION COMMand. Section 2.8, p. 20, 
contains a description of the use of this com•and. 

Here are the ite•s which specifically affect the PRINT 
BLOCK action. Each item is preceded by ita abreviated three 
letter code. The codes are arranged alphabetically. 

8"'6 BOTTOM MARGIN Clines> 0 to 125 Preset to 6 

CN' CONTINUOUS PRINTING Y or N Preset to N 
Normally, a new page is started at the beginning of 

printing. A "Y'" cau&eo printing to act as a continuation of the 
previous printout. A new page ia not started. Printing begins 
at the next line on the current page. 

L"'6 LEFT MARGIN <spaces> 0 to 125 Preset to 6 

LSP LINE SPACING Clines> 1 to 125 Preset to 1 
"'1" causes SINGLE SPACING. "2"' causes DOUBLE SPACING, etc. 

OCR OMIT CARRIAGE RETURNS Y or N Preset to N 
"Y" causes the suppression of "artificial" CARRIAGE 

RETURNS, that is, thoae not preceded or followed by a COLON, 
SPACE, CARRIAGE RETURN, LINEFEED, or FORMFEED. 

PGL PAGE LENGTH Clines> 0 to 255 Preset to 66 
"O" causes paging to be ignored. 

PGP PAGE PAUSE Y or N Preset to H 
"'Y" causes printing to atop at the end of each page. The 

next page will not be started until you press <ENTER>. 

PSW PAGE WIDTH <characters> 1 to 255 Preset to 80 

PLF PRINT LINEFEED AFTER CARRIAGE RETURN Y or N Preset to N 
"'V" cau••• a LINEFEED character to be sent to the printer 

after each CARRIAGE RETURN. Moat printers auto•atically perfora 
a LINEFEED after receiving a CARRIAGE RETURN. You should uae 
"'N'' with these printers. Otherwise, you will have an extra 
apace between lines. 

PWW PRINTER WORD WRAP Y or N Preset to V 
"'V" causes AUTOTERM to avoid spliting a word between two 

lines during printing. If the entire word does not fit at the 
end of a line, then the word is moved to the start of the next 
line. 

RMG RIGHT MARGIN <spaces> 0 to 125 Preset to 6 

TMG TOP MARGIN Clines> 0 to 125 Preset to 6 
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6. BUILDING KEVBTROl<E MULTIPLIERS 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS can be created and edited 
by selecting operating mode #3 at the MAIN MENU. These 
DEFINITIONS can also be printed, saved on disk, and loaded £ro111 
disk. Merely use the PRINT, SAVE, or LOAD command while in 
operating 111ode #3. 

For convenience, the abreviation KSM will be used to 
represent the ter111 KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER. 

6.1. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 

Load AUTOTERM and enter the TEXT PROCESSING 111ode 0£ 
operation, as de&cribed in section 2.1, p. 10. Use <SHIFT-ZERO> 
to obtain UPPER-CASE-ONLY on the keyboard. Thia will simpli£y 
our presentation 0£ examples. Now type the £ollowing text: 

THIS IS A DEMONSTRATION OF A KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER. 

Type <ENTER> at the end of the line, that is, after the PERIOD. 

EXAMPLE 6.1. TVPINB YOUR NAME 

We will create a KSM DEFINITION for the key <1>. Type 
<BREAK> to return to the MAIN MENU. Then type <3>. Your 
screen's top line shows: 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS NNNNN M L 

Now type the following: 

FIRST DEMO 
1:==: 
JOHN JONES 
:ND: 

Type <ENTER> at t he end o~ each line. You may want to type your 
own name in place of .. JOHN JONEs·•. The very first line is 
REMARK. It is not actually part 0£ your KSM DEFINITION. The 
KSM DEFINITION starts with l:==: and ends with :ND:. You can 
place REMARKS on aeparate lines between your KSM DEFINITIONS . 

Next press <BREAK> to return to the MAIN MENU, and then 
type <1>. The screen now shows that you are back in the TEXT 
PROCESSING mode of operation. 

Now type <SHIFT- CLEAR>, and then type <1>. AUTOTERM will 
act as though you had typed <J> <O> <H> <N> < > <J> <O> <N> <E> 
<S>. The screen will show: 

TEXT PROCESSING NNNNN M L 
THIS IS A DEMONSTRATION OF A 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER . 
JOHN JONEs[J 

Type <SHIFT-CLEAR> and then <1>. The screen will now show: 
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TEXT PROCESSING NNNNN M L 
THIS IS A DEMONSTRATION OF A 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER. 
JOHN JONESJOHN JONES0 

6. 2. USING THE <ENTER> KEY 

We will aaaign to the keya <2> and <3>, KSK DEFINITIONS 
which are aiailar to that £or <1>. Type <BREAK> and then <3>. 
Now type the £ollowing: 

SECOND DEMO 

JOHN JONES<ENT> 
:NO: 

Pr••• <ENTER> at the end of each line. Next type the following: 

THIRD OEKO 
3:==: 
JO 
HN JONES 
<ENT> 
:ND: 

Be aura to type an <ENTER> at the end of each line, that is, 
af't•r th• .. 0 .. , th• .. : ... the uo••. the .. s... the .. > .. , and the .. : ... 
Now type <BREAK> and then <1> to return to the TEXT PROCESSING 
aode. You have created KSK DEFINITIONS for the keys <2> and 
<3>. Let'a ••• what they dot The cursor should be at the end 
0£ th• line which reads: 

JOHN JONESJOHN JONES 

Now type <ENTER>. The cursor should be at the atart of the next 
line, which i• blank. Typo <SHIFT-CLEAR> and then type <2>. 
AUTOTERM will act aa though you had typed <J> <O> <H> <N> 
<SPACE> <J> <O> <N> <E> <S> <ENTER>. The screen now showa: 

TEXT PROCESSING NNNNN M L 
THIS IS A DEMONSTRATION OF A 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER. 
JOHN JONESJOHN JONES 
JOHN JONES 
0 

The ouraor ia located at the &tart of a new line, which ia 
blank. Th• five character& "'<ENT>'", at the end of the KSM 
DEFINITION for the key <2>, caused AUTOTERM to type the <ENTER> 
key. 

Now type <SHIFT-CLEAR> and then type <3>. The screen now 
ahowa: 
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TEXT PROCESSING NNNNN M L 
THIS IS A DEMONSTRATION OF A 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER. 
JOHN JONESJOHN JONES 
JOHN JONES 
JOHN JONES 
0 

The cursor is located at the start of the next line, which ie 
blank. The KSM DEFINITION for the key <3> gives the saae 
reaulta as that for the key <2>. The use of the <ENTER> key 
during the creation of the KSM DEFINITION for the key <3> had no 
effect on the results. 

Generally, you can use the <ENTER> key to make your KSM 
DEFINITIONS more readable. The <ENTER> key causes a CARRIAGE 
RETURN to be placed in the text of the KSM DEFINITION, but this 
CARRIAGE RETURN is ignored by AUTOTERM during the execution of 
the KSM. If you want to include <ENTER> es pert of your KSM 
SEQUENCE, then represent it by the five character& "<ENT>". 

EXAMPLE 6.2. SINCERELY YOURS, ETC. 

Type <BREAK> and then <3> to get to KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER 
DEFN mode. Now type the following: 

••••••SINCERELY 
4!==: 
SINCERELY YOURS,<ENT> 
<ENT> 
<ENT> 
<ENT> 
JOHN JONES<ENT> 
:ND: 

Use the <ENTER> et the end of each line. This KSM DEFINITION 
enables the key <4> to generate this phrase co~monly used at the 
end of a letters. You may want to add some spaces ahead of the 
"SINCERELY" and the "JOHN", to cause the phrase to be placed 
away from the left margin of the page. 

6.3. MOVING THE CURSOR 

The previous examples illustrate the use of <ENT>. Thia 
will be referred to as the WEDGE NOTATION for the <ENTER> key. 
Table 8.3, p. 81, shows the WEDGE NOTATION for other keys . Your 
KSM DEFINITIONS can include use of the arrow keys. Merely 
represent them as indicated in table 8.3. 

EXAMPLE 6.3. A FOURTEEN-LINE SCROLL 

This simple KSM may make it a little more pleasant to read 
through your text. The <Z> key is used es a GET-NEXT-PAGE type 
of command. When the command is issued, the text is scrolled 
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forward until the previous bottom line is moved to the top of 
the screen. When reading the text, merely type <SHIFT-CLEAR> 
and <Z>, whenever you reach the bottom of the screen. Then 
continue reading near the top of the screen. The KSM simply 
involves typing the <DOWN-ARROW> key fourteen times. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••SCROLLING 
Z:==: 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
!ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Do five <DOWN-ARROW>'s . 
Do five <DOWN-ARROW>'a . 
Do four <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 

Notice that explanatory comments have been placed on the right . 
Thia foraat will be used in the remaining examples. 

6.4. LOOPINB YIA 1BDTD--1 

A KSM aay include branching via LABELS and GOTOS. 
A LABEL consists of a pair of letters placed between COLONS 

and situated on a line by themselves, such as, :AA:. LABELS are 
ignored and passed over during execution of the KSM. They have 
effect only when referred to by a GOTO command. 

A GOTO consists of GOTO followed by two letters with all 
six letters placed between COLONS and situated on a line by 
themselves. such as :GOTOAA:. A GOTO causes the KSM to continue 
execution at the designated LABEL point. 

Branching typically occurs during COMPUTER DIALOGUES. You 
will see LABELS and GOTOS in several of the examples of 
section 7. A KSM which is not a COMPUTER DIALOGUE can involve 
branching, if it triggers repetitive action. Such action 
requires some form of looping. The next example shows the use 
of a LABEL and a GOTO to acheive repetitive action by looping . 

EXAMPLE 6.4. TME BOUNCING CURSOR 

We can modify Example 6.3 to cause the cursor to bounce 
repeatedly after the fourteen-line scroll. We merely add a 
LABEL, a few UP-ARROWS, a few DOWN-ARROWS, and a GOTO. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

•••••BOUNCING 
z:==: 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
:AA: 
<UAR><UAR><UAR><UAR><UAR> 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
:GOTOAA: 
:ND: 
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Remark. 

Do five <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 
Do five <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 
Do four <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 
Our label. 
Do five <UP-ARROW>'s. 
Do five <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 
Go repeat the bounce. 
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When this KSM is executed, the cursor moves down fourteen lines . 
Then the cursor moves up five lines, down five lines, up five 
lines, etc. The up and down motion is caused by the loop from 
:AA: to the :GOTOAA:. This loop repeats until the action is 
interrupted by you pressing the <BREAK>. 

6.S. USING TIME DELAYS 

A KSM DEFINITION can include the specification of TIME 
DELAYS. Table 8.3, p. 81, shows how the WEDGE NOTATION can be 
used to represent a TIME DELAY. Let's modify example 6.3, 
p. 48, so that it repeats itself every few seconds. 

EXAMPLE 6.S. A FOURTEEN-LINE SCROLL EVERY 6.S SECONDS 

Let's start with Example 6.3, p. 48. We will add a TIME 
DELAY after the fourteenth <DOWN-ARROW> and follow this with a 
:GOTOAA:. :AA: will be placed at the start of the KSM 
DEFINITION. This will cause the entire sequence to be repeated. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••SCROLL & DELAY 
Z:==: 
:AA: 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
<DAR><DAR><DAR><DAR> 
<06S><.5S> 
:GOTOAA: 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Do five <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 
Do five <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 
Do four <DOWN-ARROW>'s. 
Delay 6.5 seconds. 
Do it all againt 

Notice that the six and one-half second delay ie acheived by 
performing two delays, one for six seconds and the other for 
one-half second. Of course, the specific delay period should be 
matched to your own reading speed. 

6.6. CALLINS SYSTEM COMMANDS & KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS 

A KSM DEFINITION can include the use of SYSTEM COMMANDS 
and/or other KSMS. The <SHIFT-CLEAR> key is specified as <SCL> . 
See table 8.3, p. 81. The following few examples demonstrate 
this. Example 6.6 uses the command for CHANGING USER OPTIONS. 
Example 6.7 uses the PRINT BLOCK command. Example 6.8 uses the 
FIND command. Example 6.9 causes <SHIFT- CLEAR> <z> to act like 
<SHIFT-CLEAR> <Z>. Example 6.10 displays a MENU and has 
AUTOTERM await the user's command. 

EXAMPLE 6.6. SETTING COMMUNICATIONS PARAMETERS 

If you access several different time-share services, you 
may find it necessary to reset one or more of AUTOTERM'a USER 
OPTIONS when you switch to a different service. These 
"re-settings·· could be acheived by a single keystroke. The 
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following KSM DEFINITION for the key <1> causes the BAUD RATE to 
be set to 300, the DUPLEX to be set to HALF, and the PARITY to 
be set to MARK. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••SET COMM PARAMS 
1:==: 
<SCL>U 
CBD<ENT>300<ENT> 
<SCL>U 
OUP<ENT>HALF<ENT> 
<SCL>U 
PAR<ENT>MARK<ENT> 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Execute U co111111and. 
Set CBD to 300. 
Execute U com111and. 
Set DUP to HALF. 
Execute U co111111and. 
Set PAR to MARK. 

EXAMPLE 6.7. UNATTENDED PRINTING OF PORTIONS OF TEXT 

Suppose that you wish to print selected portions of a large 
amount of text which resulted fro111 an extended time - share 
session. Normally, if you are printing separate portions of 
text, you would have to wait for each section to be completely 
printed before giving the co111111and to print the next session. A 
111ore appealing approach would be to mark all the START and STOP 
points before doing any printing, and then execute a single 
command which tells the computer to print the selected portions. 
This would allow you to attend to other activities while the 
printing ia taking place. The following KSM DEFINITION for the 
key <1> provides you with such a command. It is assummed that 
you have marked as many as five blocks with :STARTl:, :STOPl:, 
:START2:, :STOP2:, etc. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••PRINT BLOCKS 
1 ·--· ----
<SCL>Pl 
<SCL>P2 
<SCL>P3 
<SCL>P4 
<SCL>P5 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Print lat section. 
Print 2nd section. 
Print 3rd section. 
Print 4th section. 
Print 5th section. 

Notice that the KSM DEFINITION includes all the typing that is 
done manually when printing text. The print com•and is issued 
by ''<SCL>P''. Next the block nu111ber is typed. If some of the 
blocks have not been marked, then nothing gets printed by that 
particular comaand. However, the other blocks will get printed 
as desired. 
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EXAMPLE 6.8. REMOVING EXCESSIVE BLANK LINES 

You may find that the text generated by on on line session 
contains many blank lines . You may wish to remove the excessive 
blank lines before printing a copy of the session. Let's look at 
a KSM for removing all blank lines. Afterward, we'll discuss 
how to modify it to eliminate only the multiple blank lines . 

We will assume that a blank line results from a CARRIAGE 
RETURN being followed immediately by either a LINEFEED or 
another CARRIAGE RETURN. The following KSM performs two tasks; 
all CARRIAGE RETURN-LINEFEED pairs are changed to single 
CARRIAGE RETURNS. and all pairs of CARRIAGE RETURNS are changed 
to single CARRIAGE RETURNS. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

******REMOVE BLANK LINES 
1:==: 
:AA: 
<SUA> 
<SCL>F<EN 
T><LF 
D><ENT> 
<DAR><SLA> 
<SUA> 
<SCL>F<EN 
T><EN 
T><ENT> 
<SLA> 
:GOTOAA: 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Go to start of text . 
Find a 
CARRIAGE RETURN 
& LINEFEED. 
Eliminate the LINEFEED . 
Go to start of text. 
Find a 
pair of 
CARRIAGE RETURNS. 
Eliminate one of them. 
Do this repeatedly! 

This KSM invlolve& a couple of tricks. First. we must be 
careful to type the five characters <. E, N. T. & >, by 
splitting them between two lines of text. If we put them all on 
the same line, then AUTOTERM would interpret them as the wedge 
notation for a <ENTER>. We don't want to type an <ENTER> when 
specifying the string to be found. We want to type the five 
characters for the corresponding wedge notation . The same 
applies when we are typing <, L, F. D. & >, to tell the FIND 
command to look for a LINEFEED. In the KSM DEFINITION, the <, 
L, F, D. & > must be spread over two lines of text. 

The second trick is related to the behavior of the FIND 
command. If the desired string is not found, then the cursor is 
positioned at the end of the text. Our KSM will continue 
operating after all blank lines have been deleted. but it will 
merely BOP repeatedly without additional changes to the text . 
This is because the cursor is positioned at the end of the text 
whenever a <SHIFT-LEFT-ARROW> is executed. 

The above KSM could be modified to search for CARRIAGE 
RETURN-LINEFEED-LINEFEEDS and triple CARRIAGE RETURNS. This 
would result in the elimination of all multiple blank lines, but 
preserve sengle blank lines. 
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EXAl'IPLE 6.9. UPPER/LOWER CASE COMMAND KEY 

You 111ay wi&h to ae&ociate a KSM with both the upper case 
and lower case version& of a given letter. It i& not necessary 
to have two expre&aiona of the sequence . You can merely define 
the lower case command key so as to execute the upper case 
command key . For example, the following KSK DEFINITION cauaea 
the lower case key, <z>, to generate the same keystroke sequence 
as the upper case key, <Z>. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

·····~z 
@:==: 
<SCL>Z 
:NO: 

EXAMPLE 6.10. DISPLAYING A MENU 

EXPLANATION 

Reaark. 

Do <SHIFT-CLEAR> & <Z>. 

You can make it convenient for your&elf and others to uae 
your KSMS by displaying a MENU of options. Suppoae that you 
have created a set of KSM DEFINITIONS for accessing a few 
computer services. Suppose that <1> corresponds to calling 
Compuserve and signing-on, <2> is for Dow Jones News, and <3> is 
for a local bulletin board. The following KSM for the key <K> 
would display th••• options and take the proper action when the 
ueer responds with <l>, <2>, <3>, or <BREAK> . 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••MENU FOR SIGN-ONS 
M:•=: 
<ENT><ENT> 
PLEASE PRESS KEY FOR SELECTION: 

1 = COMPUSERVE<ENT> 
2 = DOW JONES<ENT> 
3 = BULLETIN BOARD<ENT> 

BREAK= NONE OF THESE<ENT> 
<ENT> 
<SCL> 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark . 
"M" for MENU. 
Two blank linea . 
Instructions. 

One blank line. 
Prepare for co••and . 

Notice the lost keystroke ia <SHIFT-CLEAR>. This puts AUTOTERM 
into the •ode where it is waiting for a co111mand key to be typed . 
If the user typea <l>, <2>, or <3>, then the associated KSM will 
be executed . If the user types <BREAK>, then the command mode 
will be canceled. 

This method can alao be used for prompting the user to 
perform specific manual tasks. For instance, at a certain point 
a KSM might say "PLACE DISK #3 INTO DISK DRIVE NUMBER ZERO. 
THEN TYPE "Z" TO CONTINUE . ·· The KSM for <Z> would handle the 
next stage, such aa aaving certain blocks of dota to disk and 
isauing the next prompt. 
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6.7. CLEARI NB- OUT ALL PENDINB KEYSTROKE MULTI PLI ERS 

When a KSM executes another KSM , the first KSM is held 
" pending" . The first KSM reaumee action after the second has 
completed its action. However, the second KSM may execute a 
third KSM as part of its action . In such a case, we would have 
two KSMS held pending , while the third ie executing. When the 
third is completed, the second would resume exe cution and there 
would be only one pending KSM . AUTOTERM can tolerate at most 
nine simultaneously pending KSMS . 

Example 7 . 11, p . 70, shows how a COMPUTER DIALOGUE can gi ve 
rise to pending KSMS. A aeries of' KSMS are executed to dial , 
sign-on, get the news, and sign-off. However, if' an error 
condition occurs during dialing, we would not want to cont inue 
with sign-on, etc . The : CLEAR : can handle our problem . 

The : CLEAR : statement can be included in a KSM DEFI NITION. 
It must appear on a line by itself . :CLEAR: causes all pendi ng 
KSMS to be discontinued. The following example demonstrates the 
use of' :CLEAR :. 

EXAMPLE 6. 11. HANDLING AN ERROR CONDI TION 

An error condition could occur before or during an on line 
session which is being performed by a COMPUTER DIALOGUE . The 
error condition would be recognized when none of the anticipate d 
responses are received from the other computer or from an 
autodial modem. Example 7.4, p. 62, demonstrates the 
recognition of an error condition . The following KSM DEFINITION 
shows what action might be taken. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••ERROR HANDLING 
Q: == : 
ERROR<ENT> 
: CLEAR : 
<ENT><02S> 
<SBR><ENT><02S><SSR><ENT><02S> 
DISC< ENT> 
<02S>•••<02S> 
ATHO<ENT><02S> 
: ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark . 

Flag the error . 
Cancel pendi n g KSMS. 
Send a CARRIAGE RETURN. 
Send some LINE BREAKS. 
Try to sign-off. 
Try to tell MODEM 
to hang-up. 

The last three lines, where the modem is told to ha ng-up , are 
intended for a D. C. Hayes Smartmodem . The action would be 
different for soMe other modem. 
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7. BUILDING COMPUTER DIALOGUES 

A COMPUTER DIALOGUE DEFINITION is a KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER 
DEFINITION which includes responses from the other computer. 
When the K5M is being executed, the action is periodicaly halted 
to wait for the other computer's reply . 

Your KSM DEFINITION controls the periodic halts. You can 
specify what the other computer's responses will be, and what 
your computer will do in turn. You can also list several 
alternate responses by the other computer, along with the 
corresponding actions to be taken by your computer. 

The KSM SELF-TEST_ command enables you to test the operation 
of your COMPUTER DIALOGUE without actually going on line with 
the other computer. This is described in section 7.7, p . 73. 

7.1. QUOTES INDICATE OTHER COMPUTER'S RESPONSE 

Generally, '"the other computer's response" consists of 
those characters received from the other computer and displayed 
on your screen. This includes CARRIAGE RETURNS and LINEFEEDS, 
which are displayed via the cursor slowly flashing in the 
appropriate form . This does not include characters ignored by 
AUTOTERM because of a YES sating for the IGNORE -DEL, 
IGNORE-LF-AFTER-CR, and/or IGNORE-NULL controls described in 
section 3.9, p. 31. 

Throughout this section, we will assume that IGD=Y , IGL=Y, 
and IGN=Y. This means that our expression of " the other 
computer's response'" will not contain any ASCII NULL or DEL 
characters, and will not include the first LINEFEED received 
immediately after a CARRIAGE RETURN has been sent or received . 

The following example shows how QUOTE marks are used to 
indicate the other computer's responses. 

EXAMPLE 7.la. SIGNING-ON TO COMPUSERVE 

Signing-on the COMPUSERVE network begins with dialing the 
computer, and typing CONTROL-C a£ter the computer anewere the 
phone. Then the computer sends a CARRIAGE RETURN, two 
LINEFEEDS, and the phrase "'User ID: ••. After you have entered 
your user I.D. and a CARRIAGE RETURN, the computer sends a 
LINEFEED and the phrase "'Password: ". At this point, you enter 
your password and a CARRIAGE RETURN. 

The following KSM DEFINITION automates this process . After 
the computer answers the phone, you would merely type 
<SHIFT -CLEAR> and then type <1>. 
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KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••COMPUSERVE SIGN- ON #1 
l:==: 
@ 
"'<ENT><LFD>QSER] ID: 
98765,321<ENT> 
.. <LFDHtASSWORD~ .. 
ABCDEF<ENT>' 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Reaark. 

Send a CONTROL-C. 
Asking for USER ID. 
Enter 111y ID • 
Asking for PASSWORD. 
Enter 111y PASSWORD. 

The CONTROL-C is displayed on your screen as ~ • a NUMBER SIGN 
in reverse. It is obtained by typing <CLEAR-C>. CONTROL-C 
correspond& to the ASCII character ETX. See table 8.1, p. 76. 
Notice that each response by the other computer is started on a 
new line. Also, each reply by your computer is started on a new 
line. This "'STARTING ON A NEW LINE" is required whenever a KSPI 
DEFINITION includes responses by the other computer. 

The above example is somewhat unrealistic. Normally it is 
not desirable to speci£y all the characters in the reaponea of 
the other computer. The next section presents a 111ore reasonable 
version 0£ this example. 

7.2. HYPHEN INDICATES "DON'T CARE" CHARACTERS 

It is not reasonable to try to specify the entire response 
of the other computer. Frequently, you do not know the entire 
response. You know only the last few characters which indicate 
that the other co111puter wants you to respond. Sometimes, you 
111ay be unsure of the exact form of the last one or two 
characters. Is the QUESTION MARK or COLON followed by a SPACE? 
Ia some non - printing control character being sent by the other 
computer at the end of its question? You don't have to worry 
about such details. You can use a HYPHEN at the start and/or 
end of your specification of the other computer's response. 
This tells AUTOTERM that some "don't care"' characters may be 
present at the beginning and/or end 0£ the other computer'a 
response. 

7.2.1. THE LEADING HYPHEN 

A HYPHEN may be placed immediately after the leading 
QUOTATION MARK. This LEADING HYPHEN indicates that any number 
0£ characters may be sent by the other computer before it 
finally sends the specified response characters. 

EXAMPLE 7.1b. COMPUSERVE SIGN-ON, IMPROVED BY LEADING HYPHEN 

The KSM DEFINITION of exampl e 7.la can be simplified by the 
uee of LEADING HYPHENS. 
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KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••COMPUSERVE SIGN - ON #2 
l:==: 
f!l 
"-ID: .. 
98765,32l<ENT> 
" -IRDI: .. 
ABCDEF<ENT> 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Send a CONTROL-C. 
Asking for USER IO. 
Enter my ID. 
Asking for PASSWORD. 
Enter my PASSWORD. 

Now AUTOTERl'I will look for the four characters "IO: "• when 
waiting for the opportunity to type the USER I.O. The "ID: " 
may be preceeded by any number of other characters. At the next 
step, AUTOTERM will w1tit for "rd: "• before replying with the 
password. 

7.2.2. THE TRAILING HYPHEN 

A HYPHEN •1ty be placed immediately before the final 
QUOTATION MARK. This TRAILING HYPHEN indic1ttes th1tt as m1tny 1ts 
two characters may come after the designated char1tctera. The 
other computer m1ty send two. one. or no characters 1tfter those 
specified. 

EXAfllPLE 7.lc. COMPUSERVE SIGN-ON, IMPROVED BY TRAILING HYPHEN 

Let's use some TRAILING HYPHENS in 1tn improved version of 
exe11ple 7.lb. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••COMPUSERVE SIGN- ON #3 
l:==: 
lil 

0 -ID: -·· 
987G5,32l<ENT> 
" -jRDl: -" 
ABCDEF<ENT> 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Rem1trk. 

Send !! CONTROL-C. 
Asking for USER ID. 
Enter 111y IO. 
Asking for PASSWORD. 
Enter my PASSWORD. 

Notice that a TRAILING HYPHEN has been used to !!Void specifying 
whether or not the o ther computer's repeponse contains a SPACE 
at the end. 

Let's look at 1tnother example of a KSl'I DEFINITION which 
controls a sign-on dialogue. 

EXAMPLE 7.2A. SIGNING-ON TO DOW JONES NEWS 

The sign-on to the DOW JONES NEWS SERVICE via TYMENET 
involves several steps: 
l) You dial the computer. and wait for it to answer with a 
LINEFEED and the phrase "please type your terminal identifier " 
You then type the letter "A". 
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2> The computer types a CARRIAGE RETURN, a LINEFEED, and the 
phrase "'please log in: •·• You type the six characters "DOWl;;". 
3> The computer responds with the phrase "tc{B host is online", 
followed by three CARRIAGE RETURN & LINEFEEDS and the phrase 
''WHAT SERVICE PLEASE????"", and a CARRIAGE RETURN and LINEFEED. 
0 denotes the ASCII RS character. You reply with the four 
characters "DJNS" and a CARRIAGE RETURN. 
4) The computer answers with a LINEFEED. the phrase "'ENTER 
PASSWORD ", a CARRIAGE RETURN, a series of characters typed over 
each other, a CARRIAGE RETURN, a DCl, three SPACES, and a DC3. 
You respond by typing your password and a CARRIAGE RETURN. 
We'll assuJRe that the pasaword is ''ABCDEF''. 

The following KSM DEFINITION automates this interchange. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••DOW JONES SIGN- ON #1 
l:==: 
"-IIER~ " 
A 
.. -{!1!]: - " 
DOWl;; 
"-?<ENT>-" 
DJNS<ENT> 
.. _ @]-" 
ABCDEF<ENT> 
.. _ @-" 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Prompt from TYHENET. 
Hy answer • 
Next TYMENET prompt. 
Hy answer. 
Next prompt. 
My response. 
ProMpt from DOW JONES. 
Hy response • 
Prompt from DOW JONES. 

Notice that the ASCII DC3 character is represented as @] . the 
digit "3" in reverse. It is obtained by typing <CLEAR-S>. See 
table 8.1, p. 76. 

7.3. PAUSE INDICATES END-OF-RESPONSE 

AUTOTERM does not continually check for the other 
computer'e reeponee. It waite until the other computer pauses 
for two seconds. Whenever there is a two second pause, then 
AUTOTERM compare& the characters you've placed between QUOTATION 
HARKS against the characters received from the other computer. 
If a match is found, then AUTOTERH executes the next keystroke 
sequence. If no match is found, then AUTOTERM waits for the 
next pause of two seconds and then checks again for a match, 
etc. 

You can override the pause time by specifying a time delay 
at the end of the sequence. A time delay is indicated by the 
use of WEDGE NOTATION. See table 8.3, p. 77. Here are a few 
examples of 

<OSS> 
<13S> 
<.35> 

time delay notation: 
Five seconds 
Thirteen seconds 
Three tenths of a second 

If a TRAILING HYPHEN is present, then the time delay is placed 
after the TRAILING HYPHEN and before the QUOTATION HARK. 
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procea&ed. There i& at least twenty second& of forced pause 
t iae. 

7.4. 1ALT1 DENOTES ALTERNATE RESPONSES 

You may wish to take different actions depending on the 
reaponae received £rom the other computer. This can be done by 
inserting the five characters ":ALT:" on the line ahead 0£ each 
alternative response from the other computer. The last 
alternative must be preceded by a line containing the nine 
characters ":LASTALT:". 

7.4.1. ALTERNATE ACTION DURING SIGN-ON 

So•• coaputer aervicea expect you to type a certain 
character or sequence of characters to atart the session . 
Usually you type the character<s> and wait £or a response fro• 
the other coaputer. I£ you don't get a response then you type 
the characterCs> again. Thia kind 0£ repeated trial can be 
included in your computer dialogue . We will look at two ways of 
handling such sign- on aequences. 

EXAMPLE 7.3-. COMPUSERVE SIGN-ON WITH REPEATED TRIALS 

Refer to exaapla 7 . lc, p. 57. We will modi£y this sign-on 
sequence to include repeated typing of the CONTROL-C, 3ust in 
ca•• out first CONTROL - C i• aiased by the other computer . We 
are faced with two alternate possibilities after the CONTROL-C 
ha• been typed. If the other co•puter aaks for our USER I.D., 
then wa want to proceed with the sign-on . However, if there ia 
no response, then wa want to type the CONTROL-C again. The 
following KSM DEFINITION handles these alternative conditions . 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

•COMPUSERVE SIGN-ON WITH RE-TRY 

:AA: 
[!] 
: ALT: 
"-ID:-" 
98765,32l<ENT> 
0 -IRDI: _ .. 
ABCDEF<ENT> 
:GOTOND: 
:LASTALT: 
"<03S>" 
:GOTOAA: 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Marker £or GOTO. 
Send a CONTROL-C . 
First alternative . 
Asking for USER ID. 
Enter ay ID . 
Asking for PASSWORD . 
Enter my PASSWORD . 
All done. 
Second alternative . 
No reaponae in 3 seconds. 
Do it again! 

After the CONTROL-C ha& been sent and we are waiting for a 
response fro• the other coaputer, we have two alternatives . If 
the other coaputer responds with the appropriate phrase, then 
the sign-on dialogue ia performed . If the other computer makes 
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no reaponse whataoever and three seconds go by, then we go back 
to the point "AA". Thia aesns that the CONTROL-C is sent again 
and we wait for another three seconds, etc. Notice that 
CONTROL-C is displayed ea (!) , a NUMBER SIGN in reverse, and is 
obtained by typing <CLEAR-C> . 

The above KSM DEFINITION has a maJor drawback. It never 
gives up! If the other computer never reaponda, then the 
CONTROL-C will be repeated over and over again. We can devise a 
ayatem which will give up after several tri••· 

EXAMPLE 7.3b. COMPUSERVE SIBN-ON WITH THREE TRIALS ONLY 

The following KSM DEFINITION contains three sets of 
alternatives. Esch aet of alternatives consists of waiting for 
either the COMPUSERVE proapt for USER I.D. or a tiae period of 
three seconds with no response. If the USER I.D. prompt is 
received, then the sign-on is continued. If three seconds pass, 
then we send CONTROL-C and do the next set of alternatives. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

•COMPUSERVE SIGN-ON WITH 3 TRIES 
1: 11'1:: 

@ 
:ALT: 
.. -ID:-" 
:GOTOAA: 
:LASTALT: 
"<035>" 
@ 
:ALT: 
··-10:-·· 
:GOTOAA: 
:LASTALT: 
"<035>" 
@ 
:ALT: 
.. - ID:-·· 
:GOTOAA: 
:LASTALT: 
""<035>'' 
:GOTOND: 
:AA: 
98765,321<ENT> 
" 1RD): - " 
ABCDEF<ENT> 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

1st try. Send CONTROL-C. 
First alternative. 
Asking for USER ID . 
Go continue sign-on. 
Second alternative. 
No response in 3 seconds. 
2nd try. Send CONTROL-C. 
First alternative. 
Asking for USER ID. 
Go continue sign-on . 
Second alternative. 
No response in 3 seconds . 
3rd try. Send CONTROL-C. 
First alternative . 
Asking for USER ID. 
Go continue aign - on. 
Second alternative . 
No response in 3 seconds. 
Give up! 
Marker for GOTO. 
Enter ay ID . 
Asking for PASSWORD. 
Enter my PASSWORD. 

Notice that the keystroke action following each "LASTALT" leads 
into the next set of alternatives. Our next example uses the 
keyatroke action of each "ALT" to lead into the re11ainin9 
alternatives. 
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EXAMPLE 7.4. DOW JONES SlaN-ON, WITH ERROR BRANCH 

Look at exeaple 7.2a. p. 57. At each ateg•. AUTOTERM will 
wait for the expected reaponae. If an expected reaponse is not 
received. then the KSM will never be ended. You may wish to 
take aome special action when such a ''com111unicationa breakdown'' 
occura. For exeaple. if you are using an intelligent modem, you 
mey wiah to hang-up the phone and print a mesaage on the screen. 
Or you may wieh to re-dial the computer. The following revised 
KSM DEFINITION contain• "ALTERNATIVES" which catch auch an error 
in the sign-on dialogue. 1£ an error occura. then the KSM £or 
the key <C> is executed. Exaaple 6.11. p. 54. ahows a saaple 
KS" £or "Q". 

KEY~TROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

•DOW JONES SIGN-ON + ERROR CHECK 
1:==: 
:ALT: 
... ~ .. 
A 
:ALT: 
.. -{INI: _ .. 
DOWl;; 
:ALT: 
"-?<ENT>-" 
DJNS<ENT> 
:ALT: 
.. _ @-" 
ABCDEF<ENT> 
··- ~·· 
:GOTONO: 
:LASTALT: 
" - <05S>" 
<SCL>Q 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Reaark. 

Prompt from TYMENET. 
My answer. 

Next TYMENET proapt. 
My anawer. 

Next proapt. 
My reaponaa. 

Prompt from DOW JONES. 
My response. 
Proapt from DOW JONES. 
All done! 

None of the above. 
Take action for error cond . 

At the start of the dialogue there are five alternatives. If 
the other co111puter does not &end "-ier-", then something has 
gone wrong. In such a caae. the other coaputer will stop 
aending characters and the laat alternat ive will occur. Thia 
will reault in the execution of the KSM £or the key "Q". On the 
other hand. if the other coaputer does send "-ier-" , then your 
aachine will respond with the terainal identifier ''A'' and 
proceed to a set 0£ four alternatives. If the other computer 
fails to send "-in : -" , then it will probably atop sending 
characters and the last alternative will occur. This will 
trigger the execution of the KSM for the key "Q". If the other 
computer sends '' -in : - ··, then your machine will respond with 
"DOWl;;" to continue the aign-on proceaa . Eventually, the 
aign-on dialogue will be coapleted. If not, then the last 
alternative will take ef:£ect, end the KSM for the key "Q" will 
be executed. 
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7.4.2. ALTERNATE ACTION WHILE OBTAINING INFORMATION 

A computer service usually sends its longer amounts of 
information in segments, such as, one screen-full at a time. At 
the end of each segment, you are expected to indicate that you 
desire to receive the next segment. These actions can be 
handled by the use of :ALT:. Let's look at an example. 

EXAMPLE 7.~. BETTING A DOW JONES NEWS ARTICLE 

After signing-on to the DOW JONES NEWS, you can obtain the 
latest news on any company by typing a PERIOD and the company's 
code and a CARRIAGE RETURN. You will receive a section of news 
followed by an ASCII RS. a DCl, three SPACES. and a DC3. You 
must type a CARRIAGE RETURN to receive the next section of news. 
When there are no more sections of news, the computer will 
respond with ''NO PAGE''• a CARRIAGE RETURN, a LINEFEED, an ASCII 
RS, a DCl, three SPACES, and a DC3. The following KSM asks for 
the latest newa on TANDY CORP. and sends a CARRIAGE RETURN after 
each section of news is received until "NO PAGE" is received. 
The code for TANDY CORP is ".TAN". 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••GET TANDY NEWS 
3:==: 
.TAN 
:AA: 
<ENT> 
:ALT: 
"'-NO PAGE<ENT>ITI) 
:GOTONO: 
:LASTALT: 
"- @)<.SS>" 
:GOTOAA: 
:ND: 

@)< .1S>" 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Send code for TANDY. 

Send a CARRIAGE RETURN. 

No more news. 
All done! 

Not yet at end. 
Try for more news. 

Notice that the :AA: is placed between the .TAN and the <ENT>. 
After receiving a section of news, we JUmp to :AA:. The 
keystroke sequence which follows :AA: consists of a CARRIAGE 
RETURN and then two alternatives. "NO PAGE<ENT~ @· 111eans 
that there is no more news and we atop after a .1 second pause. 
Any other response involving "- @· and a .5 second pause ia 
assumed to mean that there may be more news. Notice that a 
response satisfying the first alternative, would also satisfy 
the second alternative. However, we will act on the .1 second 
pause before we act on the .5 second pause. 

EXAMPLE 7.6. BETTINB DOW J'ONES NEWS ON SEVERAL COMPANIES 

The previous example can be easily modified to obtain 
several news articles. By re111oving the ".TAN"', we obtain a KSM 
which obtains the news for whatever company code had been typed. 
This can be coupled with a KSH which types the code of each 
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co111pany. 
one types 
types the 
reached. 

The two KSM DEFINITIONS are given below. The first 
the company codes and calls upon the second one, which 
CARRIAGE RETURNS until the end of the article is 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS 

•GET TANDY, EXXON, & IBM NEWS 
4:==: 
• TAN 
<SCL>3 
• XON 
<SCL>3 
• IBM 
<SCL>3 
:ND: 
••••••GET A NEWS ARTICLE 
3:==: 
:AA: 
<ENT> 
:ALT: 
"-NO PAGE<ENT~ 
:GOTOND: 
:LASTALT: 
.. _ @]<. 5S>" 
:GOTOAA: 
:NO: 

@)< .lS>" 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Send code for TANDY • 
Get the news. 
Send code for EXXON . 
Get the news. 
Send code for IBM • 
Get the news. 

Remark. 

Send a CARRIAGE RETURN. 

No more news. 
All done! 

Any other response . 
Try for more news. 

Notice that the first KSM does not type the CARRIAGE RETURNS. 
It merely types each co111pany code and then calls the other KSM, 
which types the CARRIAGE RETURN and continues to do so until 
there is no 111ore news on that company. 

EXAMPLE 7.7. A COMPLETE RUN ON DOW JONES NEWS 

We will create a KSM which performs an entire session on 
the DOW JONES NEWS SERVICE. We will call upon other KSMS. 
Example 7.2, p. 57, is used to sign-on. Example 7.6, p. 63, is 
used to obtain some news during the session. We will include a 
KSM for the key "9" which will sign-off. The sign-off 
proceedure consists of typing "DISC"' and a CARRIAGE RETURN . Two 
KSM DEFINITIONS are presented below. The first executes the 
KSMS for signing-on, getting the news, signing-off, and then 
save& the entire session onto disk under the filename NEWS. The 
second is the KSM for signing-off. 
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KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITIONS 

•SIGN-ON, GET NEWS, & SIGN-OFF 
5:== : 
<SCL>l 
<SCL>4 
<SCL>9 
<SCL>SC<SUA><ENT><SOA><ENT> 
NEWS<ENT> 
:NO: 
••••••SIGN - OFF FROft DOW JONES 
9:••: 
DISC<ENT> 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Sign-on. 
Get the newa. 
Sign-0££. 
Save it all to diak 
under the na•e 0£ NEWS. 

Reaark. 

Send disconnect signal . 

The <SCL>l action ia given in exaaple 7.2, p. 57. Notice that 
exaMple 7.2 calla upon <SCL>Q i£ an error ariaea during aign-on. 
Thia will reault in an attempt to aign-0££ . The <SCL>4 action 
ia given in example 7 . 6, p. 63. 

EXAMPLE 7.8. BETTING MESSAGES FROM A BULLETIN BOARD 

Here ie the screen display 0£ a eeeeion on the DALTRUG 
BULLETIN BOARD, which uaea FORUM-80 <TM>. The reaponaea of the 
ueer are underlined. The user dials the BULLETIN BOARD and 
waits for ita prompting. 

SCREEN DISPLAY 

YOUR FIRST NAME: fil!OHN 

YOUR LAST NAME: ~ONES 

YOUR CITY ANO STATE: f"1DALLAS, 
TX 

NAME: JOHN JONES 
FROM: DALLAS, TX 

IS THIS CORRECT, JOHN ? I ''~ 

CHECKING USER FILES 

<HIT 'S' TO SKIP BULLETINS> 
<HIT 'P' TO PAUSE> 
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DOTS denote additional 
output £roa the bulletin 
board. 

All uaer reaponaea 
include a CARRIAGE 
RETURN. 
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SCREEN DISPLAY 

==============::::::::: 

HIT C/R TO CONTINUE I:!! !I 

02 : 00 COMMAND: ~ 

02:12 CR> SUBCMD : c:::J5 
MESSAGE FILE SEARCH 

<MSGS 108 TO 269 > 
START SEARCH AT MSG : ~ 

F • FROM S = SUBJECT 
T = TO C = CATEGORY 
SEARCH WHICH FIELD ? ~ 

ENTER SEARCH STRING: c:3cOLOR 

START : MSG 108 
FIELD : SUBJECT 
STRING: COLOR 

IS THIS CORRECT, JOHN ? Llv 

4:20 <R> SUBCMD: l ''JT 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEAVE 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMENTS 
TO THE SYSTEM OPERATOR <YIN> ? 
~ 

EXPLANATION 

Bulletins , if present , 
begin with row of EQUALS . 
User types "S" to skip 
the bulletin& . 

User types .. R .. to 
retreive aeaaagea. 
User types .. S" to search 
for certain aeasages . 

·•1 .. has same effect a s "108". 

User is searchin g for 
all aessages rela ted 
to COLOR COMPUTER . 

Messages are printed 
here. 

User types ''T" to 
terainate aeaaion. 

Bulletin board eigna off. 

Notice that the BULLETIN BOARD sends some ASCII CONTROL 
CHARACTERS when requesting a response from the user. These 
characters appear on the screen as ~ , ~ , ITJ • and [I) , which 
represent the BEL , ENQ , ESC, and SOH, respectively, as can be 
seen from table 8.1, p. 76 . 

The following KSM DEFINITION handles the entire sesaion 
fro• sign-on to sign-off. 
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KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

•GET BULLETIN BOARD MESSAGES 
l:==: 
"-B-" 
JOHN<ENT> 
··D-·· 
JONES<ENT> 
··-er·· 
DALLAS, TX<ENT> 
··-0-·· 
Y<ENT> 
:AA: 
: ALT: 
··-==<OOS>'• 
s 
<.lS> 
:GOTOAA: 
:ALT: 
··{!]]-" 
<ENT> 
:LASTALT: 
••-EJ-•• 
R<ENT> 
''tl'' 
S<ENT> 
''tl'' 
l<ENT> 
·· -er ·· 
S<ENT> 
"-B-·· 
COLOR< ENT> 
·· -B-·· 
Y<ENT> 
·· -eJ- ·· 
T<ENT> 
··-B-·· 
N<ENT> 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Re111ark. 

Receive pro111pt. 
Send Fl.r&t Na111e. 
Receive pro111pt. 
Send Last Na••· 
Receive pro111pt. 
Send Cl.ty & State. 
Receive pro111pt. 
Send ••y" for "YEs··. 
Look for several 
possible re&ponaes. 
If EQUALS, then 
send ··s·· to ··sKIP··. 
wait one-tenth aecond, 
s. go look again. 

Receive prompt for CR. 
Send CARRIAGE RETURN. 

Receive prompt for COMMAND . 
Send "R" :for "RETREIVE". 
Receive prompt for SUBCMD. 
Send ··s" for ··sEARCH". 
Receive prompt for START. 
Send "l'. for .. EARLIEST". 
Receive pro111pt for FIELD. 
Send ··s·· for ··suBJEcT··. 
Recel.ve prompt for STRING. 
Send ··col.OR'•. 
Receive pro~pt :for CORRECT?. 
Send "Y" for "YEs·· . 
Receive pro111pt :for SUBCMD. 
Send "T" for "TERMINATE'• . 
Receive pro111pt :for COMMENTS?. 
Send ··N" for ··No·· . 

Notice the aer1ea of alternatives which handles the use of "S'• 
to akip the bulletin&. We look for el.ther .. .,., .. with no pause, 
·@· with a two second pause, or 't)" with a two second pauae. 
If the .. ,. .... ia received, then we type "S", wait one-tenth 
second, and go back to waiting for any o:f the three 
alternatives . In this way, we are covering the possibility of 
our "S" not being heard. If the "(!Jj' ia received, then we know 
that the bulletin board is asking :for a CARRIAGE RETURN , and we 
send it. If the •rJ• is received, then we know that the bulletin 
board is asking for our COMMAND. and we begin retrieving the 
desired meaoagea. 

Thi& KSM could include an automatic SAVE - TO- DISK . as was 
done in example 7 . 7. p . 64. 
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7.~. AUTOMATIC DIALING 

Intelligent modems are becoming increasingly available at 
modest cost. Such modems are able to dial the telephone and 
take a variety of actions depending on the results. They can 
also answer the telephone and let your computer converse with 
the callling computer. Many intelligent modems are controlled 
by the character sequences which are sent over the aerial port 
0£ your computer . These intelligent modems can be controlled by 
KSMS. 

In t his section we will look at two specific intel l igent 
modems. We will present KSMS for automatic dialing with the 
RADIO SHACK MODEM II and the D. C. HAYES SMARTMODEM. 

EXAMPLE 7.9. AUTOMATIC DIALING WITH THE RADIO SHACK MODEM II 

The following steps are required to acheive automatic 
dialing via the RADIO SHACK MODEM II : 

1. Put the modem into program mode by sending an ASTERISK . 
The ASTERISK i s echoed when the modem is ready for instruction. 

2. Send the letter "'D'" followed by the sequence of digits 
which you want to dial. You should pause at least .033 second 
after each digit. 

3. Send the character ··x·· to execute the dialing. 
4. Wait for an appropriate time period for the dialing to 

be completed. 

If we are going to check for receipt of the echoed ASTERISK in 
step l, then we must have the DUPLEX set to HALF . We will 
assume that FULL DUPLEX ia appropriate for the computer service 
being accessed. So our KSM DEFINITION begins with settig DUPLEX 
to HALF and ends wth re-setting DUPLEX to FULL. The command 
characters must be sent to the modem with PARITY set to SPACE. 
We will assume that the computer service requires PARITY to be 
EVEN . The KSM DEFINITION includes seting PARITY to SPACE at the 
beginning and re-setting PARITY to EVEN at the end . 

The following KSM DEFINITION performs the above £our et~pc. 
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KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

•••-••DIAL VIA MODEM II 
6:== : 
<SCL>UDUP<ENT>HALF<ENT> 
<SCL>UPAR<ENT>SPACE<ENT> 
:AA: 
• 
:ALT: ..... 
:GOTOBB: 
: LASTALT: 
"" -<03S> .. 
:GOTOAA: 
:BB: 
0< . 1S>3<.1S>2<.1S>l<.1S> 
7<.lS>6<.lS>5<.1S>4< . 1S> 
x 
<05S><.5S> 
<SCL>UPAR<ENT>EVEN<ENT> 
<SCL>UDUP<ENT>FULL<ENT> 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Set DUPLEX to HALF . 
Set PARITY to SPACE. 

Send ASTERISK • 

ASTERISK recei ved . 
Go finish dialing. 

•• •" not received . 
Go try again! 

Send 0 3 2 1. 
Send 7 6 5 4 . 
Send EXECUTE command. 
Wait 5 . 5 seconds. 
Set PARITY to EVEN. 
Set DUPLEX to FULL. 

Notice that we are waiting three seconds for the ASTERISK to be 
returned . We are not paying any attention to the echoing of the 
remainder of the command information. We are merely waiting 
one-tenth second between each character of command information . 
After sending the execute command, we wait for five and one-half 
seconds . This delay period depends upon the dialing mode and 
phone line response . The most appropriate delay would be 
determined by experimentation. 

EXAMPLE 7.10. AUTOMATIC DIALING WITH THE D. C. HAVES SMARTMODEM 

The following steps are required to acheive automatic 
dialing via the 0 . C. HAVES SMARTMODEM: 

1. Got tho modom'o attontion by oendin9 the two chara cters 
''AT'' and a CARRIAGE RETURN . The modem should respond with the 
digit .. 0 .. and a CARRIAGE RETURN . 

2. Send the dial command by sending the character "D .. , and 
the digits of the phone number to be dialed, and a CARRIAGE 
RETURN. The modem will respond with the digit "l" and a 
CARRIAGE RETURN after the connection has been made. It can t a ke 
as long as thirty seconds to respond with "l'" or some other 
digit. 

We are assuming that the modem has been set to NON-VERBOSE mode, 
NO-ECHO of comqands, and the proper DUPLEX, etc . 

The following KSM performs the above two steps. 
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KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••DIAL VIA SMARTMODEM 
6:== : 
:AA: 
AT<ENT> 
:ALT: 
"O<ENT><.lS>" 
:GOTOBB: 
:LASTALT: 
"-<035>" 
:GOTOAA: 
:BB: 
D3217654<ENT> 
:ALT: 
"l<ENT>" 
:GOTOND: 
:LASTALT: 
"-<60S>"' 
:GOTOAA: 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Send '"AT". 

"AT" acknowledged. 
Go finish dialing. 

"AT" disregarded. 
Go try again! 

Send dial instruction . 

Connection made. 
All done! 

Connection not made. 
Go try again! 

Notice that 
recognized. 
seconds for 

we are waiting three seconds for the "AT" to be 
After giving the dial command, we are waiting sixty 

evidence that the connection has been made . 

EXAl'tPLE 7.11. A COMPLETE DOW JONES SESSION INCLUDING DIALING 

Example 7 . 7, p. 64, can easily be extended to include 
dialing the phone. Let's assume that 321-7654 is the correct 
phone number for accessing the DOW JONES NEWS service. We 
merely insert the autodialing at the start. The modem will 
automatically hang up when the CARRIER SIGNAL is lost at the end 
of the session. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••CALL & GET NEWS 
5:==: 
<SCL>6 
<SCL>l 
<SCL>4 
<SCL>9 
<SCL>SC<SUA><ENT><SDA><ENT> 
NEWS< ENT> 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Dial the phone. 
Sign-on. 
Get the news. 
Sign-of£ . 
Save it all to disk 
under the name 0£ NEWS. 

The actions for <SCL>6, 1 , 4, & 9 are given in examples 7.9<10>. 
pp. 68-69, 7 . 2, p. 57. 7.6. p. 63, and 7 . 7, p. 64, respectively . 

7.6. AUTOMATIC ~NSWERING 

Many modems are able to monitor the telephone line and 
answer the phone. When a carrier signal is detected , the modem 
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connects the calling computer or terminal to your computer. At 
this point, your computer can send and/or receive information. 

KSMS can handle some tasks involved with automatic 
answering. We will first discuss auto-answering with the RADIO 
SHACK MODEM II and the D. C. HAYES SMARTMODEM. Then we will 
look at an exaaple 0£ a ""MESSAGE TAKER'". 

EXAMPLE 7.12. AUTO-ANSWERING WITH THE RADIO SHACK MODEM II 

The RADIO SHACK MODEM II monitors the phone line when 
placed in automatic operation. When the phone rings, the modem 
answers and tries to make a connection via carrier tones. When 
a successful connection has been made, then all received data is 
transmitted to your computer and data sent by your computer is 
transmitted to the calling computer or terminal. We will assume 
that the calling computer or terminal transmits a CARRIAGE 
RETURN after connection has been made. Our KSM merely waits 
<perhaps £or hours) until a CARRIAGE RETURN is received. It 
then executes the KSM for the key <8>, which is presented in 
example 7.14, p. 72. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••ANSWER VIA MODEM II 
2:==: 
:AA: 
:ALT: 
"'-<ENT><. lS>"" 
<SCL>S 
<lOS> 
:GOTOAA: 
:LASTALT: 
""-<90S>"' 
:GOTOAA: 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark. 

Start waiting. 

Receive CARRIAGE RETURN. 
Take message. 
Delay £or 10 seconds. 
Go do more waiting. 

No action £or 90 seconds. 
Go do more waiting. 

Notice that we are waiting to receive a CARRIAGE RETURN. I£ it 
is received, then we take the desired action, pause £or ten 
seconds, and go back to waiting. I£ it ia not received and 
ninety seconds go by with no activity, then we merely go back 
and start waitjng again. The action £or <SCL>S is presented in 
example 7.14, p. 72. 

EXAMPLE 7.13. AUTO-ANSWERING WITH THE D. C. HAVES SMARTMODEM 

The D. C. HAYES SMARTMODEM differs somewhat from the RADIO 
SHACK MODEM II in the way phone answering is handled. The HAYES 
modem can be programmed to answer after a designated number of 
rings have occurred. When a connection has been made, the HAYES 
modem sends the digit "'l"" and a CARRIAGE RETURN to your 
computer. Our KSM DEFINITION is very similar to that of example 
7.12. We assume that the calling computer or terminal sends a 
CARRIAGE RETURN when the connection has been made. The only 
difference is that we look £or the '"l "" and CARRIAGE RETURN sent 
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7. BUILDING COMPUTER DIALOGUES 

by the HAYES modem and then look for the CARRIAGE RETURN sent by 
the caller. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••ANSWER VIA SMARTMODEM 
2:==: 
: /\A: 
:ALT: 
"l<ENT><OOS>" 
:GOTOBB: 
!LASTALT: 
"-<90S>" 
:GOTOAA: 
:BB: 
:ALT: 
"-<ENT><. lS>'' 
<SCL>8 
<lOS> 
:GOTOAA: 
:LASTALT: 
"-<30S>" 
:GOTOAA: 
:NO: 

EXPLANATION 

Remark . 

Start waiting for modem. 

Receive ''l'' & CR from modem. 
Go wait for CR from caller. 

No action for 90 seconds. 
Go do more waiting . 
Start waiting for caller. 

Receive CR from caller. 
Take message. 
Delay for 10 seconds . 
Go do more waiting. 

No CR for 30 seconds. 
Go do more waiting . 

We have two sets of alternatives. The first occurs while 
waiting for the 111ode111 to send a "l" end a CARRIAGE RETURN. If 
this occurs, we move on to the second pert at :BB:. If this 
does not occur within ninety seconds, we go back to :AA: and 
start waiting again. Notice that we do not look for a time 
delay after the "l'" and CARRIAGE RETURN. This is specified by 
the <OOS> which overrides the default value of two seconds. 

EXAMPLE 7.14. A MESSAGE TAKER 

Here is a simple way to have your computer collect messages 
sent by another computer or terminal. Your computer will say: 

PLEASE ENTER YOUR MESSAGE. 
TYPE A CARRIAGE RETURN AT THE 
END OF EACH LINE. WAIT FOR A 
"" " BEFORE STARTING A NEW 
LINE. END THE MESSAGE BY 
TYPING TWO QUICK CARRIAGE 
RETURNS OR BY TYPING NOTHING 
FOR ONE MINUTE. 

Next it will type a "" " at the start of the next line . 
Then it will wait for the caller to send a line of the message. 
After receiving the CARRIAGE RETURN at the end of the line, it 
will type a "" " et the start of the next line, etc . When two 
CARRIAGE RETURNS are received in sequence, it will say : 

THANK YOU. PLEASE HANG UP. 
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7. BUILDING COMPUTER DIALOGUES 

We aaau11e that the phone has been answered and a aucceaaful 
connection ha• been 111ade. After taking the aeaaage. we aave it 
to a diak file called KSGS and then delete it froa ae111ory. Thia 
laat atap eliminate& the possibility of running out of ae111ory 
apace. 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 

••••••TAKE A MESSAGE 
8:s•: 
<LFD> 
PLEASE ENTER YOUR MESSAGE. 
<ENT><LFD> 
TYPE A CARRI AGE RETURN AT THE 
<ENT><LFO> 
END OF EACH LINE. WAIT FOR A 
<ENT><LFD> 
.. " .. BEFORE STARTING A NEW 
<ENT><LFD> 
LINE. ENO THE MESSAGE BY 
<ENT><LFD> 
TYPING TWO QUICK CARRIAGE 
<ENT><LFD> 
RETURNS OR BY TYPING NOTHING 
<ENT><LFO> 
FOR ONE MINUTE." 
<ENT><LFD> 
:AA: 
<LFD>" 
:ALT: 
"-<ENT><03S>" 
:GOTOAA: 
:ALT: 
•• -<ENT><ENT>" 
:GOTOBB: 
:LASTALT: 
"-<60S>" 
:BB: 
<LFD> 
THANK YOU. PLEASE HANG UP. 
<ENT><LFD> 
<SCL>SC<SUA><ENT><SDA><ENT> 
J'ISGS<ENT> 
<SCL>D<SUA><ENT><SDA><ENT> 
:ND: 

EXPLANATION 

Reaark. 

Send 
instruction 
aeaaage. 

Send "" " aa pro11pt. 

Receive CARRIAGE RETURN. 
Go get next line. 

Receive two CR'a. 
Go aay thanks. 

No action for ono 111inuto. 
End of 111esaage. 
Say 
thank you! 

Add the aeaaage to 
the l'ISGS file. 
Delete it from memory. 

We are aaauming that a CARRIAGE RETURN followed by a three 
second pause means the end of a line. If the caller types two 
CARRIAGE RETURNS with a three second pauae between them, then we 
will treat the first one as the end of a line. That ia why wa 
say "QUICK" in our instruction aessage. 
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7. BUILDING COMPUTER DIALOGUES 

7.7. SELF-TEST OF DIALOBUE ACTION 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER SELF-TEST enables you to test a 
COMPUTER DIALOGUE without aotually oalling the other computer . 
You play the role of the other computer by typing at your 
computer's keyboard. 

To SELF-TEST any KSM do the following: 
1. Enter SEND/RECEIVING operation. but do not connect with 

the other computer. 
2. Type <SHIFT - CLEAR>. The top of the screen will show : 

TYPE COMMAND OR <?> NNNNN M L 

3. Now type <K>. for KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER SELF-TEST . The 
top of the screen will show: 

TYPE COMMAND TO TEST NNNNN M L 

4. At this point. type the key for the KSM which you wish 
to test. 

AUTOTERM will execute the KSM in SELF-TEST MODE. Whenever 
the KSM is waiting for a response from the other computer, then 
you can type st the keyboard and AUTOTERM will treat your typed 
characters as though they had been received from the other 
computer. You can use the <CLEAR> key as a CONTROL KEY. You 
can generate any of the 128 ASCII characters as indicated in 
table 8 . 1. pp. 76-77. except for the ESCAPE. which involves the 
<BREAK> key. Any use of <BREAK> will cancel the KSM and end the 
SELF-TEST as well. 

During SELF-TEST MODE. you can act like the other computer 
only when a KSM is waiting for a response from the other 
computer. You cannot use the keyboard while the KSM is typing 
or delaying. If you do, you will receive e BOP, end your 
keystroke will be ignored, except for the <BREAK> key. 

The SELF-TEST MODE is carried over into any other KSMS 
which are executed as a result of the KSM being tested. The 
SELF-TEST MODE enda when all KSM action ceaaea. 
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8. TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

8.1. SCREEN DISPLAY 

OPERATING INFORMATION ON lST LINE - The top line displays, froa 
left to right, the OPERATING MODE, the NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 
AVAILABLE FOR ADDITIONAL STORAGE OF TEXT, an '"M'" i:£ 
SAVE-TO-MEMORY i& ON, and an '"L'" or '"U" :£or keyboard being LOWER 
CASE or UPPER-CASE-ONLY. 

PROMPTING ON lST & 2ND LINES - The top one or two lines display 
proapta :£or varioua uaer operations. 

TEXT DISPLAY ON 2ND & SUBSEQUENT LINES - Table 8.1 ahows how 
each ASCII character ia diaplayed. Soae of the unusual 
characters have peculiar displays. A CARRIAGE RETURN or 
LINEFEED cauae& the atart of a new line. Th••• characters are 
diaplayed via a alowly flaahing cursor. The curaor flashes 
alowly in the appropriate fora when poaitioned over a CARRIAGE 
RETURN or LINEFEED. 

FLASHING CURSOR - The flaahing cursor is uaually positioned 
after the last text character. However, it can be positioned 
over any of the text characters, except thoae trailing blanks 
which are not actually part of the text. 

8.2. KEYBOARD ACTION 

KEY BEEP & BEEBOP - A BEEP is sounded by any key except the 
<SHIFT> or <CLEAR>. If the pressed key ia not appropriate for 
the current operating mode, then a low pitched BOP will follow 
the BEEP. This BEEBOP indicates that the pressed key is being 
ignored. 

CARRIAGE RETURN - <ENTER> acts as a CARRIAGE RETURN. 

CONTROL KEY - <CLEAR> acts a& an ASCII control key. Table 8.1 
shows which characters require use of the <CLEAR> key. 

COMMAND KEY - <SHIFT-CLEAR> tells the systea that the next key 
pressed will be a single key coaaand. 

CANCEL KEY - <BREAK> tells the syste• to cancel the current 
coaaand or operating aode. Accu•ulated text ia not lost. 

LINE BREAK - <SHIFT-BREAK> generates a LINE BREAK when the 
operating mode is SEND/RECEIVING. 

ARROW KEYS - The four ARROW keys move the cursor through the 
text and also cause scrolling. The <SHIFT-UP-ARROW> <or 
<SHIFT-DOWN-ARROW>> aoves the cursor to the start <or end> of 
the text. The <LEFT - ARROW> generates a BACKSPACE dur1ng 
SEND/RECEIVING operation. 
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TABLE 8. 1. 
ASCII CHARACTER ENTRY & DISPLAY 

ASCII CONTROL CHARACTER HEX VALUE KEYBOARD TV DISPLAY 

NUL 
SOH 
STX 
ETX 
EOT 
ENQ 
ACK 
BEL 
BS 
HT 
LF 
VT 
FF 
CR 
so 
SI 
OLE 
DCl 
DC2 
DC3 
DC4 
NAK 
SYN 
ETB 
CAN 
EM 
SUB 
ESC 
FS 
GS 
RS 
us 
DEL 

ASCII 
CHAR 

SP 

s 
& 
( 

• 

Null 00 
Start of Heading 01 
Start of Text 02 
End of Text 03 
End of Tran&ai&&ion 04 
Enquiry 05 
Acknowledge 06 
Bell 07 
Back•pace 08 
Horizontal Tabulation 09 
Line Feed OA 
Vertical Tabulation OB 
Form Feed OC 
Carriage Return OD 
Shift Out OE 
Shift In OF 
Data Link Escape 10 
Device Control l <XON> 11 
Device Control 2 12 
Device Control 3 <XOFF> 13 
Device Control 4 14 
Negative Acknowledge 15 
Synchronou• Idle 16 
End of Tranaaiaa'n Block 17 
Cancel 18 
End of Mediua 19 
Substitute lA 
Escape lB 
Fila Separator lC 
Group Separator 10 
Record Separator lE 
Unit Separator lF 
Delete or Delay 7F 

CLEAR e 
CLEAR A 
CLEAR B 
CLEAR C 
CLEAR D 
CLEAR E 
CLEAR F 
CLEAR G 
CLEAR H 
CLEAR I 
CLEAR J 
CLEAR K 
CLEAR L 

ENTER or CLEAR M 
CLEAR N 
CLEAR 0 
CLEAR P 
CLEAR Q 
CLEAR R 
CLEAR S 
CLEAR T 
CLEAR U 
CLEAR V 
CLEAR W 
CLEAR X 
CLEAR V 
CLEAR 2 

CLEAR BREAK 
CLEAR 4 
CLEAR 5 
CLEAR 6 
CLEAR 7 
CLEAR 0 

# 
s 

" & 

) 

• .. 

I 
0 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

< 
= 
> 
? .. 

HEX KEY- TV 
VALUE BOARD DISPLAY 

ASCII 
CHAR 

HEX KEY- TV 
VALUE BOARD DISPLAY 

20 SPACE-BAR 
22 SHIFT 2 
24 SHIFT 4 S 
26 SHIFT 6 & 
28 SHIFT 8 < 
2A SHIFT • 
2C 
2E 

# 

" 
+ 

I 

21 SHIFT l I 
23 SHIFT 3 # 

25 SHIFT 5 " 
27 SHIFT 7 
29 SHIFT 9 > 
2B SHIFT • 
20 
2F I I 

<Continued on next page> 
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TABLE 8. l. 
ASCII CHARACTER ENTRY & DISPL.AY 

<Continued frolll previous poge> 

ASCII HEX KEY- TV ASCII HEX KEY- TV 
CHAR VALUE BOARD DISPLAY CHAR VALUE BOARD DISPLAY 

0 30 0 0 l 31 1 1 
2 32 2 2 3 33 3 3 
4 34 4 4 5 35 5 5 
6 36 6 6 7 37 7 7 
8 38 8 8 9 39 9 9 

3A 38 
< 3C SHIFT • < = 3D SHIFT - = 
> 3E SHIFT > ? 3F SHIFT I ? 
Ii 40 " Ii A 41 SHIFT A A 
8 42 SHIFT 8 8 c 43 3HIFT c c 
D 44 SHIFT D D E 45 SHIFT E E 
F 46 SHIFT F F G 47 SHIFT G G 
H 48 SHIFT H H I 49 SHIFT I I 
J 4A SHIFT J J K 48 SHIFT K K 
L 4C SHIFT L L M 4D SHIFT M M 
N 4E SHIFT N N 0 4F SHIFT 0 0 
p so SHIFT p p Q 51 SHIFT Q Q 

R 52 SHIFT R R s 53 SHIFT s s 
T S4 SHIFT T T u 55 SHIFT u u 
v 56 SHIFT v v w 57 SHIFT w w 
x 58 SHIFT x x y 59 SHIFT y y 
z SA SHIFT z z c 58 CLEAR 8 ( 

\ SC CLEAR I ' J SD CLEAR 9 ] 

SE CLEAR 3 ., SF CLEAR ~ 

60 CLEAR " a 61 A A 
b 62 8 8 c 63 c c 
d 64 D D e 65 E E 
f 66 F F g 67 G G 
h 68 H H i 69 I I 
J 6A J J k 68 K K 
l 6C L L • 6D " " n 6E N N 0 6F 0 0 
p 70 p p q 71 Q Q 
r 72 R R s 73 s s 
t 74 T T u 75 u u 
v 76 v v w 77 w w 
)( 78 x x y 79 y y 
z 7A z z ( 78 CLEAR • ( 

I 7C CLEAR 1 ' } 70 CLEAR ] 

7E CLEAR 2 .,. DEL 7F CLEAR 0 ... 
1. CLEAR key acte like a CONTROL KEY. Hold down the CLEAR 

key while typing the other key. 
2. [] indicates that display has a reverse background. 

If ULD = 4 thru 8, then reverse background ie ueed only 
for CONTROL CHARACTERS. 
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SHIFT LOCK ON/OFF TOGGLE - <SHIFT-ZERO> causes the keyboard to 
alternate between LOWER CASE and UPPER CASE ONLY. 

MEMORY ON/OFF TOGGLE - Typing <CLEAR-UP-ARROW> during 
SEND/RECEIVING causes SAVE-TO-MEMORY to alternate between ON and 
OFF. 

RESET - When "all else fails" ', press the RESET button at the 
right rear of the computer to return to the MAIN MENU. 
Accumulated text will not be lost. 

RETURN TO BASIC - When the MAIN MENU is beign displayed , type 
<SHIFT-BREAK> to return to BASIC via a cold start. 

8.3. UBER OPTIONS 

Table 8.2 lists the various operating parameters which can 
be altered via the "U" co111111and. 

8,4. SYSTEM OPERATION 

MAIN MENU - At start-up the MAIN MENU offers three operating 
modes: TEXT PROCESSING, INTELIGENT TERMINAL, or KEYSTROKE 
MULTIPLIER DEFN. While in any of these modes, typing <BREAK> 
once or twice triggers a return to the MAIN MENU, without lose 
of the text accu111ulated in memory. 

TEXT PROCESSING - AUTOTERM acts 
processor. All system commands 
TRANSMIT BLOCK & KSM SELF-TEST. 

like a simplified word 
are available except for 
Thie mode ie used £or the 

creation of new text &/or modification of text previously 
accumulated in memory during INTELLIGENT TERMINAL operation . 

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL - AUTOTERM acts like a high powered 
computer terminal . The SERIAL I/O PORT is the connection to the 
other computer. All system commands are available except for 
PRINT BLOCK, which c~n be uaed only i£ the printer is connectod 
somewhere other than the SERIAL I/O PORT . 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFN - AUTOTERM displays the accumulated 
KSM DEFINITIONS, with SWW=N and ULD=l . All system commands are 
available except for TRANSMIT BLOCK & KSM SELF-TEST, This mode 
is used for creation &/or modification of KSM DEFINITIONS . 
Accumulated text is maintained in memory . 

SYSTEM COMMANDS - Type <SHIFT-CLEAR> to initiate any system 
command. Then type the command's single letter identifier . 
Prompting appears on the top one or two lines of the screen. 
Type <BREAK> to cancel the command at any time. The available 
commands are: 
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TABLE 8.2. 
USER OPTIONS 

Th~u1e operating para111eter& 111ay be set vi o the "U" co111111and. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

GENERALI 
BEP Keyboard BEEP 
BOP Keyboard BOP 
SWW Screen Word Wrap 
ULD Upper/Lower Ca&e Display 

COMlllUNICATIONS1 
CBD Co111111unicotione Baud Rate 

DUP Communication& Duplex 
IGO Ignore the DEL character 
IGL Ignore the LINEFEED 

received after a 
CARRIAGE RETURN ie sent 
or received 

IGN Ignore the NULL character 
PAR Com111unicationa Parity 

SCR Scrolling while Receiving 
SLF Send LINEFEED after 

CARRIAGE RETURN during 
BLOCK TRANSMISSION 

STP Stop Bita 
XNF ON/OFF CHARACTERS during 

BLOCK TRANSMISSION 

PRINT I Na a 
BMG Botto111 Margin <line&) 
CNP Continuous Printing 
LMG Left Margin Capaces> 
LSP Line Spacing <line&> 
OCR 0111it "artificial" 

CARRIAGE RETURNS 
PGL Page Length Clines> 
PGP Page Pauae 
PGW Page Width Capaces> 
PLF Print LINEFEED after 

CARRIAGE RETURN 
PWW Printer Word Wrap 
RMG Right Margin (&paces> 
TMG Top Margin Clines> 

RANGE OF VALUES 

Y or N 
Y or N 
Y or N 

1 thru 8 

110•. 150. 300. 
GOO, or 1200 
HALF or FULL 

Y or N 
Y or N 

Y or N 
OFF, EVEN, ODD. 
:l'IARK, or SPACE 

y or N 
y or N 

1 thru 125 
0000 thru FFFF 

0 thru 125 
Y or N 

0 thru 125 
1 thru 125 

Y or N 

0 thru 255 
Y or N 

1 thru 255 
y or N 

y or N 
O thru 125 
0 thru 125 

INITIAL VALUE 

y 
y 
y 

1 

300 

FULL 
y 
y 

y 
EVEN 

y 
N 

1 
0000 

G 
N 
G 
1 
N 

GG 
N 

80 
N 

y 
G 
G 

• Operation at 110 BAUD does not tolerate aimultaneoua 
sending while receiving. This is tolerated at the other BAUD 
RATES. 
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c = CHECKSUM A BLOCK OF TEXT OR DATA 

D = DELETE A BLOCK/FILE OF TEXT OR DATA 

E = EDIT TEXT DURING INTELLIGENT TERMINAL OPERATION 

F = FIND A STRING OF CHARACTERS 

G = GET A DISK DIRECTORY 

H = HEX CODE ENTRY 

K = KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER SELF-TEST 

L = LOAD A BLOCK OF TEXT OR DATA FROM DISK 

M = MAINTAIN A DISK COPY OF THE SESSION 

p = PRINT A BLOCK OF TEXT 

s = SAVE A BLOCK OF TEXT OR DATA TO DISK 

T = TRANSMIT A BLOCK/FILE OF TEXT OR DATA 

u = USER OPTIONS - DISPLAY/CHANGE 

Many of the commands involve a BLOCK <section> of text or binary 
data . A BLOCK'S START and STOP points can be specified by 
embedding :STARTl:, :STOPl:, .•. :START9:, :STOP9: in the text 
or by positioning the cursor in response to AUTOTERM's prompts. 

8.~. KEYSTROKE 111ULTIPLIERS <KSM) 

A KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFINITION associates a sequence of 
keystrokes with a single key . The sequence is triggered by 
typing <SHIFT-CLEAR> and then the key. Typing <BREAK> halts 
AUTOTERM's execution of the sequence. 

The KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIER DEFN mode is used for displaying & 
editing the KSM DEFINITIONS. The following format rules apply: 

1> The first line consists of five characters; namely, the 
character being defined, followed by :==:. 

2> CARRIAGE RETURNS and LINEFEEDS are not considered as 
part of the sequence, unless represented by WEDGE NOTATION. 
That is, the sequence should include <ENT> in place of <ENTER> , 
and <LFD> in place of <CLEAR-J>. The <ENTER> and <CLEAR-J> may 
be used for formatting the sequence on the screen . 

3> The WEDGE NOTATION <see table 8 . 3> must be used in 
place of <ENTER>, <CLEAR-J>, <BREAK>, <SHIFT - BREAK>, 
<SHIFT-CLEAR>, and all ARROW keys . 

4) The sequence may include TIME DELAYS. These are 
designated by use of WEDGE NOTATION as shown in table 8 . 3. 
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5> A line may contain a "TWO CHARACTER LABEL " bounded by 
COLONS, such as :AA:. Nothing else may appear on such a LABEL 
line. LABELS are not considered as part of the sequence. They 
are used with GOTO commands . 

6) A line may contain :ALT: or : LASTALT: . Nothing else 
may a ppear on such a line. These lines are used for designation 
of "ALTERNATES" in COMPUTER DIALOGUES. See section 8 . 6 . 

7> A line may contain a GOTO command, such as : GOTOAA:. 
Nothing else may appear on such GOTO lines. When the line is 
reached during execution of the sequence, then the sequence is 
continued at the designated label . 

8) A line may contain : CLEAR:. Nothing else may appear on 
the line. When the line is reached during execution, then all 
pending KSMS are cancelled . 

9> The last line consists of the four characters :ND:. 
10) Remarks may be placed on separate lines ahead of the 

first line and/or after the last line of each definition. 
Remark lines require no special designator . 

TABLE 8. 3. 
WEDBE NOTATION 

KEYSTROKE 
DESCRIPTION 

CARRIAGE RETURN or ENTER 
LINEFEED or CLEAR-J 
BREAK 
SHIFT-BREAK 
SHIFT-CLEAR 

UP-ARROW 
SHIFT-UP-ARROW 
DOWN-ARROW 
SHIFT-DOWN-ARROW 
LEFT-ARROW 
SHIFT-LEFT-ARROW 
RIGHT-ARROW 
SHIFT-RIGHT-ARROW 
CLEAR-UP-ARROW 

Time Delay of . N seconds 
Time Dela y of NN seconds 

8.6. COMPUTER DIALOGUES 

WED BE 
NOTATION 

<ENT> 
<LFD> 
<BRK> 
<SBR> 
<SCL> 

<UAR> 
<SUA> 
<DAR> 
<SDA> 
<LAR> 
<SLA> 
<RAR> 
<SRA> 
<CUA> 

<.NS> 
<NNS> 

A COMPUTER DIALOGUE is a KSM which i ncludes RESPONSES from 
the other computer during SEND/RECEIVING. The first portion of 
the sequence of keystrokes is executed . Then AUTOTERM waits for 
the proper RESPONSE from the other computer . When this RESPONSE 
is received, then the next portion of the sequence of keystrokes 
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is executed. etc. The keystroke sequence • a y include 
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS baaed upon several poaaible RESPONSES fro• 
the other computer. 

OTHER COMPUTER'S RESPONSE - The RESPONSE by the other computer 
ia placed on a separate line and between QUOTES . The following 
rules apply : 

l> At most twenty-four response characters may appear in 
the aet . The following keystrokes may not be included : <BREAK> , 
<SHIFT-BREAK>, <CLEAR>, <SHIFT-CLEAR>, and all ARROW keys. 

2> CARRIAGE RETURN and LINEFEED must be represented as 
<ENT> and <LFD>. respectively. 

3> The HYPHEN may be used as the firat character, that is, 
only immediately after the first QUOTE MARK. When used in this 
•anner, it indicates that the specified responae could be 
preceded by any number of other characters. Moat responses 
involve use of the HYPHEN in this way . 

4> The HYPHEN may be used as the last character. that is , 
immediately before the ending QUOTE MARK or the ending time 
delay . When used in this manner , a HYPHEN indicates that the 
specified response may be followed by as many as three 
additional characters . 

5> The sequence may include a time delay at the end only, 
that ia, Just before the ending QUOTE MARK . The delay should be 
expreased in WEDGE NOTATION , as shown in table 8 . 3. The time 
delay is used by AUTOTERM to recogni2e when the other computer 
has finished sending its response. If e time delay is not 
specified at the end 0£ the sequence, then AUTOTERM uses two 
seconds. 

ALTERNATE ACTIONS - When AUTOTERM encounters an :ALT: during 
execution of a KSM, then it does the following: 

1) It searches for all successive occurrences of :ALT: 
until it finds a :LASTALT:. The associated RESPONSES are 
considered to be the ALTERNATIVE RESPONSES. At moat thirteen 
alternatives may occur in a single series. 

?) rt lookA for receipt of any one of the ALTERNATIVE 
RESPONSES. 

3) As soon as any of the looked-for RE~PON5ES is received, 
then AUTOTERM continue& execution of the KSM at the point 
following that RESPONSE . 

RECOGNITION OF A RESPONSE - AUTOTERM looks for a PAUSE in the 
stream ox date being received from the other computer. The 
PAUSE must be as lonQ as the delay soecified ct the end of the 
particular RESPONSE, or two seconds, if no delay is specified. 
When such a PAUSE occur3, then AUTOTERM tries to match the 
received data to tho SPECIFIED RESPONSE. If a match is found, 
then AUTOTERM continues execution of the KSM at the point 
following the QUOTE MARK at the end of the RESPONSE 
specification. If no match is found, then AUTOTERM waits for 
~ore data to be received and then looks again for the required 
PAUSE . before trying again to ~etch that part~cular RESPONSE . 
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Alternatives, aee RESPONSE 
Answering, automatic 70-73 
ARROW key 

:for deleting 
:for inserting 
in KSl'IS 
111oving cur•or 
acrolling 
wedge notation 

Artificial carriage 
ASCII character• 

BAUD rate, CBD 
Back•pace 

a• correction 
while on line 

BASIC, return to 
BASIC progra111• 

editing 
loading 
saving 

BEEP, BEP 
Binary data 

loading 
•aving 
•ending 
receiving 

Block 
graphica 

BOP 

o:f text/data 
operation• 

Bounce, keyboard 

16 
17 

48-50 
12-13 

13 
81 

returns 44 
20,74-77 

24,31 

21,33,36 
24 

11,78 

34,37 
37-38 
34-35 
11.20 

37-38 
34-36 

27,29-30 
29-32 

30,36,38 
18-19,80 

80 
12,20 

10 
BREAK key 14,21,27,33,37, 

41,43,46- 47,50,53,74,75,80 
Bulletin board 65-67 

Carriage return 
artificial, OCR 
in FIND atring 
in KSM definition 
in text 
wedge notation 

Caaaette 
copying to disk 

Changing 
!'IL addreaaea 
picture& 
text/data 
uaer option• 

44 
15 

46-48 
12-14 
48,81 

42 

38 
30 

15-17,26 
21-22 
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Character a 
ASCII 
block graphic& 
CONTROL 
wedge notatl.on 

Checkau11 
CLEAR 

74-77 
20 

20,76 
81 
29 

as CONTROL key 
pending KSl1S 

20,23,75-76 
54 

COl'IMAND 
available action• 
call via KSl'I 
cancel via BREAK 
key, SHIFT- CLEAR 

Co11111unicat ion 
trouble• 

78,80 
50-52 

80 
14.75 

24-25 
31-32 
50-51 

user option& 
setting via KSl'I 

Compuserve 
Computer DIALOGUES 

55-57,60-61 

see DIALOGUES 
Connection troubles 
CONTROL key, see CLEAR 
Control characters 

ASCII 
printer 

DEL, i9nor1n9. 
Deleting 

block 

IGO 

carriage return 
character 

Dialing, auto11atic 
DIALOGUES, co111puter 

24-25 

75 
43-44 

31 

18-19 
16 
16 

68-70 

getting in:foraation 63-67 
aigning-o:f:f 54,65,67 
aigning-on 55-62 
sel:f-teat 74 
takl.ng 111eaaagea 72-73 

Disk 
directory 
drive # 

Disk :file, see 
Dow Jones New& 
DUPLEX, DUP 

41 
33 

File 
57- 59,62-65,70 

23-25,28,31 

• 



INDEX 

Echo, aee DUPLEX 
Editing 

grophica 
text/doto 
while on line 

ENTER key 
Error BOP 
Error hondling vio K5M 

File 
oppending 
cosaette 
continued reeding 
continuoua aaving 
deleting 
killing 

20,30 
15-19 

26 
12 

12,20 
54 

34,40 
42 
40 

39-40 
41-42 
41-42 

larger than •e111ory 37,40-41 
loading 36-38 
1utintaining 
saving 
aending 
tranaiaitting 

Fileno111• 

39-40 
33-36 
27-28 
27-28 

entering 33,36 
using aa111e via <ENTER> 37 

Find a string 
ASTERISK ia wild 
FIND co111iaend 
apeci£ying th• atring 
apeci£ying CR & LF 
using aa111e via <ENTER> 

Flowchart, AUTOTERM 

15 
14-15 

15 
15 
15 

9 

Grophica 
auto111atic 
block 
extended 
loading 
saving 
trana•i.tting 

30 
20,30,38 

Hexadeci•al 
data entry 

30,38 
38 
36 
30 

20 
CC, printer control 20,44 
FF, binary data 35,37-38 
ML addreaaea 30,35-36,38 

Ignoring 
DEL character•, IGO 31 
linefeeda, IGL 31 
NULL charactera, IGN 31 

Ineerting 
carriage return 17 
charoctera 17 

84 

Key beep, BEP 
Keyboard action 
Key bounce 
KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS 

:for•at rulea 
halting via BREAK 
looping 
self-teat 
tiiae delaya 
wedge notation 

Lobele in KSMS 
Line break 
Line:feed 

49-50 

11,20 
75 
10 

80-81 
50,74,80 

49 
74 
50 

80-81 

49-50 
24,75 

ignoring after CR, IGL 31 
sending after CR, SLF 32 
typing via <CLEAR> 76 

Line spacing, LSP 45 
Loading 

AUTOTERM 10 
cassette files 42 
diek files 26,33,36-38 

Lower case, aaa Upper/lower 

Machine language 
addressee 
loading 
saving 

progra• 
35-36,38 

38 
35-36 

Margins, printer 
BMG, l.MG, RKG, 
override narrow 

Ke•ory 

TKG 45 
44 

available 
files larger 
on/off 

11,75 
than 37,40-41 

11.23.25.78 
Menu 

KAIN 
di.splay by KSK 

Mesaoge 
getting 
taking 

Kode111 
ANS/ORIG switch 
auto-answer 
outo-diol 
carrier light 
CHAR/SEC ewitch 
D. C. Hoyea 
DUPLEX switch 
Radio Shack 

NULL, ignoring, IGN 

10 
53 

65-67 
72-73 

24 
70-73 
68-70 

24 
24 

69-72 
25 

68-69,71 

31 

I 



INDEX 

Optiona, ••• Uaer options 

Page 
pauae at atort, 
size, PGL, PGW 

PARITY, PAR 

PGP 45 
45 

24-25,31-32 
Pauae 

during KSJf 
other co11puter'e 
wedge notat1on 
for new page, PGP 

Pictures, aee Graphica 
Printer 

50 
58,82 
58,81 

45 

continuoua printing, CNP 45 
control codea 43-44 
options 45 
print LFD after CR, PLF 45 
print vie KSM 51 
apeed 10 
uae only off line 43 

'3,43,78 RESET BUTTON 
RESPONSE, other 

alternative• 
co111puter's 

''don't care• chars 
for111at rule• 
ignored characters 

60-67,82 
56-58 

82 

pauae 
recognition 
use of QUOTES 

55 
58,82 
58,82 
55-56 

wedge notation 81-82 
Retarding trana11iaa1on, STP 32 

Saving to diak 26,33-36,39-40 
Scanning, while on line 25-26 
Scrolling 

bockworda & forwordo 
via KSM 
while receiving, SCR 

Searching, see Finding 
Self - teat of KSM 
Sending, aee Trana111iasion 

13,25 
48-50 

32 

74 

85 

Serial I/O port 
co•aunicationa 
printer 

Sign-off via KSK 
Sign-on via KSK 
STOP BITS, STP 

Teeting a KSM 

23 
23,43 

54,65,67 
55-62 

32 

74 
Tiae delay, aee Paua• 
Toggle 

cape lock on/off 
11e11ory on/off 

Trane111ieeion 
block 
checking apeed 
:file 

11,78 
11 , 23,78 

line at a ti111• 
retarding apeed, STP 
troublee 

27-28 
28 

27-28 
28 
32 

24-25 

Upper/lower caae 
all-cap& lock 
display, ULD 
giving sa111e K31'1 

User option• 
changing via KSK 
co11111unicationa 
general 
printing 
table 

11 , 23-24 , 78 
21 
53 

50-51 
31-32 
20-21 

45 
7'3 

Wedge notation 47-48,50,58,81 
Wild card characters 15 
Word wrap 

printer, PWW 
screen , SWW 

45 
20 

Wrop - oround, aee Word wrop 

XKODEK 6 . 2 - 6.5 
XON/XOFF 

assigning, XNF 
DCl, DC3 

28,32 
76 

I 



PXE Computing 

**************************** : AUTOTERM : 
: DISK VERSION 5 : 
! OPERATIONAL RESTRICTIONS ! 
**************************** 

11 Vicksburg Lone 
Richardson, TX 75080 
(214) 699-7273 

1. DISCONNECT THE JOYSTICKS - They may interfere with keyboard 
action, such as the arrow keys repeating when held down. 

2. TELEWRITER FILES SHOULD END WITH A CARRIAGE RETURN - A file 
which does not end with a CARRIAGE RETURN will cause a read 
error when loading into TELEWRITER. When saving data which 
'-s-to -be read into TELEWRI'fER {ASCII E'ORMATI oe careful to 
have a CARRIAGE RETURN at the end . 

3. MID-LINE CARRIAGE RETURNS MAKE BASIC PROGRAMS UNLOADABLE -
A bulletin board may insert CARRIAGE RETURNS in the middle of 
long lines when downloading a BASIC program . You should 
delete these extra CARRIAGE RETURNS before saving the program 
to disk . Otherwise, it will cause a OS ERROR when it is 
loaded into your computer as a BASIC program. The 51 or 64 
character screen width can help you spot these unwanted 
CARRIAGE RETURNS . 

4 . PRINTER PERFORATION SKIP UPSETS PAGING AND MARGINS - If your 
printer has the PERFORATION SKIP turned on, then the line 
count will conflict with the normal page length of 66 lines. 
In such a case, set TMG = 0 and BMG = 0 . 

5. FORMAT JOOS DISKS WITH 11 DSKINIO,R 11 
- This formats the disk 

so that it is compatible with the RADIO SHACK operating 
system . Other JOOS formats result in files being incompatible 
between JOOS and AUTOTERM. 

If you uncover an unlisted restriction or bug, please describe it 
below and cut along the dashed line and send it to PXE Computing . 
Thank you. 

• 
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AUTOTERM! 
. . . AT A GLANCE 

KEYBOARD BEHAVIOR 
RESET - Return to MAIN MENU CONTROL KEY KEYBOARD 
BREAK - Cancel command or mode 
ARROW KEYS - Move CURSOR CONTAOL-C CLEAR C 
SHIFT UP ARROW - Jump to START BACKSPACE CLEARH 
SHIFT DOWN ARROW - Jump to ENO LINEFEED CLEAAJ 
SHIFT LEFT ARROW - Delete character 

FORM FEED CLEAR L SHIFT RIGHT ARROW - 1'\Selt SPACE 
CLEAR UP ARROW - Menory ON/OFF OCI, XON CLEAR 0 
SHIFT ZERO - ALL-cAPS ON/OFF OC3. XOFF CLEARS 
SHIFT CLCAR - lnotoato command or KSM ESCAPE CLEAR-BREAK 
SHIFT BREAK - Send LINE BREAK 

SYSTEM COMMANDS 
BLOCK/FILE OPERATIONS 
C = Checksum L • Load D • Delete 
T =Transmit S •Save P =Print 

E = Edit while on line 
F • Find a string 
•Is wild card 

H = Enter as two Hex digits 
K • KSM Sell-Test 
M = Maintain session Ille 

TV 

£11 
m 
(!] 

rn 
CD 
13] 
[D 

Use CURSOR or :START1:d:STOP1:,etc. G • Get disk directory U • Display/change User options 

BLOCK TRANSMISSION 
TO CHECK TRANSMISSION SPEED 
Upper left o l TV changes at ·oo chars. 

TO SEND TEXT ONE LINE AT A TIME USE 
the XNF option: e g. XNF: = 3AOD for COLON/CR 

x:-==: 
·xx· 
;GOTO xx'. 
CLEAR; 
.ALT: 
·LAST ALT: 
:NO: 

BINARY DATA 
LOADING/SAVING: Use as Header SENDING/RECEIVING: Use 
OBB or OML 

o Is Hex FF 

s = hhhh 
T • hhhh 

PAA =OFF IGO • N IGL= N IGN • N 

USER OPTIONS 
GENERAL 

BEP Key beep YIN - BOP Error bop YIN - SWW Word wrap YIN - ULD UIL Display 1 to 8 

COMMUNICATIONS PAINTING 
CBD Baud ra'.e 110,150,300 BMG Bottom margin 010 125 

YIN 
010 125 
1 to 125 
YIN 
Oto255 
YIN 

CUP 
IGO 
IGL 
IGN 
PAR 

SCA 
STP 
SLF 
XNF 

Duplex 
Ignore DEL 
Ignore LFO 
Ignore NUL 
Parity 

Scrolling 
Stop bus 
Send LFD 
Trans ON/OFF 

600.1200 CNP Continuous 
HALF. FULL LMG Left margin 
YIN LSP Line spacing 
YIN OCR Omit CR's 
YIN PGL Pege length 
OFF. EVEN. ODD. PGP Page pause 
MARK, SPACE PGW Pege wldlh 
YIN PLF Print LFD 
1to125 PWW Word wrap 
YIN RMG Right margin 
0000 to FFFF TMG Top margin 

1 to 2SS 
YIN 
YIN 
Oto 125 
Oto 125 

KEYSTROKE MULTIPLIERS 
USE OF COLONS OTHER COMPUTER'S RESPONSE 

Start deltnltion "l<xx"' .... x,xx .. "xxx·" "-XJOC-" .. _ .. 
Label "<nos:>" "xiu« nnS>" "-<nnS>" 
Jump 10 xx "-XJOC<nnS>" "xxx·<MS>" ·-xxx-<nnS>" 
Cancel pendorg KSMS WEDGE NOTATION 
Alternattve, but not last < ENT> < LFD> < BAK> < SBR> < SCL> 
Last atternattVe 1n set < UAR> < SUA> < DAR> < SDA> < LAR> 
End dellnttlon < AAR> < SRA> < CUA> < .nS> < nnS> 

< SLA> 

PXE Computing . . 11 Vldtaburg L- • Richardson, TX 75080 • 214/699-7273 
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